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Summary
The Rhine is the most important water system

Ecological situation

macrozoobenthos species and their population
densities. However, the summer bed still has a

and the largest river in the Netherlands. The
supply of water and sludge affects a major part

Macrophytes

relativelylownumber ofspecies,owingto alack

(65 %) of the surface water in the Netherlands.

The structure and composition of macrophyte

of suitable habitats. The extremely high dis-

The river Waal fulfils an important economic

vegetation is highly dependent on the river's

charge rates in 1993and 1995 showed that new

function as ashipping route between Rotterdam

hydrodynamics and morphodynamics.

and susceptible species can reach waters in the

and Germany. Ecologically, the river is an

The main channel's high dynamics (such as

floodplains. Originally non-indigenous macro-

important station and habitat for numerous

high flow rates and large level fluctuations, but

zoobenthos playamajor rolein the Rhine;92%

species of plants and animals and provides an

also the effect of the waves created by shipping

of the total number of organisms come from

essential link in the distribution oforganisms.

traffic) result in therebeinghardlyanyvegetation

other parts of the world. For example, the

there at all.Depending on the adopted manage-

Caspian Seashrimp Corophium curvispinum has

Ecological developments are followed by the

ment practices (grazing),there isagreater range

a dominant presence in every branch of the

Directorate-General for Public Works and

of water and marshland vegetation in the more

Rhine. However, contrary to expectations, this

Water Management in its annual monitoring

isolated waters.The riverbank overgrowth often

species has not had an impact on the presence

programmes. A more extensive monitoring

has a vertical zoning pattern, from annual

ofother species.

programme iscarried out every four years.This

pioneer species on the bare river beaches,

report discusses the results of the first year of

through Reed canary grass Phalaris arundinacea

Fish

intensive monitoring, in 1995.

and willows Salix spp., to the species on the

There are also various non-indigenous species

higher sections,whicharemoresusceptible tothe

in the fish community. However, the largest

At the Dutch/German border, the Rhine has an

effects of flooding. Common reedPhragmites

percentage in numbers and in species is deter-

even, average discharge of 2200 m / sec. The

australis and rushes Scirpusspp. are the domi-

mined byindigenous, indifferent species,animals

river branches into the IJssel .which flows into

nant species in the downstream and weired

without a preference for a particular type of

lake IJsselmeer, and the Lower Rhine and the

river sections,where water level fluctuations are

water. Of the number caught with hoop-nets,

river Waal,which eventually flow into the North

lower.

only9%were typical river species. Forfishtoo,

Sea via the "lower rivers". When discharges are

To enablerich macrophytevegetation todevelop,

it is assumed that a lack of suitable habitats

below 2320 m / sec,the Lower Rhine/Lek river

besides expanding grazing, it will be necessary

impedes the development of these species. Two

section is weired to guarantee sufficient water

to maintain the river's limited effect in the

requirements are the restoration of shallow,

for thefree-flowing Waal.

watersofthe floodplains.

flowing water and stretches of water with

Water quality has improved markedly since the

Plankton

fish.

nineteen seventies. The establishment of many

The plankton population density is positively

macrophyte vegetation that are accessible to

organisms is no longer impeded by the water's

correlated with the residencetime.

Amphibians

chemical quality. However, the contamination

The dynamic conditions in the main channel

For amphibians, the river is primarily an

of surface water and the bed still has a toxic

give riseto limited phytoplankton growth and a

important distribution area. The present situa-

impact on aquatic organisms. Cadmium and

zooplankton community that mainly consistsof

tion does not provide the best living conditions.

some PCBs in particular present a serious risk

small, fast-growing organisms (rotifers). These

Alow inundation frequency is important in the

tohigher organisms.

species are not capable ofutilizingthe largevol-

spawning grounds and the quality of the land

Although water quality is improving, the avail-

ume of nutrients in the river. In the waters of

biotopes ispoor. For nature conservation devel-

ability of sufficient, suitable habitats still leaves

the winter bed, the nutrient supply in the form

opment, it is necessary to pay attention to river

a lot to be desired. The river is relatively uni-

of phytoplankton can be better utilized by zoo-

dunes and hardwood floodplain forest as land

form and the original dynamics ofthe riversys-

plankton and macrozoobenthos, and the popu-

biotopes, and the development of waters with

tem arelimited. There islimited variation in the

lation densities are significantly higher.

low dynamics, in areas within the dykes, for

areas that are affected by the river water to

A characteristic of the Rhine is the high per-

example.

greater or lesser degrees and ecotopes such as

centage of the diatom Skeletonema, possibly

shallow flowing water, floodplain forests and

caused bythis alga'shigh toleranceto salinity.

marshland are scarce. Work on restoring the

Birds
The Rhine's catchment area is of major impor-

ecotope diversity is underway in nature conser-

Macrozoobenthos

vation development projects.

Improvements in water quality over recent

floodplains are visited by large groups of herbi-

years have led to an increase in the number of

vores and, during freezing periods, the river isa

tance for birds. In the winter in particular, the

Biological monitoring of national fresh waters

refuge for fish- and macrozoobenthos-eating

important to ensure that there isaclearconnec-

can be used as a basis for determining which

waterbirds from other waters.The intensification

tion to the area within the dykes for these

type of nature conservation is most likely to

of agriculture (improved drainage and more

species when developing natural habitats in

succeed and where. For example, the prospects

manure toxins) has led to an increase in the

nature conservation development projects.

for aquatic plants, amphibians, limnic fish,

number of graminivorous birds. However,

macrozoobenthos in vegetation-rich water, and

summer birds from damp and marshy biotopes
havedeclined dramatically. The development of

mammals are greater in river sections with low

River restoration

river ecotopes such as floodplain forests and

dynamics, such asthe Lower Rhine/Lek and the
downstream sections. Species from more

marshland bring about new possibilities for

The environmental requirements of the various

dynamic conditions, such as pioneer vegetation

thesespecies.

species are sometimes in conflict with each

and the inhabitants of river dunes and sec-

other. Spatial separation offers a solution to the

ondary channels are more likely to succeed

Mammals

problem of giving all the river-bound species a

along the dynamic sections of the Waal and

For mammals, the Rhine fulfils a function as a

chance. The scale on which the variation is put

IJssel rivers. It is also important to strengthen

migration and dispersion route (Beaver and

into effect in the process of organizing the river

the relationship with the area within thedykes.

bats) and asahabitat for smaller species. Larger

area can be in linewith, for example,the natural

mammals and bats usethe floodplains asatem-

variation in morphodynamics and hydrody-

porary stopping place and foraging area. It is

namics.Theheight oflocations and thedynamics

Photograph 0.1
The River Rhine (here the Waal at Ewijk) isan important shipping route. Nevertheless there are good opportunities for nature restoration, asinthe caseof this sandflat, which is
already colonized bywillows andpoplars.
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Zusammenfassung
Der Rhein ist diewichtigste Binnenwasserstrahe versucht, die Verschiedenheit der Ökotope Typisch für den Rhein ist der hohe Anteil der
und der gröbte Strom der Niederlande. Die durch Naturentwicklungsprojekte wiederher- Kieselalge Skeletonema, möglicherweise weil
Zufuhr von Wasser und Schlamm ist für einen zustellen.

dieseeinehohe Salztoleranz hat.

Grobteil (65 %)des niederländischen Oberflächenwassers von Bedeutung. Einer der Arme

Makrofauna

des Rheins, der Waal, spielt als Schif- Die Ökologische Lage
fahrtsverbindung zwischen Rotterdam und

Durch die bessere Wassergüte hat sowohl die
Zahl der Makrofaunaarten als auch deren

Deutschland eine wichtige wirtschaftliche Rolle. Wasser-undUferpflanzen

Dichte in den vergangenen Jahren zugenom-

Ökologisch ist der Rhein ein wichtiger Lebens- Die Struktur und Zusammensetzung der Wass- men. Aus Mangel an geeigneten Ansiedraum und Habitat für zahlreiche Pflanzen- und er- und Ufervegetation hängt in hohem Mabe lungsplätzen leben im Niedrigwasserbett jedoch
Tierarten und bildet er einunentbehrliches von der Hydro- und der Morphodynamik des immer noch verhältnismäbig wenig Arten. Bei
Glied inder Verbreitung von Organismen.

Flusses ab.

den extrem hohen Abflüssen in den Jahren 1993

Durch die hohe Dynamik im Hauptbett (z.B. und 1995 hat sich wohl gezeigt, dab neue und
Der Verwalter Rijkswaterstraat, das nieder- hohe Strömungsgeschwindigkeiten und starke empfindliche Arten die Gewässer in den Überländische Generaldirektorat Wasserwirtschaft, Pegelschwankungen sowie von Schiffen verur- schwemmungsräumen erreichen können. Ein
beobachtet die ökologische Entwicklung durch sachter Wellenschlag) gibt esdort kaum Vegeta- bedeutender Anteil der Makrofauna im Rhein
alljährliche Messungen. Zusätzlich wird allevier tion. In den mehr abgelegenen Gewässern gibt istnicht einheimisch; 92 % aller Organismen
Jahre ein noch umfangreicheres Messungspro- es je nach Landschaftspflege (Beweiden) mehr stammt aus anderen Teilen der Welt.Soist zum
gramm durchgeführt. Die Ergebnisse der ersten oder weniger verschiedenartige Wasser- und Beispiel Kaspische Schlammgarnele Corophium
intensiven Messung im Jahre 1995 werden in Sumpfpflanzen. Die Uferbegrünung besteht oft curvispinum in allen Rheinarmen in grober
dem vorliegenden Bericht behandelt.

aus vertikalen Zonen, von einjährigen Pionier- Anzahl vertreten. Entgegen den Erwartungen
pflanzen an den kahlen Stränden über Rohr- hat diesjedoch keinen Einflub auf das Vorkom-

An der niederländisch-deutschen Grenze hat Glanzgras Phalaris arundinacea und Weiden men anderer Arten,
der Rhein einen gleichmäbigen Abflub von Salix spp. bis zu den überschwemmungsdurchschnittlich 2200m /sec.Erentsendet einen empfindlicheren Arten auf den höher gelegenen Fische
Arm, die IJssel,zum IJsselmeer und mündet mit Böden. Stromabwärts und in den gestauten Auch bei den Fischen kommen verschiedene
2 weiteren Armen, dem Niederrhein-Lek und Gebieten, wo die Pegelschwankungen geringer nicht einheimische Arten vor. Den gröbten
dem Waal, über die Unterläufe in die Nordsee, sind, sind Schilfrohr Phragmitesaustralis und Anteil (zahlen- und artenmäbig) bilden jedoch
Bei Abflüssen unter 2320 m / sec. wird der Teichsimsen Scirpusspp.dominant.

einheimische indifferente Arten, die keine bes-

Niederrhein-Lek ganz oder teilweise gestaut, so Für die Schaffung einer üppigen Wasser- und timmte Wasserart bevorzugen. Nur 9 % der in
dab der frei abfliebende Waal genügend Wasser Ufervegetation mübte neben der Extensivierung Reusen gefangenen Fische sind typische Flubfisbehält.

des Beweidens der begrenzte Einflub desStroms che.Auch bei den Fischen ist anzunehmen, dab
auf Gewässer in den Überschwemmungsräu- der Mangel an geeigneten Habitaten die

Seit den siebziger Jahren istdie Wassergüte men gewahrt werden.
stark verbessert; fürviele Organismen istdie

Entwicklung hemmt. Die Schaffung von seichtenFliebgewässern und fürFisch erreichbaren

chemische Zusammensetzung kein Hemmnis Plankton

Gewässern mit Ufer- und Wasservegetation ist

zur Ansiedelung mehr. Die Verunreinigung des Die Planktondichte korreliert positiv zur Ver- wünschenswert.
Oberflächenwassers und des Bodens wirkt sich weilzeit.
jedoch auf aquatische Organismen immer noch Die dynamischen Verhältnisse imHauptbett Amphibien
toxisch aus. Besonders Cadmium und einige sorgen fürbegrenztes Wachstum von Phyto- Zu Anfang war der Flub ein wichtiges VerbreiPCBssind für höhere Organismen gefährlich.

plankton und einer Zooplanktongemeinschaft, tungsgebiet für Amphibien. Derzeit sinddie

Trotz der besseren Wassergüte sind noch nicht die hauptsächlich aus kleinen, schnell wach- Lebensbedingungen für dieseTierenichtoptimal,
genügend geeignete Habitate vorhanden. Der senden Organismen (Rädertierchen) besteht. Für die Fortpflanzung isteine geringe ÜberFlub ist verhältnismäbig einförmig und die Diese Arten sind nicht imstande, diegrobe schwemmungsfrequenz erforderlich und die
ursprüngliche

Dynamik des Flubsystems Menge Nahrungsstoffe im Flub voll zu nutzen. Landbiotope sind qualitativ schlecht.Bin-

begrenzt. Die Vielfalt der mehr oder weniger Im Hochwasserbett können Zooplankton und nendünen und Hartholz-Auwald als Landvom Flubwasser beeinflubten Gebiete ist gering Makrofauna die Nahrung in der Form von Phy- biotop sowie Gewässer mit geringer Dynamik,
und Ökotope wieseichte Fliebgewässer,Auwald toplankton besser nutzen und liegt die Dichte zumBeispiel in angrenzenden landseitigen
und Sumpf sind kaum vorhanden. Derzeit wird bedeutend höher.

Gebieten,sind für dieNaturentwicklung wichtig.

Biological monitoring of national fresh waters

Vögel

und Dispersionsstrecke (Biber und Fleder-

man in diesem Sinne bei der Einrichtung des

Das Einzugsgebiet des Rheins bietet einen

mäuse) und Wohngebiet (für kleinere Arten).

Flubgebiets vorgeht, könnte zum Beispiel an die

wichtigen Lebensraum für Vögel. Besonders im

Gröbere Säugetiere und Fledermäuse nutzen

natürliche Variation der Morpho- und Hydro-

Winter halten sich grobe Gruppen Herbivoren

die Überschwemmungsräume als temporären

dynamik anschlieben. Anhand der Höhenlage

in den Überschwemmungsräumen auf und bei

Aufenthaltsort und Ernährungsgebiet. Für diese

und der Dynamik kann bestimmt werden, wo

Frost ist der Flub ein Zufluchtsort für

Arten ist es wichtig, dab bei der Entwicklung

welche Natur die besten Chancen hat.

Wasservögel aus anderen Gewässern, die sich

von Lebensräumen im Rahmen von Natur-

Wasserpflanzen, Amphibien, Sübwasserfische,

von Fisch und Makrofauna ernähren. Die

entwicklungsprojekten eine einwandfreie Ver-

Makrofauna vegetationsreicher Gewässer und

Intensivierung der Landwirtschaft (verbesserte

bindung zum landseitigen Gebiet geschaffen

Säugetiere zum Beispiel haben in Flubgebieten

Entwässerung und bessere Düngung) hat zu

wird.

mit geringer Dynamik, wieder Niederrhein-Lek

einer Zunahme der Zahl der Herbivoren geführt.

und flubabwärts die besseren Chancen. Für

Die Zahl der Brüter in feuchten, sumpfigen

Arten, die dynamische Verhältnisse bevorzugen,

Biotopen hat jedoch stark abgenommen. Durch

Wiederherstellung

wie Pionierpflanzen und Tiere, die sich gern in
Binnendünen und Nebenbetten aufhalten, sind

die Entwicklung von Flubökotopen wie Auwald
und Sumpf werden jedoch neue Möglichkeiten

Die Anforderungen, die die verschiedenen

die dynamischen Gebiete des Waals und der

für dieseArten geschaffen.

Arten an ihre Umwelt stellen, konfligieren in

IJssel besser geeignet. Daneben ist es wichtig,

einigen Fällen. Um allen flubabhängigen Arten

das Verhältnis zum landseitigen Gebiet zu ver-

Säugetiere

eine Chance zu geben, könnte man räumliche

stärken.

Für Säugetiere ist der Rhein eine Migrations-

Trennung anwenden. Die Art und Weise,in der

Rhine 1995

Résumé
Le Rhin est l'écosystème aquatique clé et le plus

marécages sont rares. Des projets pour le utiliser la réserve de nutriments qui se présente

grand fleuve des Pays-Bas. L'arrivée des eaux et

développement de la conservation de la nature sous forme de phytoplancton, et les densités de

des boues influence une grande partie (65 %)

sont actuellement en cours etvisent la restaura-

population sont beaucoup plusélevées.

des eaux de surface des Pays-Bas. Comme ligne

tion deladiversité desécotopes.

Une des caractéristiques du Rhin est le taux

de navigation maritime entre Rotterdam et

élevé des diatomées Skeletonema,dû probable-

l'Allemagne, le Waal joue un rôle économique

ment à la haute tolérance à la salinité de ces

important. Au niveau écologique, le fleuve

Situation écologique

algues.

représente l'hébergement etl'habitat importants
de nombreuses espèces végétales et animales et

Plantesaquatiquesetvégétation riveraine

Macrofaune

constitue un maillon indispensable dans la

Lastructure et la composition des plantes aqua-

L'amélioration de la qualité des eaux de ces

répartition desorganismes.

tiques etdelavégétation riveraine dépend énor-

dernières années a entraîné l'augmentation du

mément de l'hydrodynamique et de la morpho-

nombre d'espèces constituant la macrofaune et

L'Administration nationale des Travaux publics

dynamique du cours d'eau.

la densité de leur population. Cependant, le lit

et de la Gestion des Eaux surveille tous les ans

La grande dynamique du chenal principal (ex.

de basses-eaux qui ne dispose presque pas

l'évolution écologique. Un programme de sur-

vitesse de courant élevée et grandes fluctuations

d'habitats adéquats ne compte qu'un faible taux

veillance plus étendu est appliqué une fois tous

du niveau de l'eau, mais aussieffets de vagueset

de ces espèces. Les débits d'eau extrêmement

les quatre ans. Ce rapport traite des résultats de

remous créés par la navigation intérieure) est à

élevés des années 1993 et 1995 ont montré que

la première année de surveillance intensive, à

l'origine de l'absence de toute végétation. Dans

de nouvelles espèces sensibles peuvent atteindre

savoir 1995.

les eaux plus isolées, la diversité des plantes

les eaux des lais. Le rôle de la macrofaune du

Quand le Rhin traverse la frontière germa-

aquatiques et de la végétation riveraine

Rhin, d'origine non indigène, est grand, 92 %

présentes dépend de la gestion (des pâturages)

de l'ensemble des organismes proviennent

no-néerlandaise, il a un régime régulier de

appliquée. Lavégétation riveraine présente sou-

d'autres parties du monde. La Crevette Caspi-

2200 m /sec. Aux Pays-Bas, il se subdivise en

vent un zonage vertical, des espèces pionnières

enne Corophiumcurvispinum, par exemple, est

plusieurs bras, l'IJssel, qui alimente l'IJsselmeer,

annuelles sur les plages fluviales arides, à le

surreprésentée dans tous lesbras du Rhin. Con-

la section Rhin inférieur/Lek et leWaal qui finit

Baldingere Phalaris arundinacea et au saule

trairement aux prévisions, cette espèce n'a

par sejeter dans la mer du Nord en passant par

Salix spp., pour atteindre les espèces des aires

toutefois euaucun effet sur lesautres espèces.

les rivières inférieures. Quand le régime n'at-

plus élevées qui sont plus sensibles aux effets de

teint pas 2320 m /sec, les barrages de la section

crues. Dans les sections et retenues aval, à

Rhin inférieur/Lek entrent en action, partielle

moindres fluctuations du niveau des eaux, le

La communauté des poissons comprend égale-

ou totale, pour garantir suffisamment d'eau au

Roseau Phragmites australiset le scirpeScirpus

ment diverses espèces non indigènes. Letaux le

libreécoulement avalduWaal.

spp. dominent.

plus élevé des nombres et espèces est cependant

Pour assurer le développement de multiples

déterminé par les espèces indigènes indif-

La qualité de l'eau s'est remarquablement

plantes aquatiques et d'une riche végétation

férentes, animaux sans préférence pour un type

améliorée depuis les années soixante-dix, la

riveraine, il faudrait, outre l'augmentation des

distinct d'eau. Du nombre péché à la nasse,

qualité chimique ne faisant plus obstacle à

pâturages, maintenir l'effet limité desfleuveset

seuls 9 % étaient constitués d'espèces typique-

l'établissement

rivièressur leseauxdeslais.

ment fluviales. Pour le poisson aussi, on sup-

de nombreux organismes.

Poissons

pose que le manque d'habitats adéquats fait

Toutefois, lapollution deseauxde surface etdes
fonds a toujours des effets toxiques sur les

Plancton

obstacle au développement de ces espèces. Il est

organismes aquatiques. Lecadmium etlespoly-

Ladensité de lapopulation du plancton estpos-

conseillé de restaurer les cours d'eau peu pro-

chlorobiphényles (PCB) présentent un sérieux

itivement corrélée autemps de séjour.

fonds et ceux à plantes aquatiques et végétation
riveraine,accessiblesauxpoissons.

risque pour lesorganismes supérieurs. Bien que

Les conditions dynamiques du chenal principal

la qualité de l'eau s'améliore, la disponibilité

sont à l'origine de la croissance limitée du phy-

d'habitats adéquats, en nombre suffisant, laisse

toplancton et de la communauté du zooplanc-

Amphibiens

à désirer. Lefleuveest relativement uniforme et

ton, constituée notamment de petits organismes

Pour les amphibiens, le cours d'eau constitue à

la dynamique initiale du systèmefluvialest lim-

à croissance rapide (rotifères). Ces espèces sont

l'origine une importante aire de répartition. A

itée. L'effet qu'exercent les eaux fluviales sur les

incapables d'utiliser entièrement la grande

l'heure actuelle, les conditions de vie n'y sont

régions qu'elles traversent présente une faible

quantité de nutriments présents dans lefleuve

pasoptimales.Une faible fréquence d'inondation

variation, et les écotopes telsque les cours d'eau

ou rivière. Dans leseauxdu lit debasses eaux,le

estnécessaire pour lesairesdereproduction, etla

peu profonds, les forêts alluviales et les

zooplancton et la macrofaune peuvent mieux

qualité desbiotopes terrestres est médiocre.
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Pour le développement de la conservation de la Mammifères

cette variation peut correspondre, par exemple,

nature, il est important de fixer l'attention sur Pour les mammifères, le Rhin sert de route de àlavariation naturelle de la morphodynamique
les dunes riveraines et les forêts alluviales àbois migration et de répartition (ex. Castors et et del'hydrodynamique. Ilest possible de déterdur comme biotopes terrestres, et sur le chauves-souris), et d'habitat aux petits espèces, miner letype de conservation de la nature quia
développement des eaux à faible dynamique, Les grands mammifères et les grandes chauves- le plus de chance de réussir, et l'endroit conpar exemple dansleslaislimitrophes.

souris résident temporairement sur les lais, où cerné en se basant sur l'élévation et la
ils y trouvent leur nourriture. Il est important dynamique du sol.Ainsi,lespossibilités concer-

Oiseaux

de réaliser une liaison évidente avec les sols à nant les plantes aquatiques, les amphibiens, les

Le bassin hydrographique du Rhin est d'une l'intérieur des digues pour ces espèces, lors du poissons des eauxliminiques,la macrofaune des
importance majeure pour les oiseaux. L'hiver développement des habitats naturels viséspar le eaux riches en végétation et les mammifères
surtout, de grands groupes d'oiseaux herbivores projet de développement de la conservation de sont plus grandes dans les sections à faible
se rendent sur les lais et, quand le gel sévit, le lanature.
cours d'eau est un véritable refuge pour les

dynamique, comme celle du Rhin inférieur/Lek
etlessections d'aval. Lespossibilités des espèces

oiseaux piscivores et mangeurs de la macro-

que l'on retrouve dans les conditions plus

faune, venus d'ailleurs. L'intensification de l'a- ^-CôldUIdliUIl Uci> l l c U V c a c l

dynamiques, comme les végétations pionnières

griculture (drainage amélioré etune plus grande TlVlèrCS

et les habitants des dunes riveraines et chenaux

quantité de toxines d'engrais) a entraîné la

secondaires, sont bien plus grandes le long des

croissance de la population d'oiseaux herbi- Lesexigences que posent les divers groupes d'e- sections dynamiques du Waal et de l'IJssel. Ilest
vores. Par contre, la population des oiseaux spèces à leur environnement de vie s'opposent en outre important de renforcer la relation avec
nicheurs des biotopes humides et marécageux a parfois les unes aux autres. La séparation spa- lessolsàl'intérieur desdigues,
fortement régressé. Le développement des éco- tiale répond à la question de savoir comment
topes fluviaux, tels que les forêts alluviales et les procéder afin de donner une chance à chaque
marécages, offrira de nouvelles possibilités espèce fluviale. L'échelle à laquelle l'aménaged'habitats àcesespèces.

ment de cette région fluviale devra répondre à
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1.Introduction
Hero Prins (RIZA)
MWTL

developments has been published annually

The report begins with a general physico-

since 1992.A water system report on each water

chemical description of the various branches of

This water system report is a knowledge report

system is also published every four years, in

the Rhine. Chapters 3 to 10 deal with develop-

on the ecology of the branches of the river

which a more scientific analysis of ecological

ments in vegetation, plankton, macrozooben-

Rhine in the Netherlands. It describes recent

developments is provided.

thos, fish, amphibians, birds and mammals.

ecological developments in the branches of the

Water system reports are published following a

Chapter 11examines the ecotoxicological situa-

Rhine in relation to the policy on the ecological

survey year, a year of intensive measurements.

tion in the Rhine. Where possible, ecological

recovery of the Rhine. The ecological data has

The survey year for the branches of the Rhine

developments are linked to physical and chemi-

been collected by RIZA,within the scope of the

was 1995.

cal developments in the Rhine. The way in

MWTL monitoring programme, which is con-

which the data hasbeen collected isdiscussed as

cerned with monitoring the water drainage situ-

briefly as possible, as it is described in detail in

Structure of this report

the working documents.

1995).The chapter entitled 'Rationale' provides

Thiswater system report isintended for various

The final chapter integrates ecological develop-

more details on howthedata was collected.

target groups. Besides being useful to water

ments. Where possible, conclusions are eluci-

managers, it may be used as an up-to-date eco-

dated using recent ecological studies carried out

ation in the Netherlands. The MWTL monitoring programme is described in (Weijden et al.

Monitoring
The monitoring programme isintended to indi-

logical reference work by policy workers in var-

in branches of the Rhine. Some recommenda-

ious ministries, provinces and local government

tions are then made about the Rhine's future

bodies, as well as people working in research

management.

institutes.

catetrends in the physical,chemical and ecological state of national waters,actingasafinger on
the pulse. The programme also serves as a
source of information for defining and evaluating the total water management policy, as in the
fourth policy document on water management
(Ministry ofTransport, Public Works and Water
Management, 1997) and the Water System
Surveys (Ministry of Transport, Public Works
and Water Management, 1996).
Most of the Rhine's catchment area is outside
the Netherlands. Agreements are reached about
water quality, water quantity and shipping on
the basisofconsultations between various international consultative bodies, such as the IRC
(International Committee for the protection of
the Rhine against Contamination), the IAWR
(Internationale Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Wasserwerke im Rheineinzugsgebiet), the CHR
(International Committee for Hydrology in the
Rhine area) and the CCR (Central Committee
for Rhine Shipping). A proper insight into the
present situation in the Rhine is also important
for these consultations.
This report isone of aseries of reports containing both national summaries and water
system reports. A national report on the latest

Photograph 1.1
Sunsetoverthe reedbedsof the "Ooijpolder" nearthe city of Nijmegen.
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Photograph1.2
Exceptionally high water inthe floodplains of the River Rhineat Schenkenschanz, just over the German border.
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2.TheRhinewater system
Corian Bakker (RIZA)
Introduction
Present ecotope distribution for Rhine branches

The river Rhine fulfils many functions. This
report examines the Rhine's ecological function
naturalbank

in detail. The Rhine provides an important nat-

deepmainchannel

ural habitat for plants and animals. The river is
a migration route for organisms and carries

floodplainforest

secondary channel/dead riverarm

food and sediment.
The Directorate-General for Public Works and
Water Management has long considered the
naturalpasture

discharge of water, ice and sediment to be the
most important of the river's functions. This
function proved to be of the utmost importance
during the high discharges of 1993and 1995.
The Rhine also fulfils various economic functions. Shipping is the most important of these,

agriculture

particularly for the Waal, which links Rotterdam to Germany. A ship crosses the German/

Figure 2.1
Distribution of ecotopes along the Rhine (excluding the sections of the river downstream from Gorkum). In the present

Dutch border at Spijk every three minutes.

situation, the greater part of the river consists of (cultivated) pastures and deep summer bed. Woods, marshland and

Besides being the regional water supplier, the

shallow flowing water are scarce.

river is also a source of minerals (sand and
clay), cooling water, for example for power stations, raw water for drinking water production,

Dynamics

agricultural land, and fish. Finally,large sections
of the branches of the Rhine have a function in

Rivers distinguish themselves from other water

water and riverbank recreation.

systems by their dynamics. They move from
upstream to downstream, from the main channel to the floodplain, and that movement is
slightlydifferent each day. In anatural riversystem the river's appearance is determined by its
dynamics.
Even in the Rhine system,which hasbeen influenced considerably by human intervention,
hydrodynamics and morphodynamics still partially determine the formation of the landscape
(Rademakers and Wolfert 1994). However, the
scale on which these processes operate is smaller now, because the river is wedged between
dykes and is streamlined by embankments,
groynesandweirs.
The discharge fluctuations in the river give rise
to its hydrodynamics. Differences in the duration, time and water depth of inundation give
rise to a large variety of natural habitats for
plants and animals, from the dry pastures,
which are hardly ever flooded, to the ponds and

Photograph 2.1
The shipping function is very important tor the Rhine. The river Waal is the transport route between Rotterdam and
Germany. Besides the need to guarantee protection against flooding, the shipping traffic is also a limiting condition
for the implementation of nature restoration projects.

channels that are permanently connected to the

Biological monitoring of national fresh waters
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Stretches and branches
of the Rhine

The type of vegetation that can arise isthe result
r'cî.'lni'-ft

of the interplay between the water levelsand the
supply and removal of sediment. In turn, these
processes are also affected by the vegetation,
which traps water-borne sediment, for example,
or anchors the soilwith itsroots.
IJSSt'l

In a natural river system, various types of landscapes or ecotopes are produced by these
dynamics. In the present-day Rhine, the river

/Nieuwe
Lek^
Avi^/aterweg
^ ^ ^ ^
\
^ S ^ NieuweMaas ^ ^ ^
^~~\\±oll.

^QiideMaas\ ben.Merwgde

V ^ Pann.
\ kanaal
Waal
Maas

j r ^ t

landscape is mainly determined by human

Lower Rhine -.

^

^

\

^5

intervention in the form of agricultural and
nautical management.
Depending on the management and the space
left by dykes, embankments and busy shipping

T^J "V—-^/Haringvliet

traffic, the Rhine landscape consists of a more

,

or less changing mosaic of ecotopes. Figure 1

Figure 2.2
Overview of the Rhine with the names of the various sections of the river.

shows the present distribution of ecotopes
(Postma et. al 1996). This is examined in more

The discharge regime also influences ground- mutability of the river bed produced by sedi-

detail in the description of the various sections

water levels and the aeration of the soil, factors mentation and erosion. Banks and channels

ofthe river.

which are co-determinants for the type of vege- erode. Sand sedimentation on the banks can

Regulation and theconstruction of embankments

tation that develops.

has created a uniform channel. The river has cut

produce river dunes, silt up floodplains and

deep down into the bed and the floodplains

Morphodynamics is a generic name for the closeoff old arms ofthe river.
Table2.1
Division into stretches and the characteristics (according to Postma et al. 1996).

Length (km)

surface
area (ha)

Morphological

flow rate

leveldynamics

tidaldynamics

characteristic' 1 '

(cm/s) O)

(m)«>

(cm)

154

14590

Upper Rhine
Boven-Waal

Spijk-Pannerdensche Kop

11

2240

free flowing, highly meandering

> 100

>5

<30

Pann. Kop-Nijmegen

16

2500

free flowing, highly meandering

>100

>5

<30

Midden-Waal

Nijmegen-St. Andries
St. Andries-Zuilichem

44

5865

free flowing, slightly meandering

>100

>5

<30

St. Andries-Waal

17

2445

free flowing, slightly meandering

>100

>5

<30

Beneden-Waal

Zuilichem-Corinchem

12

1540

widened straight, no tide

70-100

<5

<30

Boven-Merwede/

Corinchem-Dordrecht

24

3650

widened straight, no tide

30-50

<5

30-70

Dordrecht-Haringvliet

30

4160

widened straight, w i t h tide

50-70

<5

30-70

165

10120

Upper Rhine and Waal

Beneden-Merwede
Oude Maas/Spui/Noord
Lower Rhine-Lek
Pannerdensch Kanaal

Pann. Kop-IJsselkop

11

1520

free flowing, slightly meandering

>1

<5

<30

Doorwerthse Rijn

Usselkop-Wageningen

25

2215

weired, slightly meandering

50-70

<5

<30

Gestuwde Nederrijn & Lek

Wageningen-Hagestein

45

4550

30-50

Boven-Lek

Hagestein-Schoonhoven

24

1835

weired, slightly meandering
slightly meandering, with tide

70-100

<5
<5

70-150

Lek-Nieuwe Maas

Schoonhoven-Maassluis

46

70-150

14

widened straight, witho tide
straight w i t h tide

<5

Maassluis-Noordzee

2690<4>
2214«)

50-70

Nieuwe W a t e r w e g

70-100

<5

>150

116

11945

26

3175

winding, free f l o w i n g

70-100

>5

<30

3990

winding, free flowing

70-100

<5

<30

3280

slightly meandering, free flowing

50-70

<5

<30

1500

widened straight, no tide

30-50

<5

<30

IJssel
Boven-IJssel
Midden-IJssel

IJsselkop-Dieren
Dieren-Deventer

Sallandse IJssel

Deventer-Zwolle

33
34

Beneden-üssel

Zwolle-Usselmeer

23

(1) Rademakers 1993
(2) average flow rate in the

main channel, for average d

(3) level difference between

average high water and agreed low discharge

(4) excluding port of Rotterdam
(5) including Caland Canal and Hartel Canal

scharge

<30
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have become increasingly higher and dryer

After Nijmegen, the Midden-Waal meanders

the Waal are now linked to the floodplains and

owingto the accretion ofsilt.

slightly between the large basin areas of the

form extensive sandybanks.Stream valleyvege-

Betuwe and the Land van Maas en Waal. The

tation and natural levee woods occur here and

A number of ecotopes that originally played an

floodplains have largely been dug away owing

there on the higher parts of the floodplains. On

important part in the river area are highly

to clay and sand excavation, which has given

the lower parts there are willow woods, marsh-

under-represented nowadays. In particular,

rise to many low pastures, complexes of clay

lands, and, important for grassland birds, pas-

floodplain forest, marshland and shallow flow-

pitsand deep sand excavation pits.

tures. Along the Beneden-Merwede and the

ing water are scarce. It is not possible for sus-

Between Sint Andries and Zuilichem, the

Oude Maas,the land outside the dykes consists

tainable populations of characteristic river

amplitude of the meanders increases, probably

mainly ofgrassmudflatsand osierbeds.

organisms to develop in the remnants of these

because of the former link to the Maas and the

ecotopes,which aresmall and scattered.

transection ofthe former natural levees.

At a number of places there are links to the

Because summer embankments form a solid

After Zuilichem, the effect of high river dis-

river Maas (Maas-Waal Canal, St. Andries

division between the main channel and flood-

charges decreases steadily and tidal current and

Canal,Andelse Maas) and the Lower Rhine-Lek

plain area, an exchange of waterborne organ-

wind dynamics become more important. The

(Amsterdam-Rhine Canal, Merwede Canal),

isms is only possible at high water. The fertile

river Waal then becomes the Boven-Merwede

however, they are all controlled by sluices. The

floodplain area could, for example, fulfil an

and soon divides into the Beneden-Merwede

only open link with the river Lek is at the
NieuweMerwederiver via "de Noord".

important function asaspawning and maturing

and the Nieuwe Merwede. In this section, the

ground for many fish species in the spring and

floodplains are flat and very narrow in some

early summer.

places. The main channel is wide, and stable

IJssel

islands areableto form alongthebanks.

After branching off from the Lower Rhine at
the "IJsselkop", the IJssel is a highly meander-

Ecological profiles

Owing to itslargedischarge and "free" flow, the

ing river that has broad, elevated floodplains

riverWaal hasrelatively large morphodynamics

and a low flooding frequency (the Boven-IJssel).

The dynamics in the various river branches

and hydrodynamics. The busy shipping traffic

These floodplains contain a lot of hawthorn

form the basis for dividing the Rhine into three

also increases the dynamics. River dunes and

thickets and hedgerows.

subsections (Upper Rhine-Waal, IJssel, and

young natural levees arise at various places (see

From Dieren, the river has the character of a

Lower Rhine-Lek), which are briefly described

intermezzo). Former sandbanks and islands in

sand river, but the floodplains are smaller and

below (Rademakers et al 1995). These subsections are then further divided into stretches on
the basis of geomorphological characteristics

Scheduled nature restoration
projectsfor the comingyears

and in accordance with the categories used for
drawing up targets (Postma etal.1996).Table1
shows several characteristics of the stretches of
each subsection. See figure 2 for the location of
the sections ofthe river.
UpperRhineandWaal
The Rhine enters the Netherlands at Spijk asthe

Zutphen

Upper Rhine. The Upper Rhine is a wide,
meandering

river,

which

forms

coarse

sandy/fine gravely shallows along the banks.
After 11 km, it divides into the Waal and the
Pannerdensch Canal. From the point where it
divides (the 'Pannerdensche Kop'), the Waal
haslarge meandering bends until it cuts into the
linear moraine at Nijmegen. There is seepage
from the linear moraine and this has a major
effect on the marshland and water vegetation in
the isolated watersofthe floodplains.

Figure2.3
A large number of plans arescheduled for various sections of the river, including plans for nature restoration, possibly
combined with excavations andanumber of recreational plans,A list hasbeen compiled of planswhich arescheduled
for completion, bythe bodiestaking these initiatives, inaround 2010.(according to Silva& Kok 1996).
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by great species diversity. Important pastures

a river system in this part of the river. This

the river continues as the SallandseIJssel and

for grassland birds and geese are situated along

therefore restricts the large natural variation in

only meanders slightly between the regularly

the Lower Rhine.There arealsosimilar pastures

habitats, which range from being highly influ-

less elevated {Midden-IJssel), until, at Deventer,

inundated floodplains in a fairly straight bed.

along the river Lek,especially inside thedykes.

enced by the river water to hardly being influ-

Along these stretches of the river, there are still

Until Schoonhoven the Lekstill hasthe character

enced at all. This natural diversity of ecotopes

many unexcavated floodplains which contain

of a sand river. After this point {NieuweMaas/

cannot simply be restored. The limited space for

parts of the old river courses. The seepage from

Nieuwe Waterweg), river discharge has hardly

the river within the main dykes and the con-

the Veluwe and Achterhoek areas means these

any influence on water levels. The river flows

struction of a safe and permanently navigable

waters provide a habitat for valuable marshland

through a highly urbanized district and the

shipping route sets stringent conditions for the

and water vegetation. Stream valley vegetation

floodplain area isverysmall.

design. Nevertheless,a large number of initiatives

grows in the higher parts.

The sluices and weirs in this branch of the

have been worked out to restore the original

After the cityof Zwolle,the river IJssel enters its

Rhine present abarrier towaterborne organisms.

character of the river (see figure 3). Different

lower reaches. It becomes wider. The floodplains

Migratoryfishin particular are impeded in their

sections of the river have different potentials in

are flatter and lower and the river eventually

migration to and from their spawning grounds.

this regard, and it isnecessary to select the types

flows into lake Ketelmeer.

ofecotopes that willbeallowed to develop.

Unlike the banks of the Lower Rhine-Lek and

The nature-conservation target for the Rhine

the Waal rivers, the banks of the river IJssel are

(Postmaet. al 1996) identifies the typeof ecotope

Nature restoration

that has the greatest chance of succeeding in a

largelyfixedwith basalt and rip-rap.
The Rhine largely consists of a deep uniform

given location. Dynamic ecotopes would be

Lower Rhine-Lek

waterway with relatively elevated floodplains in

particularly likely to succeed in the river Waal;

The stretch from Pannerdensche Kop to the

which agricultural pastures predominate. The

it would be possible to create marshland along

point where the river IJssel branches off from

ecological value of the floodplains therefore

the weired river stretches and in the down-

the Lower Rhine largelyconsists ofacanal exca-

largely consists of grassland birds on the agri-

stream stretches. Ahardwood flood-plain forest

vated in the 17 century (Pannerdens Canal),

cultural pastures.

is especially likely to succeed in the elevated

with relicts of the Old Rhine. Large sections of

Little remains of the characteristic dynamics of

floodplains ofthe river IJssel.

l

the Lower Rhine and the Lek are weired to
guarantee sufficient discharge and thereby water

DischargeRhineLobith

depth for shipping traffic in the Waal and IJssel
rivers, and to safeguard agriculture and drinking water supplies from lake IJsselmeer. Up to

12000

Wageningen, the river can be considered as free
flowing in the morphological sense.

10000

The weir at Driel isclosed for an average of 130
days a year. The flow rate is exceptionally low

8000

during that period. From Wageningen, the
weiring isalmost permanently visibleand thereis
asharp decrease inthe morphological dynamics.

6000

After the weir at Hagestein, the river is
unweired again (Boven-Lek)and tidal dynamics

4000

predominate.
The waters and marshlands in the floodplains

2000

are less likely to dry out than in the other
branches of the Rhine. The floodplains along
the Lower Rhine are heavily excavated. The
floodplains along the Lek are still largely unexcavated. Where seepage from the Veluwe region
and the range of hills known as the Utrechtse
Heuvelrugreaches the surface, there are areas of
water and marshland vegetation characterized

1
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averagedaily discharge 1995
average monthly discharge 1911-1992
Figure2.4
Theaverage daily discharge in 1995 and monthly average discharge from 1911 to 1992 in the Upper Rhineat Lobith
in m3/sec.In 1995,the period from January to the endof Junewas especially wet. with an unusually high peak atthe
end of January.
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Temperature Rhine Lobith

Waal and IJssel rivers are free flowing. The
Lower Rhine is weired when discharge is low,
and the minimum target for discharge into the
IJssel river is 285 m /s. If discharge is lower than
1300 m /s (at Lobith), a volume of only 25 m /s
flows through the Lower Rhine and the weirs at
Driel, Amerongen and Hagestein are completely closed. If discharge is higher than 2320 m /s

3

(at Lobith), the weirs are completely opened
and the Lower Rhine flows freely. This occurs
on average for 35 % of the time. However, in
1995 this situation applied for 194 days (53 % ) .
Discharges were above average from December
Mar Apr May Jun

1994 to July 1995. The extremely high discharge

Aug Sep Oct

at the end of January was most striking in this

1930

1995

period. A discharge peak of 11885 m /s only

Figure2.5
Thetemperature inthe Rhineat Lobith in 1995.The temperature in 1930 isshown, besidesthe average daily temperature in 1995. The average water temperature increased by rather more than 3°C in the period between 1930 and
1995, asaresult of the cooling water discharged by power stations and industry.

occurs once in 80 years, according to our current understanding. The period in which high
water occurred at the end of the winter was
normal, as was the occurrence of low water levels

The existing plans for nature restoration are

discharge from 1911 to 1992 (figure 4). This is in October - November,

generally concerned with the partial restoration

the result of the mixed discharge of rainwater

of processes such as current, tide, water level

and meltwater. Upstream from Basle, Switzer-

fluctuation,

erosion, sedimentation and land

Temperature

land the supply of meltwater peaks in the sum-

The temperature of the river water is affected

accretion. The measures used to achieve this

mer, whereas the discharge peak for rainwater

by the cooling water discharged by power sta-

include management measures, such as natural

is in the winter, downstream from Basle. The

tions and industry. Over the past 45 years, the

grazing or spontaneous succession, and design
measures. Design measures often include interventions that can be combined with measures

13-

Oxygen Rhine Lobith 1995

for other functions. This could include, for
example, lowering the floodplain by excavating
the clay layer. This would provide space for

12-

marshland or wet-pasture ecotopes and also
better runoff at high water. The excavated clay
11-

is used for brick making or dyke improvement.
The recovery of the ecotopes of shallow, flowing
water is achieved by excavating secondary chan-

10-

nels. Constructing secondary channels increases
the river's flow-through profile. They therefore
help increase safety thanks to the lower water
level at higher discharge rates (Silva and Kok
1996).

Physico-chemical characteristics
Discharge
TU nu-

' J U

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul

Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Figure2.6
* •

ï t- ï

-c

1he Rhine s discharge rate is relatively uniform,

as indicated by figures for the average monthly

The oxygen concentration (6-hour averages)
B in the Rhine at Lobith. Oxygen concentrations in the Rhine have
'°
.
.
.
, , , ,
improved markedly since the nineteen seventies to the present levels, which are approaching the natural oxygen

concentrationsfor theRhine.
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Chloride Rhine Lobith 1995

average temperature of the Rhine water has
260-,

increased by almost 0.5 °C per decade. This
increase is the same in the summer and winter.

240

However, the temperature increase in the win-

220

ter period is crucial to the survival of species

200

that thrive in warm conditions (Breukel&Bij de

180

Vaate 1996). At low water levels, the tempera-

160 H

ture can increase in the Lower Rhine, owing to
the restricted flow rate. Even the insulated

140

waters in the winter bed can warm up consider-

120-

ably, ifthe air temperature ishigh. However, no

100-

data isavailable onthis.

80-

The temperature of the Rhinewater at Lobith is

60-

shown in figure 5.

4020-

Oxygen
Oxygen concentrations in the Rhine have

Jan

Feb Mar Apr May Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep Oct

Nov Dec

improved markedly since the nineteen seventies
and the annual average concentrations are
approaching the saturation concentration for
oxygen. It isassumed that oxygen distribution is
no longer an impediment to the ecological

Figure2.7
The chloride concentration in the Rhine at Lobith, in 1995. The chloride concentration only exceeds the level set by
the water quality standard (200 mg/l) during the low-water period from October to November. The salt concentrations inthe Rhine are morethan 10times the river's natural background concentrations. The French potassium mines
form the largest source of salt.

Natural levees and river dunes
(Anne Sorber)
Sandy natural levees and active river dunes areimportant evidence of the river's morphodynamics. Becausethe branches of the Rhine are maintained by groynes, the morphodynamics arelower than inthe natural situation.
However, during high discharges the river still deposits sand on the floodplains. When the water level has fallen, natural levees without any vegetation may erode in the
wind, giving riseto dunes. During low water, the wind can also whip up sand in the groyne fields. Examples of river dunes areMillingerduin along the river Waal and De
Bol alongthe river Lek.
The sand deposits alongthe majorriverswere mapped out after the high waters of 1994 and 1995 (Sorber 1997).The sand deposits lay more or lessatthe same locations
after both periodsof high water. The greatest sedimentation hadoccurred onthe inside of the meandersof the rivers,asaresultof the strongflow closeto thechannel bed
(helicoidal flow) moving towards the inside of the meander. The flow from the main channel onto the floodplain isalso very important for the sedimentation of sand.This
flow occurswhere afloodplain becomes wider or when it islow, and alsowhere there isno summer embankment. Theflow rate reduces rapidly inthe winter bed,sotransported sandisdeposited.
Forriver dunesto form,thewind hasto havealarge strikingdistance before
reachingthe sand supply, sothat the force of the wind issufficient to transportthe sand(Isarinetal.1995). Inthe caseof apredominantly southwesterly
wind, this means that there has to be a large flat area of land or a large
expanse of water to the south-west of the sand supply. Moreover, the higher
the location, the less likely the dunes are to disappear during a high discharge.
Sandynatural leveesandriverdunesareunique ecotopes inthe areaaround
a river. The dry sand isfirst colonized by the pioneer vegetation, which can
then be followed by the stream valley plants. The high location, the sandy
soil and the special vegetation attract insects,birds and amphibians. Extensive
grazing inthe areacan help prevent the natural levees and river dunes from
becoming overgrown. A regular supply of sand isalso needed:at low water
by the wind andat high water bythe river.

Photograph 2.2
Asandy levee alongthe RiverWaal (Hurwenense Waard), left behind after
the flood of 1995.
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totalN
• nitrate
ammonium

Phosphorus Rhine Lobith

Figure2.8
Annual average concentrations of nitrogen and phosphorous in the Rhine at Lobith. The introduction of
phosphate-free washing powders has caused phosphate
levels to fall considerably since 1985. Large-scale treatment of waste water has reduced the concentration of
ammonium. However, the total nitrogen concentration
hasonly dropped slightly.

total P
orthophosphate

1975

1980

1985

1990

Year

recovery of the aquatic biocoenosis (Breukel

is a fresh water to salt water gradient from the

This is probably accounted for by the largescaletreatment ofwastewater.

1993).In 1995, averageconcentrations remained

river Waal and the river Lek to the mouth of

above 7 mg/1 (figure 6). Natural minimum

the estuary at the North Sea. The progression

oxygen concentrations for the Rhine are around

of the salinity gradient depends on the ratio of

Micro-contaminants

6-9 mg/l (CUWVO 1988).

river discharge to tidal volume. When a high

Thanks to national and international environ-

tide coincides with low river discharges, salt

mental policies, such asthe Rhine Action Plan,

Chloride

penetration from the sea can create brackish

the levels of many heavy metals and organic

The concentration of salts, and particularly

water as far upriver as the eastern part of the

micro-contaminants have declined consider-

chloride, is very high in the Rhine. The salt

OudeMaasriverandthemouth oftheriverLek.

ably since the nineteen seventies. Nevertheless,
these substances are still presenting problems,

load, which is mainly caused by discharges
Nutrients

not so much in the aqueous phase but in the

from an annual average of around 200 mg/1to

Figure 8 shows the annual average nutrient

sediment, sincetheybind (stronglyto extremely

around 150mg/1,thanks to international agree-

concentrations in the Rhine at Lobith. Following

strongly) to suspended matter (the future bed

ments. The volumes released are linked to a

aconsiderable rise atthebeginning ofthe nine-

ofthewatercourse).

maximum concentration, so extremely high

teen seventies, the levels of total phosphorus

Moreover, new substances are continually

salt concentrations are avoided if river dis-

and orthophosphate have steadily declined.

being manufactured that require attention and

charges arelow.However, the natural levels for

The more rapid drop in the levels of these sub-

necessitate modification ofthe measuring work

the Rhine are 10-40 mg/1 (CUWVO 1988).

stances after 1985 was the result of the intro-

and analysistechniques (Breukel 1993).

Dilution resulting from the Rhine's high dis-

duction of phosphate-free washing powders.

Chapter 11 presents a detailed examination of

charge up to the end of June kept the chloride

On the other hand, nitrogen levels have only

the quality of Rhine water and the conse-

level relativelylowin 1995(figure 7).Thelevels

dropped slightly.There hasbeen ashift in nitro-

quences for organisms.

shown in the figure occurred at Lobith. There

gen compounds from ammonium to nitrate.

from French potassium mines, has dropped
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Photograph 2.3
Highwater inthe flood plain of the River UsselatKampen.
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3.Macrophytes
Noël Geilen (Koeman en Bijkerk bv)
Introduction

Aquatic plants in Rhine branches
in 1992/1993

The vegetation in the river area is greatly influenced byabiotic factors such aswater levelfluctuations and flow rate. Large fluctuations in
water levels and high water in the summer
reduce the survival likelihood of many species
of macrophytes. Consequently, more species of
aquatic plants are found in the flood plains than
in the main channel, and bank vegetation is
much more developed. In the summer bed,
there are especially few macrophytes in the
upstream sections of the unweired branches of
the Rhine,theWaal and the IJsselrivers.
This chapter describes the situation in and
along the Rhine on the basis of surveys conducted in 1992 and 1993.Trends and developments are described by examining the development of the vegetation in a number of nature
restoration projects in the Rhine system.
o noaquatic vegetation present
• Yellowwater-lily Nupharluteaoccurswith variousdegreesof coverage,sometimes together with Fringedwater-lily Nymphoidespeltata
andWhite water-lily Nymphaea alba

Results

o Loddon pondweed Potamogeton nodosus isfrequent to dominant, sometimestogether with Yellow water-lily
• Fennel pondweed P. pectinatus occurswith adensecoverage
e Fennel pondweedoccurswith asparsecoverage

Present situation

• Fennel pondweedand Rigid hornwort Ceratophyllum submersum occurwith asparsecoverage

Aquatic plants are almost invariably only ever

• Rigidhornwort occurswith asparsecoverage

found in the Rhine summer bed in the weired

© Starwort Callltrlchespp.occurswith asparsecoverage

parts and in the downstream section ofthe freeflowing branches of the river (figure 1). In all,

Figure 3.1
Characterization of the survey points in the summer bed of the Rhine system on the basis of the abundance and distribution of aquatic plants in 1992/1993.

13 species of aquatic plants were found in the
summer bed in 1992/1993. A thin covering of
Fennel pondweed Potamogeton pectinatus and

tion than ponds that are regularly or perma-

The riverbank overgrowth in the floodplains of

Rigid hornwort Ceratophyllum demersum is

nently under the influence of the river. Besides

the branches of the Rhine often displays averti-

occasionally found in the unweired branches of

the fact that the current and the beating of the

cal zoning pattern, which is greatly affected by

the river. The water level fluctuations and flow

waves can affect aquatic-plant growth, the clari-

the hydrology (De Graaf et al. 1990). On the

rates are too excessive here for rich, extensive

tyofthewater isalso reduced bysludge swirling

lowest parts of the bank there are species that

aquatic vegetation. Even Loddon pondweed

up from the bed. This severely impedes germi-

are least susceptible to inundation. The bare

Potamogeton nodosus, which is characteristic of

nation in the spring and the further develop-

riverbanks become dry at low water levels, thus

flowingwaters, is not capable of survival in the

ment of submerged aquatic plants. Species that

enabling germination of the seeds of allkindsof

upstream section oftheWaal or the IJsselrivers,

are highly dependent on the sheltered condi-

annual pioneer species that are in the bed, such

the unweired branches ofthe Rhine.

tions of the isolated waters in the winter bed

as goosefoots Chenopodiumand Pale persicaria

The waters in the winter bed with no open link

include Yellow water lily Nuphar lutea,Fringed

Polygonum lapathifolium. These plants have to

to the river generally have reasonably well-

water lilyNymphoidespeltata, Shining pondweed

complete their life cycle during periods of low

developed aquatic vegetation. In total, 19species

Potamogeton lucens and Water soldierStratiotes

water levels,after which the seedsliedormant in

of aquatic plants were found. Comparing the

abides. Previously, the latter species was regu-

the bed again until conditions are once more

old arms of the river with each other clearly

larly found in the river area, but has literally

favourable for germination. Higher up the

reveals the effect of the hydrodynamics. Ponds

been flushed out of the area by increasingly

bank, the duration and frequency of inundation

that are less regularly connected to the river

more frequent high summer waterlevels.

are lower, and species are found with lower or

have more extensive and varied aquatic vegeta-

no resistance to inundation. The helophytes are
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Riverbank plants alongthe Rhine
branches in 1992/1993

form a special group of plants that are found
growing under these conditions, which include
Samphire Inula britannica, Common fleabane
Pulkaria vulgarisand the common cocklebur
Xanthiumorientale.
In the weired branches of the river and the
downstream sections of the free-flowing Waal
and IJssel rivers, the amplitude in the water
level fluctuations is lower; the Reed Phragmites
australisdominates riverbank overgrowth (figure 2), and Reed mace, rushes, and Reed sweetgrass Glyceria maxima appear. The banks of the
waters in the floodplain also provide more
opportunity for helophytes to develop, as they
provide relatively more sheltered conditions.
The occurrence of extensive helophyte overgrowth and the species composition are often
determined byfactors other than river dynamics,
such asmanagement practices.These factors are
examined later.

• Reedcanary grassPhalaris arundinacea with Branchedbur-reedSparganium erectum
• Reedcanary grasswith sparsecoveragetogether with Amphibious persicariaPolygonum amphibium
O Reedcanarygrasswith Amphibious persicaria,Gypsywort Lycopus europaeus andCommon spike rushEleocharispalustris

Comparison ofbranchesofthe Rhine

• Reedcanarygrassspecies-poor, possibly subtype with GardenangelicaAngelica archangelica
• Reedcanarygrasswith Slendertutted sedgeCarexacuta andPurple-loosestrifeLythrum salicaria
• Reedcanarygrassspecies-rich withWater chickweedStellana aquatica, Greatyellow-cress Rorippa amphibia,Marsh woundwort
Stachyspalustris andYellow irisIris pseudacorus. Slendertufted sedge isabsent
• Asabove,butwithout Yellowiris
• Dominance of Common reedPhragmitesaustralis andpossibly Reedcanarygrass,with Reedsweetgrass Qlyceria maxima,Sea club-rush
Scirpus maritimus, SweetflagAcorus calamus, Slendertufted sedgeandoccasionally dominance of tesserbulrush Typha angustifolia.
GreyclubrushSchoenoplectus tabernaemontanis orCommon spikerush
• Reedcanary grass,Slendertufted sedge,Reedsweetgrass,Gypsywort, Sweet flagandWater mintMentha aquatica
• Reedcanary grasswith Common spikerush

The dynamics in the water level fluctuations in
the summer bed of the upstream sections of the
unweired branches ofthe Rhinearetoo high for
most species of helophytes. Helophytes may
become totally submerged at high water levels,
and may dry out completely during periods of
low discharge. Neither situation is desirable.
The only species of helophyte frequently found
on the banks of the upstream section of the
rivers isReed canary grass Phalaris arundinacea
(figure 2). Thanks to its growth strategy, this
species is well adapted to the dynamic conditions of riverbanks. The "riverbank species"

differences in water level fluctuations and the
duration of inundation. There are large water
free-flowing Waal and IJssel rivers,whereas the

Figure 3.2

during lowdischarges.

of the Rhine. The differences can be traced to

weired Lower Rhine and Lek rivers have much

Characterization of the survey points in the summer bed of the Rhine system on the basis of the abundance and distribution of riverbank plants in 1992/1993.

inundated zone, the zone that does not dry out

a few distinct differences between the branches

level fluctuations throughout the year in the

O Species-poor overgrowth inwhich Common reedisdominant
• Commonclub rushSchoenoplectus lacustris isextremely species-poor with sparsecoverage
• Seaclubrush

among the species that occur in the regularly

The description of the present situation reveals

Figuur 3.3
Distribution of Yellow
water lily Nuphar lutea
in the summer bed of
the branches of the
Rhine, based on the
monitoring
data
of
1992/1993.

Yellow water-lily in Rhine
branches in 1992/1993

more constant water levels during the growing
season. The water level fluctuations and flow
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rates decrease in the downstream section of the

A similar situation applies to Common club

Rhine (from Gorinchem) and the effects of the

rush Scirpuslacustris ssp. lacustris, a helophyte

tide begin to playarole.The differences in river

that grows on the deepest side of the riverbank

dynamics in the river system lead to differences

vegetation zoning. The species is susceptible to

in sediment types. There is erosion at exposed

strong waves: stems can break off and plants

locations and the sediment mainly consists of

can be washed away (Coops 1996). During

coarse sand fractions. There is sludge sedimen-

periods when water levels are high, stems

tation in sheltered locations and organic matter

stretch, so the contact with the air and the oxy-

may accumulate. All these differences show in

gen supply are maintained. The long stems are

the vegetation. This is demonstrated on the

vulnerable towavesat lowwater levelsand easi-

basisofthe distribution ofthree plant species:

lybreak off. They may also dry out during sus-

Photograph 3.1
The Samphire is a typical riverbank species in the Rhine
system.

tained periods of lowwater levels.The distribuYellowwater lily displays aspecific distribution

tion pattern of these species clearly shows that

of the Rhine system in which water level fluctu-

pattern (figure 3) in the Rhine system. At high

they only occur in the summer bed in sections

ations are not excessive: the weired branches of
the river and the downstream section of free-

Figure 3.4
Distribution of Common
club rush Scirpus lacustris in the summer bed
of the branches of the
Rhine, based on the
monitoring data of
1992/1993.

Common clubrush in Rhine
branches in 1992/1993

flowing branches, the Waal and IJssel rivers
(figure 4).
One of the typical riverbank species common
alongthebranches ofthe Rhine isthe Samphire.
Figure 5shows the distribution ofthe speciesin
the Netherlands (data from FLORBASE). This
clearly showswhere the name riverbank species
comes from. Samphire is an uncompetitive
(pioneer) species which grows in sandy locations in the floodplains. The species favours
open locations in the overgrowth. Locations of
this type are continually being recreated in the
dynamic riverbank environment. The species
also occurs regularly on groynes and hard bank
revetments. The low number of occurrences

water levels, like those that occur in the river
Waal and in the upstream section of the IJssel,
the plants have difficulty forming leaves that
reach the water's surface. At low water levels
they break off again. The weired branches of
the river and the downstream sections of the
Waal and IJssel rivers are less dynamic and
Yellow water lily may grow profusely in the
summer bed at these locations. Yellow water
lily is a "nymphoid" aquatic plant, which sets
down roots in the soil of the water course and
develops floating leaves. Nymphoid aquatic
plants grow best in silty beds with a high concentration of organic matter. Beds of this type
mainly occur in the downstream and weired
section of the rivers and in the isolated waters
ofthe floodplain.

Figure3.5
Distribution pattern of
the Samphire Inula
britannica
in
the
Netherlands (data from
FLORBASE).
The
occurrence of this
species is closely linked
to the riverarea.

Distribution of Samphire
in the Netherlands
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along the downstream section of the IJssel river
is striking. The dynamics are probably only

Plants with floating leaves DuurscheWaarden

6-

high enough to enable the species to get established in the upstream section of this branch of
the Rhine.

5|
|

Developments and trends
Measures have been taken within the scope of
nature restoration projects in recent years that
have given the Rhine system more space (such
as at De Duursche Waarden along the river

1

4ni
ttf

<

•

3-

and Leeuwense Waard and Opijnen along the

CD

J5

river Waal). Existing waters in the winter bed

•n

_rd

2-

>

again and/or old river arms were re-excavated.

*d

These projects are intended to create the right

o
c

preconditions for the development of charac-

I Yellow water-lily
~J Yellow water-lily + White water-lily

IJssel, Blauwe Kamer along the Lower Rhine,

were brought into direct contact with the river

Fringed water-lily
| Whitewater-lily

1

1990

teristic river ecotopes. This will mainly create

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

the dynamic ecotopes that have a major effect
on the river. A monitoring programme has
been set up to chart the developments in these
areas.
In terms of the previous situation, increasing
the effect of the river dynamics made conditions worse for the water vegetation that already

Figure 3.6
Someof the isolated waters inthe winter bed inthe nature restoration areaDeDuursche Waarden werebrought into
direct contact with the river in 1989, with a view to restoring a more natural river landscape. This had far-reaching
consequences for the existing aquatic plant overgrowth consisting of Yellow water lily, White water lily and Fringed
water lily, species that rely on conditions with low dynamics. Since the intervention, the total area covered by these
nymphoids hasdiminished, owing to adeterioration in growth conditions because of the current, the beating of the
waves and greater fluctuations in water levels. The nymphoids have only survived in the more isolated parts of the
area.

existed before intervention. Van den Brink
(1990) says that the occurrence of aquatic
plants, for example, is largely influenced by
hydrology. Figure 6 shows the cover provided
by nymphoid aquatic plants, the dominant
group of aquatic plants in the nature restoration area De Duursche Waarden (river IJssel).
Part of this area wasbrought into direct contact
with the river again in 1989. There has clearly
been a marked reduction in the number of
nymphoids on the surface since then. However,
the number of species has increased, but these
are species that provide very thin cover, and
pioneer species growing in isolated waters only
recently created (Doef 1995). Similar changes
were also observed in other nature restoration
areas in the Rhine system, after the river
Photograph 3.2
Aerial photograph of DeDuursche Waarden, anature restoration areaalongthe riverIJssel.

dynamics in a former isolated stretch of water
had been reduced. The changes were most
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forests would eventually appear in an ungrazed

probably caused by an increase in the fluctua-

& Rademakers 1990, Van den Brink 1990) show

tion of the water level, an increased flow rate

that the vegetation composition and structure

floodplain. Grazing makes the vegetative struc-

and reduced clarity.

are greatly affected by the hydrodynamics (the

ture more and more open. Depending on the

duration and frequency of inundation, the cur-

grazing intensity, this results in brushwood or

The riverbank overgrowth in these areas

rent and the beating of the waves) and

pasture vegetation. When waters in the winter

appears to change less dramatically. The new,

morphodynamics (erosion and sedimentation

bed are severely damaged because they are used

bare riverbank zones seem to be beneficial to

processes). Especially since 1970, high waters

as cattle watering holes, the partial exclosure of

many species, such as Mudwort Limosella

during the summer, i.e., during the growing

the riverbank zone can still lead to the develop-

aquatica and Needle spike rush Eleocharis acicu-

season of the plants, have had a considerable

ment of marshland vegetation.

laris. The management practices adopted in

effect on the survival likelihood of macrophytes

In the summer bed, sections of the riverbank

areas of this kind seem to be more important

(De Graaf étal. 1990).

are unsuitable for the establishment of exten-

for the development of riverbank vegetation

Surveys showed that, in spite of the reasonable

sive riverbank vegetation. At places with high

than for the development of aquatic plants.

numbers of plant species that were found, there

dynamics, such as along large sections of the

There is also grazing management in most

had been a dramatic deterioration in aquatic

river Waal, only a few pioneer species are capa-

areas. Although cattle densities are lower than

and marshland vegetation in many waters of

ble of becoming established. In the weired and

in the intensively grazed floodplains, riverbank

the floodplains, vis-à-vis the situation that

downstream sections of the Rhine system,

overgrowth often suffers severe damage. Grazing

existed in the nineteen fifties. The development

waves from shipping and the resultant bank

damage and trampling can delay or even com-

of rich and varied aquatic and marshland vege-

erosion are the limiting factors for the develop-

pletely interfere with the development of a helo-

tation therefore appears to be largely deter-

ment of riverbank overgrowth. To prevent fur-

phyte belt and willow shoots. Grazing and tram-

mined by the degree of isolation from the river.

ther bank erosion, many of these locations were

pling damage can be considerable, even with

This is, therefore, an argument for excluding

provided with hard bank revetments made of

comprehensive grazing management, because

the river's influence from a section of the flood-

materials such as rip-rap. In situations like

pools of water in the winter bed are often used

plains, by maintaining the existing summer

these, it is possible to opt for nature-friendly

as watering holes.

embankments (De Graaf et al. 1990). This is

river banks by constructing a dam or rows of

backed up by descriptions of the developments

piles to dampen the waves from shipping traf-

in aquatic vegetation in a number of nature

fic. This results in a good combination of river-

restoration areas.

bank protection and riverbank layout, and a

Conclusions

Another major determining factor in the develVarious surveys conducted along the branches

opment of riverbank overgrowth is management,

of the Rhine (e.g. De Graaf et al. 1990, Knaapen

particularly grazing management. Floodplain

greater variation in riverbank overgrowth in
the existing, narrow summer bed.

Method
Asurvey of summer bed vegetation in the branches of the Rhine was made within the scope of the biological monitoring programme in 1992 (river Waal) and 1993 (Lower
Rhine, Lek and Ussel rivers). A survey was also made in 1992 of a selection of old arms of the river, spread across the winter bed of the Rhine system. Because this was done
relatively late in the year, details of the vegetation in these arms of the river were again included for 1993. The surveys were made by the Dutch Institute for Ecological
Research (NIOO/CTO), in Heteren (Lemaire 1994; Lemaire &van der Kooi 1994).
A total of 137 summer bed surveys were conducted. Along the banks, a 100 metre stretch was surveyed every three kilometres. A total of 203 winter bed surveys were
conducted in the 26 selected old arms of the river. The species composition was described for each survey and an estimate was made of the coverage per species.
The description of the present situation is based on the 1992/1993 data, plus data on some other rivers: the Nieuwe Merwede, Beneden Merwede, Oude Maas,
Afgedamde Maas (Coops 1996) and Spui (Smit et al. 1993). No surveys were made in 1994 and 1995 within the scope of the monitoring programme. As of 1996, riverbank plant surveys will be conducted by FLORON, for which the starting point will be a Dutch method based on the 5 x 5 km grid squares used to estimate the rarity of
plant species (de la Haye 1995). Riverbank surveys in the summer bed will be based on a modified version of the method already used (lines of direction) (de la Haye 1996).
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Doesthe Blackpoplar haveagood basis?
River technology intervention and the intensive agricultural use of floodplains have resulted in a river landscape that now bears hardly any trace of typical river ecotopes.
Many nature restoration projects attempt to restore the natural situation to some degree. Restoration of softwood floodplain forests, one of the typical river ecotopes, is
often oneof the goals of such projects. Inthe Netherlands, the tree cover in softwood floodplain forests consists of White willow Salixalbaand Black poplar Populus nigra.
Willows arestill common inthe present situation inside and outside the river area,sothe seed supply need not bea problem. However, what isthe situation with the Black
poplar?
Inthe initial survey carried out in 1995, RIZA commissioned the ecological consultancy STLto chart the distribution of the Black poplar alongasection of the Rhine system
(Upper Rhine,Waal and Boven-Merwede rivers; Willink 1995).This will befollowed in 1996 by asurvey of the genetic variability of the populations that were found.The
survey will beconducted bythe Institute for Forestry and Nature Conservation Research (CPRO-DLO).
Black poplars, likethe other willow-like trees,aredioecious, i.e., both maleandfemale plants are necessary for seedformation. It isimportant that the distance between the
two sexes is not too great, in order to prevent hybrids of different species of poplars occurring. Surveys have shown that the most important Black poplar source populations are upstream from Nijmegen. Large numbers of young specimens are mainly found upstream from the bridge at Ewijk. Distribution density and population size
decrease steadily further downriver. Only afew specimens arefound after Zaltbommel (Willink 1995).
The survey alsocovered Black poplar plantations. These have been planted bythe Dutch Forestry Commission within the scope of arepopulation project. Theyoung, naturally established populations and the planted populations are expected to produce sufficient seedsto colonize large sections of the Rhine system from early inthe next millennium.The genetic survey should show whether the basisthat appearsto exist isalsowide enough inthis respect.

Photograph 3.3
Black poplar.
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4. Phytoplankton
LoesBreebaart (RIVM),TonJoosten (Koeman en Bijkerk bv) &Thomas Ietswaart (RIVM)
Introduction

C h l o r o p h y l l changes in Rhine 1 9 9 0 a n d 1 9 9 5

The conditions for phytoplankton in rivers are
Lobith

not very favourable. The time available for algae
to grow is limited to the water's residence time
in the river. The flowing water creates a lot of
turbulence and thereby causes high silt concentrations and less clarity. Such conditions result
in onlyasmall number ofspeciesthriving in the
rivers. These are mainly diatoms, which are
capable of efficient growth in lowlight intensities
and are also resistant to the water's strong current. Consequently, allthe major European rivers
contain diatom genera such as Stephanodiscus,
Skeletonema and Aulacoseira, the most important
components of the phytoplankton. Other algae
increase in numbers inthe summer, particularly
Chlorophyta genera such as Scenedesmusand
Chlamydomonas, but these algae only become
dominant at places where the water's residence
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The unfavourable growth conditions in rivers
result in the algae not being nutrient-limited
quickly, especially in eutrophic rivers such as
the Rhine (see chapter 2). This also means that
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Rhine water allowed into a stagnant reservoir
can produce much higher algal biomasses than
those ever found inrivers.
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Figure 4.1
Chlorophyll-a concentration as a measure of phytoplankton biomass.

Chlorophyll-a in 1990and 1995
Chlorophyll-a, a measure of total algal biomass,

bythe time required bythe water mass to cover

The spring peak in 1995 mainly consisted of

reached maximum concentrations at Lobith,

the distance between Lobith and Maassluis or

Skeletonema subsalsum at all the stations; at

Maassluis and Kampen of 65, 68 and 91 mg/1

Kampen. This could mean, for example, that

Lobith, Maassluis and Kampen the figures were

respectively on 16May 1995,(figure 1).In 1990,

the chlorophyll-a maximum measured at

69 %, 64 % and 81 % cells/ml respectively. The

the chlorophyll-a maxima at Lobith and Maass-

Maassluis had not yetbeen reached Lobith.This

profuse Skeletonemabloom at Lobith in 1990

luiswere 138and 50ug/1 respectively, on 23and

would also explain the relatively high concen-

did not occur at Maassluis, most probably

1 May. The relatively low figure at Lobith in

tration ofchlorophyll-a measured at Kampen.

because of a lack of silicate (Admiraal et al.

discharge in that year; the higher the discharge,

Totalphytoplanktondensityin 1990and1995

extend to Maassluis and Kampen, thereby

the lower the algal density (Admiraal et al.

In 1990and 1995,the maximum phytoplankton

excludingthe possibilityoflowsilicatelevels.

1994).Similarlyat Maassluis,with the exception

densities (figure 2) at Lobith were 57033 and

The seasonal progression of maxima and mini-

of the spring peak, the chlorophyll-a concentra-

68736 cells/ml respectively, and the figures for

ma in cell density in 1995 is comparable with

tionwashigher in 1990than in 1995.

Maassluis were 25192 and 98743 cells/ml

that of chlorophyll-a. Differences may have

The differences in chlorophyll-a concentrations

respectively.The maximum density measured at

arisen through differences in the species com-

between the 3sampling points maybe explained

Kampen in 1995was87893cells/ml.

position and/or thevitality ofthecells.

1995 was probably caused by the Rhine's high

1994). In 1995,the peak at Lobith appeared to
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highest numbers were found in Maassluis, folChanges in phytoplankton density

in Rhine 1990 and 1995
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More than twenty species of diatoms were
found in the samples taken in 1995. Of these,
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Figure4.2
Comparison of the phytoplankton counts at Lobith and Maassluis in 1990and 1995 andat Kampen in 1995.

Chlorophyta and Cyanophyta
The two most important Chlorophyta genera in
the spring peak were Chlamydomonas and

The changes in phytoplankton concentration at

Diatoms

Monoraphidium(figure 5).Monoraphidiumdis-

Kampen wereverysimilar to those at Maassluis.

At the Lobith and Kampen monitoring points,

played asecond peak in the summer, whichwas

The Skeletonema peak was higher at both of

the Stephanodiscus group hantzschii (including

considerably higher atLobith than at Kampen.

these stations than at Lobith. See also 'species

Cyclostephanos invisitatus) was responsible for

Scenedesmuswas the most abundant Chloro-

composition'.

the first regeneration of phytoplankton, in the

phyta genus in the summer. This maximum

month of April (figure 4). The maximum

was higher than the summer peak at Kampen,

Speciescomposition 1995

counts of this group of species were consider-

which had been preceded by a clear drop in

In accordance with the characteristic river pat-

ablyhigher at Lobith than Kampen.The increase

numbers.Lowcountswerefound inthe summer

tern, diatoms predominated at Lobith, Maassluis

in phytoplankton at Maassluis was more grad-

months at Maassluisvis-à-visother locations.

and Kampen;the months lanuaryand December

ual, without any pronounced Stephanodiscus

Coelastrum astroideumhad the highest count at

formed the only exception to this, at Kampen.

maximum.

Kampen, where, following a gradual increase,

Cyanobacteria accounted for more of the bio-

From mid April the Skeletonema species

the species displayed two peaks in the period

volume than chlorophyta at Lobith and Kampen

increased in number dramatically. In mid May

from the end of the June to the beginning of

in the winter period. However, the absolute cell

the spring maximum for Skeletonema subsalsum

August. An identical pattern was observed at

counts for these groups in the winter months

and, to a lesser extent, Skeletonemapotamos,

Lobith and Maassluis, however with much

wereverylow (figure 3).

was measured at allthe monitoring points. The

lower maxima.
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Composition of phytoplankton in Rhine,1995
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toxins have dropped sharply. The total nitrogen
concentration has remained more or less constant, but, owing to the effects of an increasing

40-

number of sewage treatment plants, there has
20-

been a shift towards nitrate. The species composition of phytoplankton also appears to have

n

changed. For example, Skeletonema subsalsum,
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an important species in Rhine phytoplankton,
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Kampen

and the percentage of Stephanodiscus hantzschii
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has only been found in the Rhine since 1988,
has diminished in importance in the spring
bloom. These shifts may have been caused by
changesinthewaterquality.Skeletonemapotamos

20-

and S. subsalsum are species with a relatively

0100-,

high tolerance to salinity, which may explain
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their presence in the saliferous Rhine water. On
Maassluis

40-

the other hand, theyonlyrecently became dominant, whereas the Rhine has been saliferous for
much longer.The succession between speciesof
algae may also be explained by other water
qualityparameters,such astoxins (Tubbing etal.
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1993), and N:P ratios (Turpin 1994). However,
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the knowledge available at present precludes the

I IDiatoms

•

Cyanobacteria

possibility ofestablishing causal linksor making

•

•

Other

predictions about species developments in the

Chlorophyta

Figure4.3
The seasonal change in phytoplankton composition in 1995; the bio-volume percentage of diatoms, Chlorophyta,
Cyanobacteria and aremaininggroup areshown overtime.

Rhine. No shifts have been detected in recent
yearsat the group level.
The effect of, for example,weir management on

Planktothrix spp. made the greatest contribu-

phytoplankton in the branches of the Rhine is

algal composition is clear. If the water has a

tion to the cell counts of Cyanobacteria. The

comparable with that of other major eutrophic

longer residence time, particularly in the sum-

numbers of filaments were generally in the

rivers. Mainly diatoms predominate, particularly

mer, the number of Chlorophyta in the algal

order of magnitude ofthe detection limit of the

the Stephanodiscus group hantzschii, Aulacoseira

population will increase. There may even be

counting method used, which means the cell

spp. and Cyclotellaspp. However, there are

sporadic increases in Cyanophyta concentrations.

numbers counted displayed an irregular pro-

some differences between the Rhine and, for

This phenomenon ismost likely to occur in the

gression.Thehighest numbers wereobserved in

example, the Maas. These are determined by

Lower Rhine. High concentrations of Chloro-

Apriland May.

factors such ashydrological influences (e.g.res-

phyta areleast likelyto occur in the free-flowing

The remaining group (figure 3)mainly consisted

idence time), the nutrient composition and

Waal and IJssel rivers.Newly developed stagnant

of cryptophytes (Cryptomonas spp., Rhodomonas

load, and salinity. Skeletonema, a species that

waters in floodplains may well have a different

spp.), with the exception of the sampling data

can tolerate high salinity levels, is a more

speciescomposition from that oftheRhine.

of 19April at Lobith, 5 April at Maassluis and

important species in the Rhine than in the

19August at Kampen, where bio-volumes were

Maas. Owing to the lower flow rate in the

A higher rate of flow and the resultant shorter

determined particularly byMallomonas sp.,the

weired Maas vis-à-vis the Rhine, there was a

residence time cause a lower river phytoplank-

Chrysococcus rufescens group and Mallomonas

higher percentage of green algae (Admiraal et

ton biomass. However, a lower rate of flow

sp. respectively.

al.1993).

causes the river's maximum chlorophyll concentration to be earlier along the longitudinal

Developments
JJlSCUSSlOn

axis, and this is followed by a reduction. In

The composition of Rhine water has changed

1990, the maximum in the Rhine was around

considerably in recent decades. The phosphate

the Dutch/German border. In the Maas, which

Basically speaking, the species composition of level and the concentrations of a number of

sometimes has extremely low rates of flow, the
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Changes in diatoms 1995

Changes in Chlorophyta and Cyanophyta in1995

Stephanodiscus hantzchii

Scenedesmus spp.

Cyclostephanos invisitatus

Stephanodiscus neoastraea
Stephanodiscus rotula

Coelastrum astroideum

Stephanodiscus médius
Stephanodiscus alpinus

Skeietonema subsaisum

Skeletonema potamos

Asterionella formosa
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Figure4.4
Seasonalchange inthe density (cells/litre) of some dominant diatoms, in1995.

Figure4.5
Development of the density (cells/ml) of some dominant Chlorophyta and
Cyanophyta in 1995.
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maxima for both phytoplankton and zooplank-

I

ton are reached at an earlier stage in the river's
course (Buijs 1992). The reduction that takes

\ :3

place downstream is probably caused by loss

H,

factors becoming relatively more important. The
mortality rate of algae accounted for by lysis of
the cellswill increase asthe algaeage.Therewill
also be a relative increase in the grazing pres-

9 .•

sureofzooplankton and benthicfilterfeeders.
As mentioned in the introduction, the flowing

E1

* *

character of the river results in the algal growth

e

4\»

in the Rhine being subject to limited light
intensities for the greater part of the year.

i,

Consequently, the chlorophyll-a concentrations

*o

intheriveronlyreacharound 100ug/1.However,
the nutrient concentrations in the river water

HP

permit much greater algal densities. This is
• <*

well-illustrated by the concentrations in stagnant waters fed by river water. Here, chlorophyll-a concentrations in excess of 200 ug/1are

Photograph4.1
River phytoplankton inthe summer; the diatoms CyclotellamenighinianaandSceletonema potamoscanbeseen.

measured. The fact that algal growth in the
Rhine is nutrient saturated also means that a
further reduction in phosphorous and nitrogen
concentrations in the Rhine water will not
result in a proportional fall in chlorophyll concentrations. These will only start to fall when
the phytoplankton in the branches of the Rhine
are once more (also) controlled by the volume
ofavailable nutrients.
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Conclusions
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As in other rivers, phytoplankton in the Rhine
isdominated bydiatoms.
The total population densities are positively

>

O

'"•I

*'*. . ',;

I0e

correlated with the water's residence time, and
are therefore significantly lower than those in
(semi) stagnant waters.Nutrients are not alimiting factor for the growth of algae in the river.
Characteristics such as the relative abundance
of the saline-tolerant diatom Skeletonemaand
the lownumber of green algae in the Rhinevisà-vis the Maas, for example, are related to the
physico-chemical properties of the water, and
the free-flowing character of the Rhine, as
against theweiredMaas.

ßm '^''B,
Photograph4.2
Phytoplankton from a dead river arm along the river Waal. The percentage of Chlorophyta {Pandorinamorum,
Scenedesmus spp.) is much higher than in the river's main channel, whereas the percentage of diatoms is much
lower.
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Method

Secondary channels and channel bed
algae

The phytoplankton species composition and the chlorophyll-a concentration in the Rhine were determined in
the survey years 1990and 1995 at Lobith and Maassluis.Thetown of Kampen wasadded in 1995.Thespecies
composition was determined monthly from the second half of October to the first half of March, every two
weeks in the summer and weekly in the spring.The chlorophyll-a concentration was determined weekly in the
springand every two weeks inthe remainingperiod.
A bucket was used to collect a60 litre mixed sample at three locations. In Maassluis and Kampen the samples
were taken acrossthe entire width of the river, from either the ferry or the bridge and,at Lobith,from the pontoon of the Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Management. A one litre part sample was fixed
using lugol for the phytoplankton counts. The phytoplankton counts were made using an inverted microscope
with a magnification factor of 200-630x. Very small and extremely common species were counted in asmaller
sub-volume than the larger and lesscommon species.The chlorophyll-a concentration wasdetermined for each
location usingthe method stated in Dutch standard NEN6520.Thevolume of the part samples required forthis
varied from0.25 to 1litre.

(CorianBakker)
Diatoms dominate the phytoplankton composition
of the Rhine. In the present situation, the largest
percentage of these algae are found free-floating
in the water column. There are clear indications
that algae that lived on the plants and on the bed
predominated inthe past (Klink 1992).Thesebenthic algae can achieve high production rates on
shallow sand and sludge shallows.They aretherefore an important source of food for grazing and
scraping invertebrates, which in their turn are the
prey of birds andfish.
Research carried out on a Rhine sedimentary
deposit from 1745 shows that 70 % of the insects
that live on diatoms had to rely on benthic algae
in that period. In the present situation, the percentage living on this source of food has dropped
to 55 % (Klink 1991). One of the objectives of
nature restoration projects isto restorethis source
of food as an important link in the food chain
(Worldwide Fund for Nature 1993). Suitable
growth conditions for these algae are shallow
water in which light can penetrate to the sandy
bed. This habitat can be achieved by constructing
secondary channels and dead riverarms.

Photograph4.3
Samplingfrom abridge.
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5.Zooplankton
Bobvan Zanten &Thomas Ietswaart (RIVM)
Introduction
Zooplankton is the generic name for the freshwater fleas, rotifers, and single-cell animals that
live in the water column. The zooplankton vary
in sizefrom Daphnia(ca 3-4 mm), which is visible to the naked eye, to the smallest species
(ca. 50micro m),which can onlybe seen witha
microscope. The food of zooplankton consists
of organisms that float in the water, such as

Zooplankton in the Rhine, 1995

Figure5.1
Population density of zooplankton as a function of
time in 1995. The spring
bloom of Crustacea and
Rotifera in May isclearly visible. At Maassluis there was
also a summer peak of the
larvae of the Zebra mussel
Dreissena polymorpha. The
high total zooplankton density inJanuary wascaused bya
relatively large percentage of
single-cell organisms (protozoa) inthesamples.

algae,bacteria and dead organic matter. In turn,
zooplankton are eaten by planktivorous fish.

200

The development of zooplankton is closely
linked to that of the most important source of
food, the algae.The spring blooms of zooplankton and phytoplankton in rivers therefore more
or less coincide. The factors that determine
which species can be eaten by zooplankton are
mainly the sizeof the algal cells and the typesof
colonies they form. Small, free-swimming cells
arethe most suitable food.
Aswith phytoplankton, zooplankton in riversis
greatly affected by the hydrological conditions.
The duration of growth islimited by the water's
residence time in the river. The strong turbulence also prevents organisms staying in one
place in the water column. The summer bed of
rivers therefore mainly contains rapidly-growing,
small species, particularly Rotifera (rotifers).
Places where the water flows more slowly may
Kampen

provide a habitat for other groups, such as
Crustacea (here consisting of freshwater fleas
and copepods). A separate group is formed by
the larvae of larger organisms, such asthe Zebra
mussel Dreissena polymorpha, which only
remain free in the water for ashort time.

Results

planktonic larvae of the Zebra mussel Dreissena

case in Lobith and at Kampen (figure 3A and

polymorpha.

3B). The domination of Rotifera in the summer

The Rhine's discharges were extremely high in

at all the stations is possibly explained by their

1995, particularly in January and February

short generation time,approximately one day.

(maximum of 11885 m'/second at Lobith on 31

Allthree stations had maximum Rotifera counts

January). The high discharges had no effect

of around 550 individuals per litre in de spring

on the seasonal progression of zooplankton.

peak (figure IB). These densities are comparable

However, the high discharge may explain the

with those in the period 1987-1991 (figure 2B).

lowtotal density.

The highest densities were clearly concentrated
in the spring bloom and the densities in the rest

Asin theyears 1987-1991 (figure 2),there wasa
spring bloom of zooplankton in 1995, which Species composition

oftheyearwere lowerbyafactor of 10or more.

wascloselylinked to the spring bloom ofphyto-

The development of the dominant species of

plankton (figure 1). The zooplankton bloom

Rotifera

Rotifera isshown infigures4 and 5. Brachionus

consisted ofRotifera and Crustacea. Total num-

Zooplankton in rivers is dominated by small

calyciflorus is a relatively large rotifer (250-

bers at Lobith were low in comparison with

grazers, the rotifers, more than is the case in

400 um), which occurs in the river plankton in

other years. Besides the spring bloom at Maas-

stagnant, eutrophic surface water, in which the

the spring bloom. The numbers vary from

sluis, there was also a summer peak caused by

Crustacea are more numerous. This is also the

around 34 individuals per litre at Kampen to
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Zooplankton inthe Rhine,1987 - 1991

rates species such as Daphnia cannot swim
upright. On the other hand, large populations
of branchiopods and copepods can occur in
stagnant pools, dead river arms, gravel pits
along the major rivers, and at the ends of rivers
in tidal areas. These factors appear to be more
important than the quality or composition of
the water. The water quality istherefore not an
obstacle to the occurrence of various groups of
zooplankton.
Dreissena larvae
In the summer period there are often large
numbers oflarvaeofthe Zebra mussel Dreissena
polymorpha in the Rhine zooplankton. This
species is one of the few freshwater Bivalvia
with a planktonic larval stage ("veligers"). It is
striking that there were more Dreissena larvae
in the Waal/Lek rivers than in the IJsselriver. It
is not clear whether this was caused by differences in population densities of Zebra mussels
at the locations or by differences in the supply
of larvae, which come from upstream populations (the larvae are planktonic for approximately three weeks and are therefore able to
cover large distances). The highest counts in
1995 were at Maassluis (1165 individuals per
litre). This is the highest recorded count thus
far in the Dutch section of the Rhine (figure
1C). The fall in the Dreissena population in the
Figure5.2
The density of allzooplankton andof thevarious speciesgroups inthe period 1987-1991.

Dutch section of the Rhine as a result of overproliferation of the shrimp that originally came

65 individuals per litre at Maassluis. These

Crustacea (Cladocera, Copepoda)

from the Caspian Sea Corophiumcurvispinum

numbers can vary greatly from year to year (see

Ifthe water slows down or comes under marine

(Van den Brink et al. 1993), therefore appears

figure 5C). Brachionus angularis generally has a

influence, there is an increase in the percentage

to have had no effect on the concentration of

more homogeneous distribution throughout

of copepods and branchiopods (freshwater

larvae.

the year (figure 5A). In 1995 (figure 4A), the

fleas). This is expressed in the relatively high

species was also mainly present in the spring

percentage of crustaceans at Maassluis (figure

bloom in densities comparable with those of B.

3C, 2A). The maximum density here in 1995

calyciflorus.Keratella cochlearis and Keratella

was approximately 67 individuals per litre,

quadrata (figure 4) are smaller species. They

whereas the maxima at Kampen and Lobith

occurred indensitiesofuptoaround 200individ-

were around 10individuals per litre (figure 1A).

ualsper litre.Especially the smallest (80-320 urn)

Most of the crustaceans consisted of the nauplii

dominant rotifer, K.cochlearis, can achieve high

of copepods (particularly Cyclops); the domi-

densities. All four species occur in enormous

nant branchiopod was Bosmina.

numbers in the period from May to June. This

Besides a possible different size composition of

tendency was also visible in the period from

the phytoplankton, the unsuitability of the

1987-1991 (figure 5).

biotope probably explains the small number of
crustaceans at Lobith and Kampen. Athigh flow

Photograph 5.1
River zooplankton aredominated by rotifers.The photograph shows a specimen of the speciesBranchionus
arceolaris,together with a nauplius (young stage of a
copepod).
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Composition zooplankton 1995

Lobith

Figure5.3
Species composition of zooplankton at the different sample locations. As in other rivers, zooplankton in the Rhine are dominated by
rotifers (Rotifera).

Discussion
Besides food availability, the discharge of the
branches of the river (i.e. the residence time) is
largely determining for the population density
of zooplankton (Winner 1975). The high discharges in 1995 clearly resulted in low chlorophyll-a concentrations and low rotifer population densities (figure 6).

Kampen

This dependence mainly occurs in the spring
(figure 6). The connection becomes less clear
later intheyear,possiblyasaresult ofecological
interactions. Comparison with historical data
(Peelen 1975) shows that the composition of
Rhine zooplankton has not changed dramatically
in recent decades.
As a result of the combination of high discharges and low food availability, zooplankton
Maassluis

population densities are also much lower than
in stagnant waters. For example, in spite of

% 50

there being a higher percentage, the maximum
rotifer population densities in the branches of
the Rhine are a factor of four lower than those
in lake IJsselmeer (Dekker 1995). Likewise in
gravel pits along the Rhine, zooplankton population densities are found that are a factor of

Copepods

100 higher than in the river (Neumann et al.
Rotifers in the Rhine, 1995

1994). This results in the ecological role of zooplankton in rivers being much smaller than in
Keratella cochlearis

stagnant waters.The grazing pressure on phytoplankton in the branches of the Rhine and in
the river Maas is in the order of only a few percent ofthe algalbiomass per day (Gosselain et al,
to be published soon). Areduction in the flow
rate by the construction of secondary channels
willprobably result in ahigher grazingpressure,

^

-1

i

i

,

Keratella quadrata
z 60

particularly in the channels,and possibly alsoin
the main stream. Thedegree ofinfluence thiswill
haveon thevolume ofalgaeintheRhine depends
on the ratio ofgrazing rateto algal production.

On the basis of the available data, it is impossible to confirm or deny whether the development of zooplankton is affected by toxic substances in the Rhine. It is known that removing
Lobith

Kampen

Figure 5.4
Population density of the four dominant speciesof rotifers inthe Rhine.

Maassluis

toxic substances using XAD increases the relative growth rate of phytoplankton in the Rhine
(Van Dijk etal. 1995). It is also known that the
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Rotifers in the Rhine, 1987-1991

species composition of the phytoplankton can
change under the effect oftoxins (Tubbing etal.

Brachionus angularis

Keratella cochlearis

1993).Thesefactors couldaffect the development
of zooplankton. Besides these indirect effects,
the zooplankton may also be directly affected
by toxic substances in the Rhine. However, on
the basis of acomparison with the toxicity data
for phytoplankton and zooplankton, there isno

•.n.i/.i.y^.ff.^iii/ü^fr.
Brachionus calyciflorus

reason to expect the concentrations in the

Keratella quadrata

Rhine water to lead to chronic effects on these
organisms (seechapter 11).

1990

1991

1987

li IIi,

1988

19

1990

Conclusions
1991

Asin other rivers,zooplankton in the Rhine are
dominated by rotifers.
Figure 5.5
Developments inthe population density of the dominant species of rotifers inthe period 1987-1991.

The total population densities are positively
correlated with the water's residence time, and
are therefore significantly lower than those in

Chlorophyll,discharge and rotifers

600 -,

(semi) stagnant waters.
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From 1987 until 1991,inclusive,the National Institute
of Public Health and the Environment (RIVM) studied
the seasonal progression of zooplankton and phytoplankton inthe Rhine,within the scopeof the Ecological River Restoration project. In 1995, RIVM determined the species composition and population
densities of zooplankton and phytoplankton at Lobith,
Kampen and Maassluis, in connection with the Biological Monitoring of National Fresh Waters carried
out by the Institute for Inland Water Management
and Waste Water Treatment (RIZA). A one litre sample was usedfor phytoplankton, and a20 litre sample
was used for zooplankton, both of which were taken
from a mixed sample of around 60 litres. A bucket
was used to take the samples from the pontoon at
Lobith, from the ferry at Maassluis and from the
bridge atKampen.
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Figure 5.6
A: Population density of Rotifera at Lobith against the
chlorophyll-a concentration. Figures 6B and 6C clearly
show that the high discharges in 1995 resulted in low
chlorophyll-a concentrations and low rotifer population
densities. This data is from the beginning of the spring
regeneration (April-May) in the years 1987-1991 and
1995.The monitoring points in 1995 areindicated by •.
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6.Macrozoobenthos
Brambij deVaate,Marianne Greijdanus &John van Schie(RIZA)
Introduction
Invertebrates (macro-evertebrates or macrozoobenthos) are generally considered tobegood
indicators of the quality of river water
(Hellawell 1986, Rosenberg &Resh 1993).They
have already been the subject of studies in the
Rhine for around 20 years (Van Urk & Bij de
Vaate 1990,BijdeVaate 1994).In recentdecades,

Oligochaeteworms:
Aulodrilus pigueti
Aulodriluspluriseta
Derodigitata
Potamothrix vejdovskyi
Specaria josinae
Vejdovskyella intermedia
Crustaceans:
Dikerogammarus haemobaphes
Caddis-worms:
Psychomia pusilla
Tinodes waeneri

Mayflies:
Heptagenia sulphurea
Blackflies:
Simulium galeratum
Chironomidae:
Synorthocladius semivirens
Molluscs:
Valvata cristata

Table 6.1
Summary of taxa that were
only observed inthe spring
of 1995 at the IRC locations (seefigure 1).

improvements in water quality resulted in a
considerable increase in the number of species
observed annually. Population densities have

Biotope sampling

also undergone a major increase. However, that
increase mainly occurred in species that did

dominated by immigrant species (see also table
4). Of the (sub)dominant taxa in table 2, only

Deepgravelbed

four of the 12 taxa {Enchytraeidae indet.,

not originate in the Rhine, the so-called non-

Only four samples were taken in this biotope;

Propappus volcki, Chironomusspec, and Kloosia

indigenous species,or immigrant species (Breukel

two in the Rhine, one in the river IJsseland one

pusilla)belong to the indigenous fauna.

&BijdeVaate, 1996).

in the river Waal. The Enchytraeidae group

There is an enormous variation in the number

Most of the (sub)dominant species that were

(oligochaete worms) is dominant in this biotope

of taxa found in the deep sand bed. In the Waal

found in the various biotopes in the 1995moni-

(for a description of (sub)dominance, see

river, for example, only 9 taxa are found,

toring programme belong to this group of non-

Frantzen 1991 or Bij de Vaate & Greijdanus-

whereas up to 44 taxa are found in the Lower

indigenous species.

Klaas 1995). This group consisted mainly of

Rhine. In general, only a few macrozoobenthos

Results

individuals that were difficult to identify but

species are capable of successfully colonizing

which were probably Propappus volcki, the only

the moving sand riffles in the river's alluvial

species of this family it was possible to name.

catchment area (Morris et al. 1968). These

The midge larva Cladotanytarsus spec, was the
Springsampling

only subdominant species. This detritivorous

In the spring of 1995,it emerged that the stones

species is intolerant of organic contamination

in the riverbank zone of the river Waal and the

(Wilson 1996).

Lower Rhine had been colonized by, amongst
other species, the may fly Heptagenia sulphured

Deep sand bed

and the caddis-worm Hydroptila spec,which are

The biocoenosis in and on the deep sand bed is

two species that set relatively high requirements

characterized by the dominance of the Asian

for water quality and are almost exclusively

clam Corbicula fluminea, Caspian Sea shrimp

present in readily observable numbers in the

Corophium curvispinum, ashrimp originally from

spring.

the Caspian Sea and amphipods (Gammaridae)

Table 1 shows the taxa that are only observed in

(table 2). The amphipods found in the samples

the spring, and, therefore, not during the

were mainly juvenile specimens and could not,

August/September monitoring period. A new

therefore, be further identified. In previous

species to the fauna of the Netherlands is

years, usually only one species was found, the

Dikerogammarushaemobaphes,which, like the

amphipod Gammarus tigrinus. At the time, the

species Dikerogammarus villosus, originally

juvenile specimens were also assumed to be of

came from the Danube. D. haemobapheswas

this species. There are now five species of

firstfound in 1994,in the catchment area ofthe

amphipods in the branches of the Rhine.

Rhine, inthe river Main (Schleuter etal.1994).

Besides the indigenous species G. pulex the

Photograph 6.1
Amphipod Gammarustigrinus.

non-indigenous species G. tigrinus, Echinogammarus ischnus, Dikerogammarus haemobaphes
and D. villosus were also found. This time, the
indigenous species were not found in this
biotope. It is not only the amphipods that are

Photograph 6.2
Shrimp originally from the Caspian Sea {Corophium
curvispinum).
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Table6.2

Dominant (**) angsubdominant (*) taxa pertypeofbiotope in severalbranches and stretches ofthe Rhinesystem (- =not sampled).
Taxon

Deepsandbed
Oligochaet worms
Crustaceans

Chironomids

Molluscs

Sandyriverbankzone
Oligochaet worms
Crustaceans

Molluscs

Clayey riverbankzone
Oligochaet worms
Crustaceans

Chironomids
Weekdieren

Stoneriverbankzone
Crustaceans

Chironomids
Molluscs

Macrophytes
Oligochaet worms
Crustaceans

Ceratopoqonids
Chironomids
Molluscs

Enchytraeidae indet.
Propappus volcki
Corophium curvispinum
Gammaridaeindet.
Cammarus tigrinus
Chironomus spec.
Kloosia pusilla
Paratendipes intermedius
Potamopyrgus antipodarum
Dreissena polymorpha
Corbiculafluminalis
Corbiculafluminea

Propappus volcki
Corophiumcurvispinum
Gammaridae indet.
Cammarus tigrinus
Valvata piscinalis
Corbiculafluminalis
Corbiculafluminea

Enchytraeidae indet.
Neomysis integer
Corophium multisetosum
Corophiumcurvispinum
Gammaridae indet.
Cladotanytarsus mancus
Valvata piscinalis
Pisidiumspec.

Balanus improvisus
Corophium curvispinum
Corophium lacustre
Corophiummultisetosum
Gammaridae
Cammarus spec.
Dikerogammarus spec.
Dicrotendipes nervosus
Cricotopus intersectus
Bithyniatentaculata
Dreissena polymorpha

Tubificidae zonder chaetae
Enchytraeidae
Sphaeroma hookeri
Corophiumspec.
Corophiumcurvispinum
Corophiummultisetosum
Gammaridae indet.
Cammarus tigrinus
Ceratopogonidae
Cricotopus spec.
Cladotanytarsus mancus
Potamopyrgus antipodarum
Valvata piscinalis
Dreissena polymorpha
Corbiculafluminalis
Corbiculafluminea

Rhine

Ussel

Waal

Nieuwe
Merwede

Oude
Maas

Lower
Rhine

Lek

Nieuwe
Waterweg
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channel bed movements are clearly present in

termed species-rich, in view of the number of

Merwede, Lower Rhine and the Lek,the figure is

the river Waal, in contrast with the weired

taxa found, 50 and 48 respectively. The chi-

80-95 %; in the river IJssel it is 73% and in the

Lower Rhine, where there is minimum dis-

ronomid Cladotanytarsus mancus, which is

OudeMaasand theNieuwe Waterwegit is50%.

charge in the summer months.

dominant in the Nieuwe Merwede river, also

The presence of the Caspian Sea shrimp means

achieves considerable population densities in

that relatively high amounts of sludge are

Sandyriverbankzone

the OudeMaasriver, although not high enough

deposited on the stones, which can form a bar-

As with the deep sand bed, the biocoenosis of

to be counted among the group of (sub)domi-

rier for the lithophile species (species that prefer

the sandy riverbank zone is dominated by the

nants. The river snail Valvata piscinalis is

to stay on stones or hard objects). Nevertheless,

Asian clam and amphipods (table 2). It is

numerous in the Oude Maas as well as the

there was no demonstrable connection between

assumed that the unidentifiable amphipods are

Nieuwe Merwede but is only dominant in the

the number of taxa found and the population

mainly juvenile specimens of the amphipod G.

OudeMaas.This freshwater snail extends to the

density of C. curvispinum.The average number

tigrinus.Small numbers of other specimens of

more sludge-rich channel beds. In the Oude

of taxa was 38 (if the Nieuwe Waterweg is

the species Dikerogammarus villosuswere also

Maas, Pisidium spec, was identified as a sub-

excluded, where only an average of 8taxa were

found in someplaces.

dominant taxon. Because Pisididae are particu-

found). The minimum number found was 26

In the river Waal, as in the "deep gravel bed"

larly difficult to identify as young organisms,

{NieuweMerwede) and the maximum number

biotope, the oligochaete worm Propappus volcki

they were not previously identified. The samples

was55(IJssel).

wasdominant in the sandy riverbank zone. It is

for this surveyyear have been further identified

a species that has an obvious preference for the

as the species Pisidium nitidum, P. moitessieri-

Macrophytes

somewhat coarser channel bed substrates

anum, P. henslowanum and P. casertanum.

With one exception, only riverbank vegetation

(Reinhold-Dudok van Heel & Den Besten, in

These are all common species in the Nether-

was sampled. The only location sampled with

preparation).

lands. The species occurred in high numbers

submerged aquatic plants (pondweeds) was in

In the Nieuwe Merwede river, both Asian and

(850-1400) but not high enough to be designat-

the IJsselriver. Thesamples weretaken in away

Asiatic clam Corbicula fluminalis are relatively

ed as subdominant. Besides these four general

that enabled the channel bed to be sampled as

important. The Asiatic clam seems to prefer

and numerous species, P. amnicum, which is

well asthe vegetation. This iswhy practically all

coarser sandbeds,whereas the Asian clam hasa

extremely susceptible to contamination, also

the (sub)dominant species (table 2) also have

density optimum in sludge-rich sand beds

occurs in low population densities. The more

the same status in theother biotopes sampled in

(Reinhold-Dudok van Heel & Den Besten, in

susceptible the Pisidium species is to contami-

the riverbank zone. The species that only occur

preparation). Both types of channel beds are

nation, the lower the population densities in

(sub)dominantly in this biotope are the water-

found in the Nieuwe Merwede river. The group

which itis found.

louse Sphaeromahookeri,found in the Nieuwe
Waterweg, and the Ceratopogonidae (biting

of (sub)dominant species in the sandy riverStoneriverbankzone

midges), in the Oude Maas. S. hookeri is a

did not originate in the Rhine. Only the

Mud shrimps Corophium spp., amphipods

brackish water species (Gledhill etal.1993) that

oligochaeteworm P.volckiisindigenous.

Gammarus spp. and Zebra musselsDreissena

has thus far only occurred in this section.

An average of 34 taxa were found per section.

polymorphaare the most important taxa in the

Ceratopogonidae are usually only found in low

The figure varied from up to 53 in the Nieuwe

biocoenosis on stones in the riverbank zone

population densities. According to Mol (1984),

Merwederiver to a minimum of 21 in the Waal

(table 2). There are observable differences per

the environmental preference is not known for

river.

section. For example, the brackish character of

any of the Dutch species in this family, there is

the Nieuwe Waterweg is also reflected in the

also no mention of the family in the

Clayeyriverbankzone

biocoenosis found on stonesthere.TheBrackish-

BMWP/ASPT index.

The clayeyriverbank zone wassampled in three

water barnacle Balanus improvisus and the mud

river sections, (see box: method). It is mainly

shrimps Corophium lacustre and C. multisetosum

saline-tolerant species that are dominant in the

are clearly representatives of a brackish bio-

Nieuwe Waterweg, which indicates that the

coenosis. Practically all the other species found

sampled locations are influenced by seawater.

arealso saline-tolerant.

Macrozoobenthos samples have been taken in

characterized as saline-tolerant. An inherent

Mud shrimps have the highest population den-

various projects in recent years. The results are

feature of the brackish water is the relatively

sities in the biocoenosis of every section. In the

often difficult to compare because of differences

small number of taxa found (only six). The

Rhine they account for more than 99 % of the

in the sampling strategy. However, converting

Nieuwe Merwede and the Oude Maas can be

biocoenosis; in the rivers the Waal, Nieuwe

them to an index value makes it possible to,

bank zone also mainly consists of species that

The other species that were found can also be

Developments

the branches of the Rhine within the scope of

iiological monitoring of national fresh waters
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various biotopes in the Rhine have been calcu-

was (sub)dominant inthe period 1975-1981,

lated usinghistoricaldata,andused asareference

after which populations densities declined dra-

value for comparing current values (Greijdanus-

matically.

Klaasin preparation).
In 1995, the Caspian Sea shrimp had adominant presence inevery branch of the Rhine.

StonesfrombanksofRiverIJssel

Photograph 6.3
The freshwater gastropod Theodoxus fluviatilis (Freshwater nerite).

The oldest macrozoobenthos observation series

Fairly soon after the first few specimens had

in the major rivers in the Netherlands isthat of

been observed in November 1987, at Lobith

the biotope "stones in the riverbank zone".This

(Van den Brink etal.1989), all the branches of

biotope has been sampled practically everyyear

the Rhine had been colonized. They were first

since 1975,in the period September/October, at

observed in the IJssel river in 1989,when annual

nevertheless, indicate the developments that are

four locations in the IJssel river. Up until 1981,

sampleswerebeing taken from the stones in the

taking place. The BMWP index (Biological

the BMWP figure was clearly increasing (figure

riverbank zone. Table 4 shows the population

MonitoringWorkingPartyindex)wascalculated,

1),after which it continued to fluctuate between

densitychanges on thissubstrate, inthis branch

and the ASPT value (Average Score Per Taxon

58 and 82 (average: 66; reference: 282). This

of the Rhine. The figures are based on a single

value) was derived from it (Armitage et al.

fluctuation was mainly caused by taxa that only

observation eachyear inthe month ofSeptember

1983). This biotic index was developed to pro-

occur in low population densities. In one year

or October. Five stones are sampled per loca-

videan indication ofthe biological condition of

they are found in the samples and in another

tion. Table 4shows that, following the colo-

rivers in England and Wales. The level of both

they are not. On the other hand, the ASTP fig-

nization phase of at least four years, acertain

values is mainly determined by the number of

ure indicates an increase throughout the obser-

density stabilization occurred at a level that is

families found and their susceptibility to organic

vation period, which indicates that the impact

approximately a factor of20 lower than the

contamination (saprobe). The range for the

of organic substances has decreased. This latter

maximum of 1992.

BMWP index is generally 0to around 500, but

indication also emerges from the river water's

in practice will only exceed an upper limit of

oxygen saturation percentage (Breukel &. Bij de

The biotopes "deep river bed" and "stone river-

300 if the observation results of several

Vaate 1996).Thisreduction incontamination is

bank zone" were sampled in 1988 and 1990,

biotopes are combined. The index worksas fol-

also observable in a species such as the water-

within the scope ofinternational monitoring

lows: in a list, a score is given from 1(lowsus-

louse Asellus aquaticus, which is positively

organized by the International Rhine Commis-

ceptibility) to10 (very susceptible) per taxon

affected by impacts of this kind. This species

sion. Ifthe figures from theseyearsare compared

(often at the family level).The BMWP isatotal
count of the scores of all the taxa found. This
Saprobe-index macrozoobenthos in IJssel

means that a large number of species with low
9-

susceptibility can produce the same BMWP
value asa low number ofvery susceptible
species. The ASPT value, which is used to calculate the average score per taxon found, says
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The maximum attainable values for BMWP and ASPT
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BMWPref
stenen oeverzone
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6,1
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4,3
4,8
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Figure6.1
The increase n the BMWP index and the ASPTvalue derived from it, for the "stone riverbank zone" biotope, in the
IJssel river.
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Table 6.4.

Changes in the population density of the Caspian Seashrimp (Corophiumcurvispinum)on the "stones in the riverbank zone" of the Usselriver, inthe period 1989-1995 (-: not found; n.s.: not sampled).

increase in both indices, whereas a stabilization
wasnoted in the period from 1993to 1995.The

10

Location

Velp
De Steeg
Ölst
Wijhe

log nurr ber per m2 (riverbank area)

Caspian Sea shrimp has had a dominant pres-

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

2,7
<1,3

4,5
3,7
<1,3
1,5

5,0
5,3
3,8
2,4

5,9
6,1
5,1
5,6

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

4,6
4,4
4,2
4,1

4,5
4,1
4,2
4,3

•

ence on the artificial substrate since 1990 (figure 4). The dominance is only broken by other
speciesin thespring (BijdeVaateetal. inpress).
Because they are present in large numbers and
because they build silt-dwellings, they were
expected to oust other species (Van den Brink

Calculated for the individual biotopes in the

et al 1993). However, figure 4 shows that the

both the BMWP index and the ASPT value for

different sections,the BMWP indexvaried from

total counts of organisms on the artificial sub-

both biotopes were higher at most locations in

12to 65 and the ASPTvalue varied from 3.0 to

strate have increased since the arrival of the

1990 than in the other two years (1988 and

4.7.

Caspian Sea shrimp. The counts without mud

with those of 1995 (figure 2), it emerges that

shrimps are in the same order of magnitude as

1995). An important component of the differArtificial substrate

the counts from before 1990.In 1991and 1992,

biotopes themselves can be explained by the

The BMWP index and the ASPT value derived

the counts throughout the season were also still

distribution in the observation results. On the

from it were calculated (figure 3) from the sum

comparable with those of previous years. In

basis of all the samples, in 1995 the BMWP

of allthe annual observations of species on arti-

1993 and 1994, there was no seasonal progres-

index for the Rhine had a value of 91 (refer-

ficial substrate (seemethod).

sion to speak of. The influence of the weather

ence: 365) and an ASPT of 4.3 (reference: 6.5).

Up to and including 1990, there was a clear

mayhave played arole in this.Thearrival ofthe

ences between the three years and between the
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Figure6.2
The BMWP index and theASPTvalue derived from it,for the "deep river bed" and "stone riverbank zone" biotopes, sampled in 1988, 1990and1995.
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Density andspecies composition on artificial substrate at Lobith

dominant

sub-dominant
Corophium curvispinum
a Gammarus spec./C. tighnus
b Dikerogammarus spec.
Ecnomus tenelius
< * - • • .

a Hydropsyche spec.
b Hydropsyche bulganomanorum
c Hydropsyche contubernalis
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
j
k

Microspectra spec.
Dicrotendipesspec.
Dicrotendipes nervosus
Parachironomus gr. long/forceps
Rheopeiopia spec.
Rheotanytarsus spec.
Tanyfarsus spec.
Chironomus nudiventris
Rheocricotopus chalybeatus
Cricotopus bicinctus
Potamopyrgusantipodarum

Physa fontinalis

Corbicula spec.
Dreissena polymorpha

without Corophium
Figure 6.4
Dominant and subdominant taxa and the relative share of the Caspian Sea shrimp Corophium curvispinum on the artificial substrate in the Rhine, at Lobith. The figures show all
the species that were dominant or subdominant for one or more sampling periods.

mud shrimp does not seem to have affected the

mainly "Danube species" (Schleuter etal.1994,

Target species

dominance of species either. All the organisms

Bijde Vaate & Klink 1995,Klink &BijdeVaate

The three species selected as targets for the

are shown that were (sub)dominant on one or

1996). The number of immigrants from the

Rhine (Duel et al. 1996) were not detected in

more occasions in the different months. The

Danube over the next few years is expected to

the Rhine section samples of 1995.However, a

(sub)dominant species are all from the groups

increase further. For instance, a water-louse

specimen of the dragonfly species Gomphus

crustaceans, caddis-worms, chironomids and

(Jaera istri)from the Danube was also recently

flavipes was found along the river Waal at

molluscs. In interpreting these figures, it must

spotted in the Main (Schleuter & Schleuter

Nijmegen (Habraken & Crombaghs 1997).

be remembered that the artificial substrate is

1995).Colonization oftheRhinebythesespecies

This dragonfly had not been found in the

only in the river for 4 weeks, which means the

canbeexpected within the foreseeable future.

Dutch section of the Rhine since 1902. The

organisms do not have much time to oust each
other. Clean substrate is placed in the water
every month, so all the organisms are able to
colonize the substrate.
Non-indigenous species
The number of species has clearly increased
over the past 25 years, as a result of improved
water quality (Van Urk & Bij de Vaate 1990,
Van Urk etal.1992,BijdeVaate etal.1992,Bij
de Vaate 1994).The same istrue of population
densities.However, not allthe speciesthat were
part of the original Rhine fauna have returned.
Various non-indigenous species have established themselves in the Rhineovertheyears. A
total of 32 such species have been found thus
far (table 6).This represents more than 15percent of the number of taxa. The opening of the
Main-Danube Canal in September 1992 is the
reason for the recent immigrants, which were

Figure 6.3
The BMWP index and the ASPT value derived from it, for the macrozoobenthos on the artificial substrate in the
Rhine, at Lobith, calculated for the years 1987-1995.
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Recolonization
An important condition for the river's recolonization with invertebrates istheir presence upstream of the Netherlands. Beingswept along bythe current (known asorganism
drift), enablesthem to colonize new areasdownstream relatively quickly. Periods with high discharge rates areespecially suitable for this, not only because ahigh discharge
in itself isasignal for various speciesto start to drift, but also because migration under such conditions isnot only limited to animals that live inthe main channel.The animalsthat live inthe various isolated waters of the floodplains arealsothen able to populate new habitats. Followingthe extremely high discharge inthe winter of 1994-95,
a survey of the recolonization potential was carried out in February/March. Thiswas done by taking samples in thirteen small stretches of water in the floodplains, suchas
erosion channels, which were created during the extremely high discharge. Studying precisely these stretches of water made it possible to be certain that no existing biocoenosis was being sampled.Around 20 % of the taxa found belonged to the group of species that were scarce or had disappeared from the Dutch section of the Rhine;
these included various species of black flies (Simulidae) and may flies (Ephemeroptera).The table shows the list of species. It also shows whether the species wasfound in
paleo-ecological studies and,therefore, whether it was originally found in the Rhine.A large number of these animals are rheophiles (i.e.they thrive inflowing water).The
fact that they were not found inthe samplestaken within the scopeof biological monitoring may indicate the absence of suitable habitats inthe river's mainchannel.
Taxon
Crustacea
Crangonyxpseudogracilis
Dikerogammarus villosus
Gammarus roeseli
Niphargus aquilex
Rhithropanopeus harrisii
Ephemeroptera
Baetis rhodani
Caenis horaria
Caenis macrura
Caenis robusta
Heptagenia sulphurea
Potamanthus luteus
Plecoptera
Nemoura spec.
Odonata
Calopteryx splendens
Gomphus vulgatissimus
Heteroptera
Aphelocheirusaestivalis
Callicorixa praeusta
Coleoptera
Agabus nebulosus
Esolus spec.
Graptodytespictus
Haliplus flavicollis
Platambus maculatus
Potamonectes canaliculatus
Trichoptera
Anabolia nervosa
Halesus radiatus
Hydropsyche bulgaromanorum
Mystacides azurea
Neureclipsis bimaculata
Oecetis notata
Plectrocnemia cf. geniculata
Polycentropus flavomaculatus
Psychomyia pusilla
Triaenodes bicolor
Chironomidae
Apsectrotanypus trifascipennis
Diplodadius cultriger
Parametriocnemus stylatus
Polypedilum convictum
Thienemanniella clavicornis agg.
Thienemannimyia/Meropelopiaspec.
Simuliidae
Boophthora erythrocephala
Odagmia ornata
Wilhelmia spec.

Habitat1

E
E
E
HR
E

Palaeo2

Comments

non-indigenous
non-indigenous
non-indigenous
groundwater species
non-indigenous/brackish species

LR
L
L
L
LR
LR
LR
V
PS
LR
V
V
PS
V
V
V
V
V
V
LR
PS
L
LR
LR?
LR
LR
V

Photograph6.4
The dragon-fly Calopteryx splendens.

non-indigenous

PS
V
PS
p
V
PS
R
R
R

1
E = Eurytope (indifferent), L= Lithon (stones), LR= Lithorheon (stones incurrent),
P= Pelon(silty bottoms), PS = Psammon(sandy bottoms), R = Rheon(flowing partsof rivers),V = Vegetation
2
Found inpalaeo-ecological studies (Klink 1989).

Table 6.5
Speciesof scarceor vanished macro-evertebratesfound in new stretchesof water inthefloodplains of the RhineandWaal rivers in February/March 1995.
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species has also not been observed upstream
from the Netherlands, in the main channel
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Table 6.6
Summary of immigrants currently present in the branches of the Rhine (excluding the brackish zones); °C = thermophile, CI" =euryhalien.

(Anon. 1996). Gomphus flavipes has a strong
preference for sludge-rich sand beds in the
riverbank zone. The discovery of this specimen
is ascribed to larval drift during a high-water
period (seeintermezzo).
The freshwater, lithophile gastropodTheodoxus
fluviatilis (Freshwater nerite) has been absent
from the branches of the Rhine for decades.

Species
Hydrozoa:
Oligochaeta:
Polychaeta:
Tricladida:
Isopoda:
Amphipoda:

Upstream, thespeciescanbefound up to around
Cologne (Tittizer et al. 1990). In 1995, it was
only found in the Hochreinand theOberrhein
(Anon. 1996). Research in a flume setup along
the river IJssel (at Kampen) showed that the

Decapoda:

Rhine water quality is not the direct limiting
factor for the occurrence of Theodoxus fluviatilis
in the Dutch section of the Rhine (Van Schie
1996). A further study will be necessary to
determine whether the species isalso capable of

Gastropoda:

breeding.
Finally, the Sand riverbank midge Lipiniella
arenicolais a species found in eutrophic and

Bivalvia:

Insecta:

hypertrophic, slow-flowing water with a fine,
sandy bed and low silt levels (Smit et al. 1992,
Reinhold-Dudok van Heel en Den Besten, in

Craspedacusta sowerbyi
Cordylophora caspia
Branchyura sowerbyi
Hypaniainvalida
Dugesia tigrina
Proasellus meridianus
Proasellus coxalis
Gammarus tigrinus
Gammarus zaddachi
Dikerogammarus haemobaphes
Dikerogammarus villosus
Echinogammarus ischnus
Orchestia cavimana
Corophium curvispinum
Crangonyx pseudogracilis
Atyaephyra desmaresti
Palaemon longirostris
Orconectes limosus
Astacus leptodactylus
Rhithropanopeus harrisii
Eriocheirsinensis
Potamopyrgus antipodarum
Lithoglyphus naticoides
Physella acuta
Dreissena polymorpha
Corbiculafluminea
Corbiculafluminalis
Hydropsyche bulgaromanorum
Rheocricotopus chalybeatus
Nanodadiusspec.
Rheotanytarsus spec.
Rheotanytarsus rhenanus

°C

ci-

+
+
+
+
+

+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

Nativeof
EasternAsia
Ponto-Caspian region
Cosmopolite
Ponto-Caspian region
North-America
Mediterranean region
Mediterranean region
North-America
North Atlantic region
Ponto-Caspian region
Ponto-Caspian region
Ponto-Caspian region
Ponto-Caspian region
Eastern Europe
North-America
Mediterranean region
Areaaround theAtlantic Ocean
andthe Mediterranean
North-America
Eastern Europe
North-America
EasternAsia
NewZealand
Ponto-Caspian region
Mediterranean region
Ponto-Caspian region
EasternAsia
EasternAsia
Central Europe
Southern Europe
Southern Europe
Europeexcept Northern Europe
Southwest Europe

preparation). They can reach high local counts
in the delta area, around Haringvliet, for example (Smit etal.1991,Smit etal.1992).They are
not known in the major Dutch rivers (Moller

Nature restoration projects are underway in

indigenous play a major role in the Rhine.

Pillot & Buskens 1990). It is unclear whether

which secondary channels are constructed with

Currently more than fifteen percent of the

they can actually occur in the branches of the

the aim of restoring the biotopes that originally

total number of species are non-indigenous.

Rhine. The fact that L. arenicola was not

occurred in the main channel, such as shallow,

Expressing this in terms of percentages of the

observed in the sections studied is also because

slow-flowing water. Time will tell over the next

number of organisms makes the role of non-

their specific habitat was not sampled. The

fewyearswhether these projects havebeen suc-

indigenous species even clearer: non-indigenous

sampled sand beds were either too course or

cessful. Research in the floodplains already

species account for 92%ofthe total number of

contained too much silt.

shows a lot of promise for the colonization of

organisms. Since 1992, the Main-Danube

thesebiotopes (seebox).

Canal hasprovided anewinflux of non-indige-

Conclusions

Once-only sampling will not be sufficient as

nous species. However, the introduction of

more susceptible species of macrozoobenthos

species from elsewhere in the world isalsopos-

become established in the lower reaches of the

sible, for example, from the ballast water of

Various observations lead to the conclusion

Rhine. Any relevant changes in biocoenosis

ships.

that there was a definite increase in the

composition can also be expected to become

BMWP/ASPT index up to 1991.This isan indi-

visible in the spring. In future, a better picture

cation of an improvement in water quality. The

could be obtained of the differences between

relatively lowBMWP/ASPTfiguresvis-à-vis the

individual years from the results of additional

reference suggest low diversity in the sampled

sampling in the spring and at the end of the

biocoenoses. This is an indication of a lack of

summer.

biotopes in the river'smain channel.

Macrozoobenthos that were originally non-
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Methods
Biotope samples
The major biotopes were sampled in eight different river sections (table 7). The once-only samples were taken in August in accordance with the standard requirements for
the MWTL monitoring programme (concerned with monitoring the water drainage situation in the Netherlands). The only biotope that could be sampled in every section
was "stones inthe riverbank zone".The other biotopes were not of the same importance in each section or were even absent insome cases.Forexample the "deep gravel
bed" biotope isonly found upstream.Macrophytesarealso not present insufficient numbers ineverysection.
Spring samples
Various speciesof mayfliesand caddis-worms arealmost only everobserved inthe spring (Greijdanus-Klaas, in prep.).The monitoring programme wastherefore expanded
with a survey in the spring, which focused on the occurrence of susceptible species such as black flies, caddis-worms and may flies. The research was conducted in
April/June of 1995, atthe IRClocations (figure 5).Thesearelocations from which analysis resultsarealso usedbythe International Rhine Commission (Anon. 1996).
Artificialsubstrate
Since July 1987, Rhine macrozoobenthos samples have been taken using a standardized artificial substrate consisting of glass marbles (Bij de Vaate & Greijdanus-Klaas
1989). BetweenApril and October eachyear, samples aretaken at four-week intervals. Only four samples were taken in 1987, because samplingonly began inJulyof that
year.

Locations of macrozoobenthos 1995
Rhine branches

Figure 6.5
Sampling locations,the locations that arealso sampled for the International
RhineCommission (IRC locations),arecolouredgreen.

G=r

,
C^^^

Biotopes

River section
deepgravel
bed
Rhine(km 858-868)
Waal (km 868-961)
Nieuwe Merwede (km 961-980)
Oude Maas (km981-1003)
Nieuwe Waterweg (km 1011-1028)
Lower Rhine(km 879-947)1
Lek (km 947-989)
Ussel(km 879-1005)
1

+
+

+

diepesand
bed

sandy
riverbankzone

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

clayey
riverbankzone

+
+
+

stone
riverbankzone
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

macrophytes

+
+
+
+
+

Fromthe geographical point of view, the Lower Rhine becomesthe river Lek929 kilometres downstream, at the intersection of theAmsterdam RhineCanal). However,
for data-processing purposes,the Lower Rhine/Lek has beendivided into aweired section,known asthe Lower Rhine,and anunweired section,the river Lek.Thetransition inthis caseisjust below the weir at Hagestein,947 kilometres downstream.

Table6.7. Summary of biotopes sampled inthe varioussections.
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Photgraph 6.5
Washed up shells can give agood impression of the mollusc fauna in the river. On this photograph of ashort stretch of the high water mark along the Waal at Bemmelshells of
Bithynia tentaculata,Dreissena polymorpha, CorbiculaflumineaandC. fluminalis can berecognized.
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7.Fish
TomBuijse (RIZA) &Wobbe Cazemier(RIVO-DLO)
Introduction
The composition ofthe fish community and the
differences in it that are found in the various
Speciescomposition infikes 1993-1995

branches of the Rhine are described below. In
EURYTOPE

addition to the data from sampling carried out

hybrid cyprinids

within the scope ofthe MWTL monitoring pro-

GibelCarpCarassius auratus

gramme (concerned with monitoring the water

WelsSilurusglanis
CarpCyprinus carpio

drainage situation in the Netherlands) (see

PikeEsox lueius

method box)), recently gathered information

BreamAbramis brama
BleakAlburnus alburnus

from nature restoration projects has also been

SilverbreamAbramis bjoerkna

added. This sampling information is additional

Ruffe Gymnocephalus cernuus

because it also particularly focuses on the fish

PerchPerca fluviatilis
RoachRutilusrutilus

community in the floodplain.

EelAnguilia anguilta
PikeperchStizostedion lueioperea
NON-INDIGENOUS

The development of the fish community isdis-

Rainbowtrout Oncorhynchus mykiss

cussed on the basis of guilds. The division into

GrasscarpCtenopharyngodon ideiia
Guppy Lebistes reticu/atus

guilds is based on a preference for spawning

AspAspius aspius

substrate, flow, and migration behaviour (Quak

LIMNOPHILE

1994). The relationship between the guilds

Weatherfish Misgurnus fossilis
BitterlingRhodeus sericeus

characterizes the water system. Major rivers are

CruciancarpCarassius carassius

generally species-rich systems thanks to the

Tench Tinea tinea

broad diversity of the habitat. On the one hand,

Leucaspius deiineatus
RuddRutilus erythropbthalmus

there are species that require flowing water for

RHEOPHILE obligate

their entire lives, whereas other species are

Brook lamprey Lampetra planen
PowanCoregonus iavaretus

dependent on the timeswhen the river breaches

SturgeonAeipensersp.

its banks. This enables them to populate isolat-

NaseChondrostroma nasus

ed waters for the rest of the time,-where they

SalmonSalmo salar
BrowntroutSalmo truttafario

breed among the aquatic plants,or alternatively,

Stone loachBarbatula barbatulus

it enables them to leave the isolated waters for a

AllisshadAlosa alosa
ChubLeueiseus eepbalus

whileand to usethe main channel asameansof

Sealamprey Petromyzon marinus

distributing themselves. A distinction is made

Seatrout Salmo truttatrutta

between eurytope species (indifferent), limnic

BarbelBarbus barbus
Riverlamprey Lampetra fluviatilis

species (that thrive on aquatic plants) and

BullheadCottusgobio

rheophilic species (riverine). Eurytope species

DaceLeueiseus leueiseus
RHEOPHILE partial

have no particular preference for flowing or

BurbotLota lota

stagnant water; limnic species mainly prefer

Spined loachCobitis taenia

stagnant water with aquatic plants. The

Gudgeon Gobio gobio
IdeLeueiseus idus

rheophilic species form a larger group and can
be further divided into three subguilds ('oblig-

RHEOPHILE estuarine
Three-spined stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus

ate', 'partial' and 'estuarine'). The obligate

Thick-lipped grey mullet Chelon labrosus
Smelt Osmerus eperlanus

rheophilic species depend on the main channel

TwaiteAlosa fallax

and the riverbank zone of flowing water

Flounder Pleuroneetes flesus

throughout every stage of their lives; partial
rheophilic species are dependent throughout

Catchper unit of effort (cpue) (number perfikeday)

each stage of life on adjacent waters that are
permanently connected toflowingwaters; estuFigure 7.1

arine rheophilic species are dependent through-

The average catch per 24-hour period in the fikes of professional fishermen (cpue, catch per unit of effort) over the

out each stage of life on slow-flowing, brackish

period 1993-1995. Forty-two original fish species and four non-indigenous species were found in the branches of the
Rhine. Many endangered fish species are found in very small numbers.
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Composition of trawl net catch per unit of effort (cpue)

water in apermanent open connection between
the estuary and the sea. These guilds all have
various representatives in major river systems.
There are also non-indigenous species, which
are discussed separately, because, although they
could be classified in these guilds, they are not
part ofthe original indigenous fish community.

Resultsand discussion

eurytope

non-indigenous

limnophile

rheophile
(obligate)

rheophile
(partial)

' rheophile
(estuarine)

Composition of fike catches

Species composition
The Dutch freshwater fish community includes
46species (De Nie 1996),plus nine non-indigenous species. Forty-two indigenous as well as
four non-indigenous species are found in the
branches ofthe Rhine (figure 1).Ofthe original
46 indigenous fish species, eight have all but
disappeared, 21 are endangered and 17 are not
endangered (Dutch Nature Conservancy Council
1994). Of the species found in the branches of
the Rhine,among the eurytope species,onlythe

eurytope

Bleak Cyprinus alburnus and Wels SiluTUSglanis
are endangered, and of the limnic species, only
the Leucaspius delineatus, the Bitterling Rhodeus
sericeus and the Weather loach (Misgurnus

Figure7.2
The composition of the catch in (a) fikes and (b) the trawl net, divided according to years and guilds. The counts
above the barsarethe percentages of the total catch.Thefish community of the Rhine's branchesconsists practically
entirely of eurytope species,which together account for around 90 % of thecatches.

fossilis). Of the rheophilic species, only the Ide
Leuciscusidus, Three-spined stickleback Gas-

factor 3.Thefishcommunity in the branches of

remained the same. In the case of non-indige-

terosteus aculeatus and the Flounder Platichthys

the Rhine consists almost entirely of eurytope

nous species, the changes are the result of the

flesusare seen as not being endangered. All the

species,whichtogether account for around 90%

riseoftheAspAspiusaspius (seeintermezzo).

other speciesareendangered or theoriginalpop-

of the catches (figure 2a). Although they domi-

ulations havebecome extinct in the Netherlands.

nate the fish community, the interrelationships

From 1993 to 1995, fike catches of Roach

However, fish are caught in the Netherlands

are not discussed here because they are not typ-

Rutilus rutilus,Bullhead, Dace, Chub Leuciscus

that are considered as extinct species.These are

icalofthe rivers.Limnicspecies account for less

cephalus, Ide and Gudgeon, increased by more

escapes or originate from release programmes

than 1 % of the catches, but are probably

than a factor 5, whereas Twaite shad numbers

or populations from other rivers. The latter we

underestimated, as the sampling focuses on the

decreased. The changes may have been caused

could seeasvagrants or pioneers.

main channel and the adjoining waters,whereas

bycoincidences or byannual differences indis-

The catches in thefikesshow that a large num-

these species belong in isolated waters with

charge and temperature (hot and cold sum-

ber of species considered to be endangered in

aquatic plants. Sampling in 14 waters in the

mers), for example, and may, therefore, not

the Netherlands are caught in the branches of

floodplain showed greater numbers of limnic

point to a development. Nevertheless, it is

the Rhine, all be it in small numbers. Of these

fishspecies were found in this type ofwater (de

advisable to report these findings, although, in

species Bleak, Gudgeon Gobio gobio, Dace

Laak etal.1994). In the caseof the obligate and

viewof the short period, it istoo early to speak

Leuciscus leuciscus,Twaite shad Alosa fallax,

partial rheophilic species, there was an increase

ofatrend.

Smelt Osmerus eperlanus, Bullhead Cottusgobio,

between 1993 and 1995 in both the numbers

River lamprey Petromyzon fluviatilis, Barbel

and the percentage represented in the catch.

Thebranches ofthe Rhine have onlybeen sam-

Barbus barbus and Leucaspius delineatus are

Although no far-reaching conclusions can be

pled twice thus far with a trawl net (drag-net).

caught in reasonable quantities.

drawn from this, it iscertainly awelcome devel-

This means it is impossible to say anything

opment. The percentage of estuarine rheophilic

about trend developments as yet (figure 3).

species has dropped, but the catches have

The results paint a hopeful picture that trends

From 1993 to 1995,fikecatches increased bya
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Species composition in trawl net 1992/1993 and 1994/1995
EURYTOPEJ
Carp Cyprinus carpio
Pike fsox lucius
hybrid Cypriniden
Bleak Alburnus alburnus
Eel Anguilla anguil/a

here, together with the Biesbosch district.
Although there are only afew open connections

Perch Perça fluviatilis
Ruffe Gymnocephalus cernuus
Silver bream Abcamis bjoerkna

between the two areas, exchanges are nevertheless possible.This supports the assumption that

Pike-perch Stizostedion lucioperca
Roach Rutiius rutilus
Bream Abramis brama

increasing habitat diversity would lead to a

NON-INDIGENOUS

greater diversity of species. Limnic species and

Asp Asp/us aspius
LIMNOPHILE
Ten-spined stickleback Pungitius pungitius
Sunbleak Leucaspius delineatus
RHEOPHILE obligate J
Barbel Barbus barbus
RiverLamprey Lampetra tluviatiiis
Bullhead Cottus gobio

partial rheophilic species are found less often in
the Oude Maas and Nieuwe Waterweg than
elsewhere; obligate rheophilic species are found
lessoften intheOude Maasthan elsewhere.Estu-

RHEOPHILE partial
Gudgeon Gobio gobio
Ide ieuciscus idus

arinerheophilic speciesare found more often in

RHEOPHILEestuarine

downstream than upstream stretches. This is

Three-spined stickleback Gasterosteus aculeatus
Smelt Osmerus eperlanus

not surprising, because the species found are,

Flounder Pleuronectes flesus
0.0001

0.001

0.01

0.1

1

10

Catch per unit of effort (cpue) (number per per 1000 m area fished)

on the one hand, Flounder and Thick-lipped
grey mullet Chelonlabrosus, species that spawn
in the marine environment and can mature in

Figure7.3
Averagetrawl net catches per 1000 m2areafished inthe sixwinter months of 1992/1993 and 1994/1995.

the brackish tidal area, and, on the other hand,
Twaite shad, which, although they spawn in
freshwater, are believed not to stray far up the

will become visible in due course. The samples

the scarcer ones; all the species with a popula-

taken inthewinters of 1992/1993and 1994/1995

tion density of less than 1specimen per 50fike

rivers (Taverny 1991, de Groot 1992). It is

correspond largely with the population densi-

days (figure 1) that were caught were missing

unlikely that Twaite shad successfully breed in

ties of very common eurytope species. This

in the trawl net catches, with the exception of

the Netherlands at present.

suggests that sampling provides a useful reflec-

the two members ofthe Three- and Ten-spined

tion offish levels.Any increase in the numbers

stickleback Pungitiuspungitius (figure 3).

of less common rheophilic species should be
visible inthe catch nets.

The sampling using the trawl net does not confirm the picture of species diversity based on

Spatial distribution

thefikecatches. In allthe branches of the river,

The Nieuwe Merwede river, which has varied

the trawl net consistently catches fewer species

However, fewer species were caught using the

riverbanks, especially in the lower reaches and

than thefike,which makestrawl net catchesless

trawl net than the fikes. At present sampling

close to the Biesbosch district, has the greatest

suitable for providing an overall view of the

levels, trawl nets appear to be suitable for

richness of species in freshwater fish (figure

diversity in thefishcommunity (figure 4b).

catching common species,but not for catching

4a). The greatest diversity of habitats is found
Fikesand trawl nets correspond reasonablywell
Figure 7.4
The spatial distribution of
the number of species
over the years, grouped
for guilds based on (a)
fike and (b) trawl net
catches. The differences
between the areascan be
explained in particular by
the diversity of habitats,
the presence of barriers
and penetration by saline
water.

in terms of the composition ofthefishcommunityin allthe riverbranches (table 1).Theeurytope species dominate each branch. Relatively
more specimens of non-indigenous species and
limnicfishare caught in thefikes,whereas relatively more specimens of estuarine rheophilic
species are caught in the trawl net. In the
lower river area, from approximately the Boven
Merwede and the Lek rivers, the percentage of
estuarine rheophilic species increases dramatically. Limnic species were found most often in
the IJssel, Lek and Nieuwe Merwede rivers,
non-indigenous species mainly in the Nieuwe
Merwede.This mainlyconcerned alarge number
ofAsps (intermezzo). Arelatively large number
of rheophilic specimens were found in the
river IJssel, whereas there appeared to be little
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Riverbranch

Eurytope

Limnophile

fike trawl
net

trawl
net

fike

trawl
net

.... .....

»
..
*

0
0
0

fike

Upper Rhine
PannerdensCanal
IJssel
Lower Rhine
Lek
Waal
Boven&
Beneden Merwede
Nieuwe Merwede
Dordtse Kil
Oude Maas
Spui
Nieuwe Maas &
Nieuwe Waterweg

nonindigenous

-

..... .....
» . . . .....
.....
.... ....
.....
..... .....
....
•»»•• »*.».
....
» . . . .....

»

0

*
-

0
0

...
-

0
0
0
0
0

0

*

..

0
0
0
0

...
**
...
.,
-

0
0

...

••
*

0
0
0
0

..

Ob igate
rheophilic

Partial
rheophilic

fike trawl
net

fike trawl
net

..
...
..
..
,.
-

...
..
...
,.

..
...
,.
...
.,
-

..
..
...

,.
..
..

..
..

0

..

Estuarine
rheophilic

fike

trawl
net

restoration projects to focus on floodplains with

..

0
0

a high inundation frequency. The present fre-

....

quencies are relativelylow. Cutting through the

0

...
...

»,
.,

... ,.
- 0
.. ..
- 0
.« ..

important role.Itwould beadvisablefor nature

...

.
...
,.

summer dykesto createflowing secondary channels seems to offer realistic possibilities for
...»

growth in the populations of rheophilic fish

....
....
....

-

species.

.... .....

Salmonids and other anadromous migratory
fish
Since 1994, the migration of salmonids and

Table 7.1

other anadromous migratory fish has been

The numerical abundance of guilds of fish species in the river branches on the basis of fike catches per 24-hour period from 1993 to 1995 and trawl net catches per 1000 m 2 area fished in the six winter months of 1992/1993 and
1994/1995.
' 0 ' < 0.001 < * < 0.01 < * * < 0.1 < * * * < 1 < * * * * < 10 < * * * * * , - = not sampled

monitored in the spring and autumn at three
locations, in the rivers Lek (weir at Hagestein),
Waal (Woudrichem) and the Maas (weir at
Lith) (Cazemier 1995). These are species that

difference between the weired Lower Rhine/Lek flowing secondary channels have been conand Waal rivers. The major difference between structed, the result has been a major increase in

hatch in fresh water and then migrate to thesea

the Lower Rhine and the Lek in the numbers of the percentage of obligate and partial rheophilic

to mature, after which they make the return

estuarine rheophilic fish species suggests the fish species (figure 5). Samples from waters in

journey as adults. Examples include Salmon

weirs act asabarrier to migration upstream.

the floodplain, which differ in depth, inunda-

Salmo salar,Sturgeon Acipensersturio, Twaite

tion frequency and vegetation, have shown that

shad and River lamprey. Samples are taken

limnic fish species are mainly found in flood-

using salmon nets, course mesh nets that are

Thegreater part ofthe present riverarea ischar-

plain waters with vegetation and a low inunda-

placed across the river's current. As of 1997,

acterized by solid transitions from land to

tion frequency (de Laak et al. 1994). Only low

this sampling procedure will be a fixed part of

water. The winter dykes protect the land behind

population densities of limnic species occur in

the MWTL monitoring programme. In 1994

them against inundation and the summer dykes

themain channel (figure 1).This meansthatveg-

and 1995,afew dozen salmon and hundreds of

etation-rich waters in the floodplain play an

sea trout were caught (table 2). They are put

Naturerestorationprojectsinthe floodplains

ensure the main channel has sufficient depth for
shipping. At the same time, the summer dykes
separate the main channel and the floodplains,
which means there is no dynamic transitional

Rheophilefishandnature restoration projectsalongthe riverWaal

zonebetween the land and water.Thisresultsin
a uniform main channel with little variation in
habitats and flow rates. The floodplain is characterized byalarge number of isolated stretches

Opijnen
1993
'before'
2.1%

of water, which flood more abruptly and less
often than they would in a natural situation;
adjoining waters are scarce and there were no
secondary channels until recently. The nature
restoration projects that are underway along the

•

major rivers involve, amongst other things,lowering or cutting through summer dykes, to link
stretches of water to the rivers, or the construc-

Opijnen
1994
'after'
5.3%

<z

Beneden-Leeuwen
1994
'before'
5,3%

tion of secondary channels. The assumption is

IdeLeuciscus idus

NaseChondrostoma nasus

that the fish community will benefit from this

Gudgeon Cobiogobio

ChubLeuciscus cephalus

(Schouten &Quak 1994). The initial results are

DaceLeuciscus leuciscus

River lamprey Lampetra fluviatilis

Beneden-Leeuwen
1995
'after'
24.0%

promising (Krekels &Verbeek 1994,Verbeek et
al. 1995).At two locations along the river Waal,
where admittedly small, but what is important,

Figure 7.5
The increase in the percentage of obligate and partial rheophilic fish species shortly after the construction of the flowing
secondary channels in the nature restoration projects along the Waal river at Opijnen and Beneden-Leeuwen.
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M a r i n e fish in N i e u w e M a a s a n d N i e u w e W a t e r w e g
CobeyCobidaesp.
BibTrisopterus luscus

back after being measured and also often

Figure 7.6

marked. The marking programme is intended

The average catch of
marine fish species in the
Nieuwe Waterweg and
Nieuwe Maas in the fikes
of professional fishermen
(per 24-hours in 1995) and
the trawl net (per 1000 m 2
area fished in the six winter
months of 1992/1993 and
1994/1995) (cpue, catch
per unit of effort). The
Nieuwe
Waterweg
is
important because it currently provides the only
permanently
open
link
between the North Sea and
the Rhine and Maas rivers.
This means it fulfils a role
in the migration of fish
between freshwater and
saline water, which has
been lost in other places.

to provide information about migration
routes.There havealreadybeen afewreports.
MarinespeciesintheNieuwe Waterweg
Besides the freshwater fish species, a large
number of marine species are also found in the
Nieuwe Waterweg (figure 6), 31 species in
total. This makes it the most species-rich water
of the branches of the Rhine. Marine species
accounted for around 30 % of the trawl net
catch, including Goby Gobiidoe, Bib Trisopterus
luscus and Herring Clupeaharengus; the figure
for thefikewas around 50 %,with mainly Bull

HerringClupea harengus
WhitingMerlanglus merlangus
SoleSolea solea
DabLimanda llmanda
PlaicePleuronedusplatessa
HooknoseAgonus cataphractus
BullroutMyoxocephalus scorpius
SpratSprattus sprattus
Five-bearded rocklingCiliata mustela
BassDicentrarchus labrax
CodGadus morhua
Viviparous blennyZoarces vivipares
Dragonet Callionymus lyra
Three-bearded rocklingCaidropsarus vulgaris
LumpfishCyclopterus lumpus

rout Myoxocephalus scorpius, Five-bearded

Greater pipefishSyngnathus acus

rockling Ciliata mustela and, again, Bib. We

Butterfish Pholisgunnellus

ought not to attach too much significance to

Sand-smelt Atherina presbyter

this large number of species. The Nieuwe

Pollack Pollachiuspollachius

Waterweg is an uninteresting canal with very

ScadTrachurus trachurus

little variation in habitat. However, it is

SaithePollachius wrens

extremely important that it currently provides

Thin-lipped grey mulletLiza ramada

the only permanently open link between the

BrillScophthalmus rhombus

North Seaand the Rhine and Maas rivers. This

Wrasse Labridaesp.

means it fulfils a role in the migration offish

Tabgurnard Trigla lucerna

between freshwater and salinewater,which has

DogfishScyliorhinus canicula

beenlost inother places.

ShannyLipophryspholis
SandeelAmmodytes tobianus
RedMulletMullus surmuletus

Conclusions
Almost the entire range of freshwater fish
fauna is found in the branches of the Rhine.
Table 7.2
The catches of salmonids and other anadromous fish species in salmon nets at three locations in the Rhine and the
Maas rivers, in the spring and autumn of 1994 and the spring of 1995.

Location

Period

I n d i f f e r e n t species d o m i n a t e t h e fish c o m m u -

nity. The most endangered species are only
found inlowpopulation densities.

Species
Salmon
Salmo salar

Sea trout
Salmo trutta

Rainbow trout
Oncorhynchus

Twaite shad
Alosa fallax

"Sturgeon"

mykiss
Lek
(weir at Hagestein)

are the most important problems impeding the
spring 1994

1

autumn 1994
spring 1995

10
11

spring 1994

14

autumn 1994

1

1

29
24

1

3

78

1

4

71

2

1

Waal
(at Woudrichem)

spring 1995

11

6
4

20

2

7
59

2

Maas
(weir at Lith)

It is assumed that the limited habitat diversity
and, to alesser degree, the quality of the water,

spring 1994
autumn 1994
spring 1995

6
1
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1

2

development of a fish community with the
closest possible resemblance to the one that
originally existed. Nature restoration projects
in which the dynamic transition zone between
land and water isrestored can make an important contribution tothis.
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Method

The Asp Aspiusaspius: a new piscivor
inthe inland waters of the Netherlands

Thefish community isroutinely sampled by the National Fisheries Research Institute (RIVO-DLO) usingatrawl
net and with the cooperation of professional fishermen with fikes. Fish levels are sampled at eight locations
along the branches of the Rhine usingfikes.Thesewaters have alsoall been sampled usingtrawl nets. Another
four river branches are likewise sampled usingtrawl nets.Thefikes areat fixed locations; trawl nets are used to
takesamples at many places (Wiegerinck etal.1995, 1996) (seetable).

(Tom Buijse)

When the trawl net isusedto take samples, adistinction ismade between three habitats. Inthe main channel,
samples aretaken inthe central section and along the riverbank, however, always where the water isat least1
metre deep. Samples are also taken in adjacent waters where there are open links to the river and where the
research ship can navigate. Shallow adjoining waters and isolated waters in the floodplain are not sampled in
this way within the scope of the MWTL monitoring programme. This has consequences for the given species
composition, because these types of waters contain habitats for limnic species. The waters and the associated
fishcommunity arecharacteristic of ariver's inundation area(Schiemer &Waidbacher 1992).
The method employed indicates how the results can be used. Catches from fishing tackle do not provide an
overall view of the total extent of the fish community. The picture ismade more complete usingvariousmethods.
As with any fishing tackle, fikes and trawl nets catch fish selectively according to species and size.The species
and size composition of the catches therefore currently provide the best possible but also adistorted picture of
the fish community (Daan 1996). Usingthe samefishingtackle indifferent waters makes it reasonably possible
to compare the differences between the waters. In addition, when atime range has been built up, changes in
the numbers of a fish species or guild of fish species can be described. The time range is still short at the
moment. Fike sampling was set up in 1987 and the present setup went into use in 1993. Trawl net sampling
wascarried out in 1992.

Table 7.3
Overview of river-section sampling usingthefikes of professional fishermen andthe trawl net.
s=side;m= middle;a=adjoining adjacent water; - = notsampled
Fike
River branch

Trawl net

1993

1994

1995

1992/93

1994/95

Upper Rhine
Pannerdens kanaal

1

1

1

s-a

sma

-

-

-

...

Ussel
Lower Rhine

1

1

1

sma

smsma

1

-

sma

Waal

1
2

1
2

-

sma

Lek

2

sma

sma

Boven & Beneden Merwede

-

-

1

sma

Nieuwe Merwede
Dordtse Kil

1

1

1

sma
sm-

-

-

-

-ma

Oude Maas
Spui

1

1

1

-ma

-ms
sma

-ma

sma

Nieuwe Maas & Nieuwe

Waterweg

-

-

-

1

1

1

sm-

The Asp did not originally occur in the Rhine's
catchment area. Although the first report in the
Netherlands camefrom the river Roer, in Limburg,
in 1984,there have beenfew reports of the Aspin
the river Maas since then. Until recently, the Asp
only occurred in Europe east of the Elbe, in rivers
that discharge into the Baltic Sea,the Black Seaand
the Caspian Sea.There are various non-exclusive
explanations for its occurrence in the Rhine's
catchment area. Releases in Germany and the
construction of the Rhine-Main-Danube canal
play a role (De Nie 1996). The spectacular
increase in the Netherlands is now occurring via
the Rhine's catchment area. From 1993 to 1995,
the numbers grew by a factor 10 on average. In
1995, the professional fisherman cooperating in
the MWTL monitoring programme caught 474
specimens in the Nieuwe Merwede river, which it
is true, is only a tiny number in comparison with
the other 60,000 fish he caught and registered.
The Asp has also reached lake Usselmeer via the
Usselriver.
From April to June, the Asp spawns on the stony
bed which is swept by the current. Unlike other
cyprinids, after feeding asajuvenile on zooplankton and invertebrates, the Asp develops into a
true piscivor. Mature Asps are solitary, dwell near
the surface and live on small fish. They can grow
up to a metre long. The species lives in the lower
reaches of rivers and sometimes also in dead
branches.
In the Danube, the Asp lives alongside Pike Esox
lucius, Pike-perch Stizostedion lucioperca and
Wels. The Asp is therefore not expected to oust
these speciesfrom Dutch rivers;anew piscivorhas
joined the fish community. If the Asp continues its
spectacular expansion,anglers will soon beable to
look forward to catching afantasticspecies.

sm-

Photograph 7.2
TheAsp,which was not partof the Dutchichtyofauna until very recently, now appears to be able to
reproduce inthe river Rhine.

Photograph 7.1
In addition to the MWTL biological monitoring programme data on fish is sometimes
gathered within separate or related projects, like inthiscase inan oxbow lakealongthe
riverWaal.
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8.Amphibians
Raymond Creemers 1 , Ben Crombaghs 2 &René Krekels3
'Stichting RAVON (Research into Reptiles,Amphibians and Fish inthe Netherlands),2Limesdivergens (Consultancy for Nature Conservation and
Landscape),^Bureau Natuurbalans (Consultancy for Ecologyand Education)

Introduction

/I

Amphibians alone the branches of the Rhine

The life cycleof amphibians isplayed out in the
water as well as on the land. The floodplains of
the branches of the Rhine are rich in potential
breeding waters for amphibians. The degree to
A'dam Rijnkanaal

which these waters can be used by the various
species for successful breeding depends on the
quality of both the aquatic biotope and the terrestrial biotope. In river ecosystems, the aquatic
biotope's suitability for breeding is largely

Lek

N e d e r Rijn

determined by the inundation frequency of the
waters (Creemers, 1994a). Suitable terrestrial
biotopes for amphibians are characterized by
well-developed structural variations. Places out
of reach of high water are also essential for
some speciesto enable successful hibernation.
Nature restoration in floodplains is combined

BergscheMaas

\ ^ i

with interventions in the aquatic and terrestrial
biotopes.Theconsequences ofnature restoration
projects willtherefore beseen inachangingspectrum of species and the population densities in
which they occur. This chapter examines the

£

distribution of the species in floodplains of the
branchesoftheRhine,theecological requirements
of the species, and the current value of some
nature restoration project areasand nature con-

Greenfrogs* Rana esculenta -complex
Common frog Rana temporaria

<

vT£,

<Z^~

^ 3

Common spadefoot* Pelobates fuscus

r

<T~^> Natterjack* Bufo calamita

Common t o a d * Bufo bufo

rz$

MoorfrogRana arvalis

Smooth newt Triturus vulgaris

Jy^

GrasssnakeNatrixnatrix

. Greater crested newt* Triturus cristatus

servation areasalong thebranches ofthe Rhine.

Results
Sixteen species of amphibians occur in the

Figure 8.1
Overview of the occurrence of amphibians along the branches of the Rhine in the Netherlands. Of the 16 species that
occur in the Netherlands, a total of 10 occur here. O f these, five species are classified as riparian species.(*)
black = common, purple = uncommon, red = rare

Netherlands, 10 of which occur in the floodplains of the branches of the Rhine (Creemers

Common species

etal. 1996). The distribution of these species is

Of thefivecommon species,four occur in equal

(Creemers 1994a).The floodplains and the area

shown in figure 1. On the basis of their pres-

numbers along all the branches of the Rhine.

around the rivers form an important centre of

ence in the floodplains of the branches of the

One species is more prevalent in a particular

prevalence for the Common toad and the green

Rhine,the species can be divided intofivecom-

region.TheEdiblefrog, Common frog, Common

frogs (Edible, Lake and Pool frog) in their dis-

mon species (Edible frog Rana esculenta, Lake

toad and Smooth newt are common species in

tribution throughout the country.

frog Rana ridibunda,Common frog Rana tem-

the floodplains of allthe branches ofthe Rhine.

The Lake frog mainly occurs in floodplains in

poraria, Common toad Bufobufo,Smooth newt

These four speciesarealsocommon throughout

the western Netherlands. This species clearly

Triturus vulgaris), one less, common species

the country. They are known to occur in more

thrives best in the watery part of the Nether-

(Natterjack toad Bufo calamita) and four rare

than half of all the five x five kilometre grid

lands, which is below sea level. In the flood-

species (Pool frog Rana lessonae, Greater crest-

squares used in the Netherlands to estimate the

plains oftheWaal and Lekrivers,inthe western

ed newt Triturus cristatus,Common spadefoot

rarity of species. They occupy 30 to 60 % of all

Netherlands, the Lake frog often replaces the

Pelobatesfuscusand Moor frog Rana arvalis).

the waters studied in the floodplains. They

Edible frog. On the basis of the criteria adopted

actually breed in 25 to 35 % of these waters
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Species

Distribution
Waal

Ussel

Centre of
prevalence

RedList
status

Occurrence

Decline

Importance
offloodplains

Rhine

Riparianspecies
Common toad
Bufobufo
Natterjack toad
Bufocalamita
Edible froga
Rana esculenta
Greater crested newt
Triturus cristatus
Common spadefoot
Pelobates fuscus

1

2

not currently
endangered
not currently
endangered
not currently
endangered
vulnerable

2

endangered

2%

62 %

(+)

1

74%

10%

0

57%

18%

0

>9%

<25 %

?

2

not currently
endangered
not currently
endangered
not currently
endangered
vulnerable

>11%

>25 %

0

1

vulnerable

32 %

0

1
1

Neutralspecies
Common frog
Rana temporaria
Smooth newt
Triturus vulgaris
Lakefrog'5
Rana ridibunda
Pool frog c
Rana lessonae
Moor frog
Rana arvalis

1
3

65%

14%

64%

15 %

26%

40%

17 %

35 %

(+)

21 %

Distribution inandaroundthefloodplains ofthevarious branchesoftheRhine:
*** common,occursespecially inthewestern partofthe branchoftheRhineconcerned
** uncommon,occursespecially inthewestern part ofthebranch oftheRhineconcerned
*
rare
Centres of prevalence :
1=throughout theNetherlands;2=Pleistocene grounds,3=Holocene grounds
Occurrence
:
percentage of occupied five xfive kilometre grid squares usedtoestimatetherarity ofspecies (total of 1677five xfive kilometre grid squares)
intheyears 1985-1994
Decline
:
reduction innumber ofoccupied fivexfive kilometre grid squares usedtoestimatetherarity ofspeciesvis-à-visthereference period before
1950.
Importance offloodplains forthespecies:
floodplains fulfil anobvious current function asakey area;
seldom ifever overflowing waters infloodplains and intheimmediate vicinity areof major importance asacurrent orasapotential keyarea
(+)
?
unknown
0
floodplains notofspecific importance;thespecieshasnospecific preference forareasinsideoroutside dykes

a,b,c

one hybrid andtwospeciesjointly form thegreenfrog complex

Table8.1
Overview oftheoccurrence of amphibians inandaround thefloodplains of the branches of the Rhine,thestatus ofthespecies andthesituation inthecountry asawhole.The
table shows thedistribution inandaround thefloodplains inthethree branches of the Rhine, the centre of prevalence interms of national distribution, the RedList status,the
occurrence inthefive xfive kilometre grid squares, thedecline (present period 1985-1994 vis-à-vis the reference period before 1950) andtheimportance of floodplains forthe
species. Floodplains aremainly ofspecific current orpotential importance forthefirst fiveofthespeciesmentioned.

in the Red List (Creemers 1996), allthe afore-

occur at one location along the river Waal

its original distribution area and is therefore

mentioned species are currently classified as

(figures 1and2).Theoccurrence infloodplains

declining rapidly. If the species continues to

non-endangered amphibians intheNetherlands

ofthe Moor frog andtheCommon spadefoot is

decline atthesame rate, itwillbeclassified as a

(seetable1).

largely determined by the radiating effect of

vulnerable species within a few years. The

major centres of prevalence in their national

Greater crested newt, Pool frog and Moor frog

Lesscommonandrarespecies

distribution (seeBergmans & Zuiderwijk 1986).

are classified as vulnerable species (rate of

The less common andrare species that occurin

The type oflandscape behind thedykesandthe

decline 25-50 %; current occurrence 5-25 %),

the floodplains of all thebranches ofthe Rhine

presence and robustness of populations in the

whereas theCommon spadefoot isconsideredas

are the Natterjack toad (less common), andthe

adjacent area within thedykesisagreater factor

an endangered species (rate ofdecline 50-75%;

Greater crested newt and Pool frog (both rare).

in the occurrence of these species than the dif-

current occurrence 1-5%).

The Moor frog andtheCommon spadefoot are

ferences between the floodplainsofthe branch-

both rare species with a distribution limited to

esoftheRhine.

the floodplains of one or two branches ofthe

The Natterjack toad currently occurs in26% of

Rhine (table 1).The Moor frog is only found

thefivexfive kilometre grid squares used inthe

Discussion

along the Lower Rhine/Lek (Creemers 1991),

Netherlands to estimate the rarity of species,

Theimportanceof floodplains

whereas the Common spadefoot is mainly lim-

which means it is not classified as an endan-

Owing to thelarge populations that occur, the

ited tothefloodplainsandadjoining areasalong

gered species (Creemers 1996). However, since

river area and the floodplains provide an

the IJssel river. The species is only known to

1950,thespecies hasdisappeared from 40% of

important centre of prevalence in the national
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Utrecht 1986). Most of the data is more recent
(Willink &Cuppen 1993, Creemers 1994a and
1994b,Smit 1994).
Historical data on the occurrence in floodplains
of the Greater crested newt, Smooth newt,
Moor frog, Common frog, Lake frog and Pool
frog isso incomplete that no conclusions can be
drawn about any decline that may be occurring
in these species in the floodplains of the
branches ofthe Rhine.
A number of distribution summaries appeared
in the nineteen seventies for the Common toad
(Van den Bergh & Stumpel 1978), Natterjack
toad (Van den Bergh &Stumpel 1975) and for
Edible frogs (Van den Bergh &Stumpel 1977).
Astriking fact isthat, in the past, the Natterjack
toad wasvery common in the floodplains of the
Photograph 8.1
TheCommon spadefoot predominantly occursonthe floodplains of the river Ussel.

distribution of the Common toad and Edible
frog. The species are therefore classified as

branches of the Rhine. The species is currently
only common on a local basis and appears not

Main distribution area Moor frog
Main distribution area Common spadefoot

riparian (seetable 1).
The national distribution pattern for the

#

Natterjack toad, Greater crested newt and
Common spadefoot shows that they are found

Commonfrog

relatively often in river and stream valleys

Edible frog

(Lenders 1989, Creemers et al. 1996). These
species aretherefore alsoclassified as riparian.
The Natterjack toad also clearly thrives best in

•

#

&

ev
ft$e«

^
<*<

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Poolfrog
Commontoad

the floodplains themselves. The Greater crested

Natterjacktoad

newt and Common spadefoot prefer waters that

Common spadefoot

flood very infrequently, if at all. Waters in

Smoothnewt

sections of floodplains with no embankments

Greatercrestednewt

meet the minimum requirements of these critical species rarely (Lower Rhine/Lek), if ever

•

x

J0

Population-size: # Small

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

IMedium

Large

(Waal and IJssel). It is therefore not surprising
that, along the more dynamic branches of the

Nederrijn

Rhine (Waal and IJssel), the most robust populations of these species have largely been driven
back to waters in sections of the floodplains
with embankments and, within the dykes, to
thewatersatthe baseofthedyke.

Historicaldataonamphibiansin floodplains
Distribution research on amphibians in floodplains only got properly underway in the early
eighties (Frigge 1981,Provincial Department of
Public Works and Water Management (PWS)

Figure 8.2
Amphibian population sizes infive model areas.The regional centres of prevalence are also shown for the Common
spadefoot and the Moor frog. These locations largely determine the occurrence of the Common spadefoot and/or
Moor frog inand around floodplains.
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Theeffect of small-scale nature restoration projects
Compensatory measures foramphibiansatEwijk

Catches Common spadefoot 1993 (n = 21)

During the Weurt-Deest dyke improvements in 1993, the breeding water of the Greater crested newt and
Common spadefoot insidethedykes was banked upandtwo new pools wereconstructed inthe vicinity.
Six speciesof amphibians occurred inthe original breedingwater, but increasing dryingout of the ground anda
fallingwater table meant that breedingwas not always successful.The restoration work focused on maintaining
and restoringthe amphibian populations andconcentrated in particular on rarespecies.
Evenshortly after the work's completion it became clearthat the Greater crested newt and Common spadefoot
were reproducing more successfully. The number of larvae caught of both species and the species diversity in
general showed a definite positive response from 1993 onwards (graphs below). The population of the Common
spadefoot, which hadavery high averageage, now hasamore healthy composition thanks to successfulbreedingin 1993, 1994and 1995 (graphson right).
Poolfrogs were alsoobserved for thefirst time in 1995, which increasedthe species diversity to 7species.
Within the first year of the construction of the new pools (1992), four species of amphibians were observed,
includingthe Greater crested newt.
The success at Ewijk is one of the many examples of how relatively limited intervention in the river landscape
can bring about significant results in the battle to maintain endangered species of amphibians in the river landscape. However, it isnecessary to establish the right initial conditions to ensurethe successful (re)colonization of
endangered species. These species are classified as endangered with good reason: their aquatic and land
biotope requirements are high. If the requirements are not satisfied,colonization cannot take place.This means
that major nature restoration projects should pay individual attention to the possibilities for establishingamphibian populations.
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Figure 8.3
Inthe period from 1993 to 1995, standardized research was conducted into the reproduction successof 5
of the 7speciesof amphibians that occur in Ewijk.
It emerged that restoration work resulted in asharp increase in the successful reproduction of endangered
species suchasthe Greater crested newt andthe Common spadefoot.

Figure 8.4
After the restoration work on the breeding water,
there was an obvious increase in the number of juvenile Common spadefoot frogs (<37 mm) caught.

to achieve the population densities it is known

situations, populations will again decline in

waters in 1993 and 1995. On the basis of a

to have achieved in the nineteen seventies. It

numbers or even disappear completely.

count using one x one kilometre grid squares,

is unclear whether this is connected with alack

Extensive research was conducted in 1995 into

the Common spadefoot is estimated to have

of specific counts of this species or with natural

the occurrence of the Common spadefoot in the

declined between 57 and 82 % in the IJsselval-

number

valleyof the IJssel river (Creemers &Crombaghs

ley (inside and outside the dykes). This trend is

However, in view of the pioneer character of

1995). This area has long been recognized as

of the same order of magnitude as the national

this species, an obvious contributory factor is

one of the key areas for this species in the

trend based on acount employing thefivex five

the decline in the number of suitable breeding

Netherlands. The Common spadefoot is mainly

kilometre grid squares used to estimate the rari-

sitessincethat time,owing to areduction in the

found around the transition from floodplain to

tyofspecies inthe Netherlands.

number of clay excavation operations in flood-

higher sandy ground, where ponds, canals,

fluctuations

within

populations.

plains, which has led to a structural decline.

ditches and pools are used for breeding. There

Ecologicalrequirements forhabitats

Nature restoration projects in the areas around

were three known sites where the species

A serious problem faced by all amphibians in

the rivers can beexpected to provide the species

occurred in the floodplains of the IJssel river.

terms of population densities isthe absence ofa

with new opportunities. Here too, the highest

However, after 1992, there was no longer any

suitable land biotope. Where there is a lack of

population densities will mainly be reached

evidence that the species was actually breeding

brushwood, thickets, wooded banks and flood-

shortly after the execution of the projects.

in the floodplains. Thespecies has probablydis-

plain forests, most species only occur in low

With the decline in the dynamics and pioneer

appeared as a result of the extremely high

population densities. In agricultural floodplains,
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Greater crested newt

there is often such a lack of terrestrial biotope

70

that amphibians move to the dyke or the area

60
50

inside the dyke, where they spend the summer,

40

autumn and winter. This leads to considerable

30
20

spring migration across the dykes. Because of

10

the large numbers involved, the annual

0

Jliln-nilIII
n=6 n=6 n=30 n=21 n=26 n=8 n=24 n=4 n=10 n=1

amphibian migration is most noticeable in the

n=96 n=40

Common spadefoot

spring. However, they also migrate in the summer and autumn, although spread over alonger
period and in lower numbers. At places with
stretches of water on the inside of the dyke, the
spring migration often takes place from the
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Requirementsfor theterrestrialbiotope
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Becauseit needs tobecloseto water throughout
allthe seasons,the Edible frog isthespecies that
is least dependent on the terrestrial biotope.

Figure 8.5
The percentage occupation of the Greater crested newt and the Common spadefoot in waters inside and outside the
dykes in five model areas. Waters inside the dykes are used relatively more often as breeding places.

The robustness of populations of this species is
therefore largely determined bythe area of suit-

most critical species among the green frogs.

large numbers in fish-rich waters, such as in

able aquatic biotope. The Common spadefoot

Although the Pool frog's distribution pattern is

largepools and dead river arms.

requires open sand in the land biotope. The

incomplete, the available data indicates that the

species inhabits river dunes and open areas in

species is mainly found in waters in which

Present nature restoration projects and amphib-

hardwood floodplain forests. Both biotope

Greater crested newts also occur (Creemers

ians

types are currently rare in the floodplains of the

1994b).

Floodplains along the branches of the Rhine

Netherlands. The Natterjack toad prefers to

The Natterjack toad's pioneering character in

wherenature restoration projectsareeither under-

spend most of the year in sandy areas not

the aquatic biotope is shown by its preference

wayorscheduled includethoseat Millingerwaard,

reached by high water. These maybe transship-

for shallow waters, often with no vegetation.

Sint-Andries, Ewijk, Afferden-Deest, Beneden-

ment sites inside the dykes but also brick facto-

Recently excavated claypits, pools temporarily

Leeuwen,DeRijswaard, Opijnen, DeWageningse

rysites inthe floodplain.

filled by precipitation and inundated pasture

Bovenpolder and De Duurse Waarden. The

land are the most suitable breeding sites for this

amphibians that occurred during or before the

species (Creemers 1994a, Willink & Cuppen

start of the nature restoration projects are well-

The Greater crested newt and the Common

1993). In the area around the river, the species

known for allofthesefloodplains.

spadefoot are critical in the aquatic biotope.

occurs more often outside than inside the dyke.

Although they are essentially riparian species,if

The requirements in terms of water quality and

However, thus far there has been no monitor-

they occur at all nowadays, it is only in small

inundation frequency are subordinate to the

ing of the effects on amphibian numbers of

population densities, in the floodplain, which

specific preference the species has with regard

nature restoration projects, such as the con-

often overflow. These species obviously thrive

tothe aquatic and terrestrial biotope.

struction of secondary channels. This does not

best in clear waters with well-developed vegeta-

The Common toad and the Common frog have

mean it is impossible to estimate the present

tion and no fish. Waters of this type are found

far lower requirements in terms of the richness

and future value of these areas as a habitat for

relativelymoreoften on the insideofthebaseof

ofthe structure ofvegetation and the quality of

amphibians on the basis of what is already

thedyke.

the breeding waters. The occurrence of these

known or on the basis of single studies. Present

Edible frogs and Smooth newts are common,

species and the population sizes mainly depend

concepts about nature restoration projects in

but the larger populations of these species are

on the quality ofthe land biotope, the terrestrial

floodplainsarebased on three startingpoints:

frequently found in waters that are not often in

habitat where the juvenile and mature amphib-

contact with the river. The population densities

ians search for food and/or hibernate. The

1.The management and development ofterres-

of Pool frogs are also higher in waters with low

Common toad's larvae are not eaten by fish,

trial biotopes such as floodplain forests and

dynamics. The Pool frog isconsidered to be the

which enables the Common toad to breed in

river dunes

Requirementsfor theaquaticbiotope
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mm Methods
n the early spring (February/March), regular visits are
made to dykes and roads to count migrating amphibians. The counts are mainly based on observations
made during field trips to the breeding waters and
migration routes duringthe day and at night. The various floodplain waters are also searched for eggs and
larvae inMay/June.

Photograph 8.2

Increasing theriverdynamics.

restoration projects. The only exception is the

channel embankments and constructing sec-

Cutting through the main channel embank-

"Noordoever Nederrijn" project.

ondary channels

ments and constructing flowing secondary

2.Increasing river dynamics by levelling main

3.Nature restoration projects along the length
ofthe river

channels increases floodplain river dynamics. In

Afewmodelareas

confined areas, this is more likely to reduce the

Anumber of areas in the Dutch river landscape

quality of breeding waters than to increase it.

that are important for amphibians are discussed

The anticipated consequences of the above for

The waters with low dynamics, which are also

below, along with some nature restoration pro-

amphibians arediscussed briefly below.

necessary, can only continue to exist or be

jects in which those responsible believe impor-

developed in sufficiently large floodplains with

tant new habitats for amphibians will also be

Developmentofterrestrialecotopes.

ample relief (seeintermezzo).

created:

Of the three starting points, nature restoration

However, many floodplains in the Netherlands

projects that concentrate on terrestrial biotopes

offer little room for improving the survival

for amphibians are the most promising.

chances of amphibians by constructing chan-

Converting intensively used pastures and agri-

nels. In many parts of the country, the flood-

cultural land into brushwood, river dunes

plains are too narrow and have little relief,

dykes, to wit Afferden-Deest, Beneden-

and/or floodplain forests creates important and

which means secondary channels cannot help

Leeuwen and St.Andries

varied land biotopes for amphibians. Extensive

produce the positive effects possible in reference

grazing also leads to more varied land biotopes.

areas abroad. It should also be pointed out that

Areas not reached by high water are important

in floodplains that currently have a low her-

* A small-scale nature restoration project
insidethe dyke,at Ewijk,
* Afew nature restoration projects outside the

*An existing area of high value for amphibians,
the DePollCountry Estate (figure 2).

for the hibernation of toads (Bosman 1993and

petological value, locally increasing the dynam-

1995).

ics will have little effect on the already marginal

number in any one area is seven (figure 2). The

Consequently, extreme floods in the winter

population levelsof common species (Creemers

population sizes of the species differ in each

detrimentally affect the survival chances of

1994aand 1994b).

area. With the exception ofthe Natterjack toad,

Eight species of amphibians occur. The highest

the population levels of the riparian species

speciessuchastheCommon toad and,especially
the Natterjack toad. During hibernation, the

Nature restorationprojects along thelength ofthe

(table 1) are reasonable to good. The areas

latter species cannot switch to cutaneous respi-

river.

therefore provide a good representation of

ration, when the hibernation site is inundated

These projects usually ignore existing cross-

amphibian populations in the floodplains of the

for along period (Bosman 1995).The Common

relationships between areas inside and outside

Netherlands.

toad responds to inundation by leaving the

the dyke. Nature restoration projects for

If the breeding waters of the Greater crested

hibernation site.However,thereislittlelikelihood

amphibians cannot be seen as separate from

newt and the Common spadefoot in the afore-

ofsurvival aboveground inthe winter.

these connections. These cross-relationships are

mentioned areas are subdivided into the waters

practically never considered in current nature

inside and outside the dykes, it emerges that
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both species breed relatively more often in the
waters inside the dykes (figure 3). In fact, the
Common spadefoot only occurs inside the
dykes. This development is a result of the dramatic changes that have occurred in many
placesin the Dutch river landscape.
Figure 3 shows that the limit of the habitat of
amphibians isnot the floodplain dyke. However,
nature restoration projects are often limited to
the floodplains, which, in the case of critical
species, means that no provisions are made for
the restoration of important sub-habitats for
amphibians.
Nature restoration projects for amphibians
should therefore pay more attention to theexistence ofcross-relationships between areas inside
and outside the dykes. This applies to relationships between sub-habitats as well as the function of the waters inside the dykes as a source

TheSzigetköz,areferencearea
The Szigetköz, in North-West Hungary, is an
example of a floodplain forest complex along the
Danube.Aswith other floodplain forests alongthe
Danube, the area is home to large populations of
amphibians. The floodplains without embankments are wide, have lots of relief and contain
floodplain forests. The area has dozens of secondary channels, varying from flowing secondary
channels to very dried out remains of channels.
Besideswinter flooding,the Danube also haswhat
are known asthe "Green floods", which occur in
the spring or early summer, during the amphibian
breedingseason.
As in the Dutch floodplains, the best and most
species-rich breedingwaters arefound inthe parts
that are least affected by the river dynamics. Consequently, it isonly inthe final stage of drying out
that secondary channels have a function for
amphibians, when the remaining pools and dead
river arms become overgrown with macrophytes.
The available claypits, pools and flood areas are
also important for breeding amphibians. Owing to
the unpredictable conditions interms of water levels, the amphibians with a long and extended
breedingseason are better equipped to respond to
the continuously changingwater levels.

Undisturbedriverine landscape

Stronglyregulatedriverine landscape in the Netherlands

(of juveniles) for adjoining habitats outside the
dyke.
Giving shape to this need not involve plans for

spadefoot. Conducting a proper preliminary

many amphibians. Waters that overflow fre-

large-scale projects inthe areas insidethe dykes.

study and, certainly in the case of low popula-

quently are not very suitable for reproduction.

Excellent results can be achieved, if nature

tions of endangered species, monitoring popu-

Moreover, at present the quality of the land

restoration projects in the floodplains also pro-

lation developments during the first few years

biotope is a limiting factor for many species.

videfor the creation ofsmall stretches of surface

after nature restoration projects, considerably

Proper habitats can be created through nature

water in adjoining parts of the area inside the

increases the likelihood of the projects succeed-

restoration projects and marginal populations

dykes. Small-scale nature restoration projects of

ing.

can make a definite recovery within a few years

this kind need not take up more than a few

and show signs of expansion. However, these

hundred square metres. Positive experience has

nature restoration projects have to take into

already been gained from this in various loca-

Conclusions

tions in the Netherlands. Byway of illustration,

account the ecological requirements of the
species concerned.

a brief description isprovided below of asmall-

There isa lack of reference material on the for-

scale nature restoration project in the Weurt/

mer occupation of floodplains by amphibians

For amphibians, the present nature restoration

Deest dykesection, whichwascarried out bythe

(before 1980), which makes it impossible to

projects in floodplains mainly lead to the devel-

Groot Maas &Waal Polder District (see inter-

make any definitive statements about their

opment of suitable terrestrial biotopes outside

mezzo).

progress or decline. However, there are no rea-

the dykes.With regard to the breeding waters,it

Before dyke improvements were made, a study

sons for assuming that their decline in flood-

is by no means always the case that nature

was carried out to determine which sites in the

plains differs significantly from their decline

restoration projects in floodplains result in

area would be suitable for the construction of

nationally.

more breeding opportunities for amphibians.

ponds. The reaction of the populations of

The decline of the Natterjack toad in the flood-

This requires the presence of small stretches of

endangered species to the restoration of their

plains of the branches of the Rhine is probably

water at locations in the floodplain with a low

breeding waters was monitored for several

a result of a decrease in the number of clay

inundation frequency, or the construction or

years. This made it possible to take prompt

excavation operations, whereas the Common

existenceofwaters inadjoining parts ofthearea

action when the endangered species still faced

spadefoot has probably disappeared from areas

inside the dykes. This mainly applies to the

the threat of extinction owing to unexpected

outsidethe dykes becauseofhigh winterwaters.

maintenance and development of populations
of originally indigenous riparian species that

developments.
There are now large,robust populations of both

The inundation frequency is the decisive limit-

the Greater crested newt and the Common

ing factor for the successful reproduction of

areendangered inthe Netherlands.
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Photograph 8.3
The Moor frog iswithin the Dutch Rhinesystemonly found along the Lower Rhine - Lek. Inseveralother European river deltas however, like hereinthe delta of the river Pechora
in Russia,it iscommon.
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9.Birds
Martin Poot 1 &Leo van den Bergh2
1

SOVON (Collaborative Organizations for Bird CensusWork in theNetherlands) 2Bird TaskForcefor Major Rivers

Introduction

Table9.1
Season's maximum for each branch of the Rhine in the 1994/95 season and the season's maximum for the entire
Rhinesystem in 1994/95 and inthe 1989/94 period. Boldfiguresexceedthe 1 % standard (Meininger etal. 1995).

This chapter isconcerned with thewaterbirds
and summer birds in the Rhine catchment area.

Waal

Species

IJssel

Rhine/Lek

In view of the area's major importance asa
migration route and winter location forwaterbirds, and the readily available monitoring
data,the main focus willbeon this group.With
regard to summer birds, specific attention is
paid tospecies that are characteristic ofmarshy
woodland or floodplain pasture.

Great crested grebe Podiceps cristatus
Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo
Grey heron Ardea cinerea
M u t e swan Cygnus olor
Bewick's swan Cygnus

Greylag goose Anser anser
aegyptiacus

Wigeon Anas penelope

Waterbirds
Table 1 showsvarious waterbird speciesthat are
characteristic of the Rhine system. Various
species reach internationally significant numbers here. The Rhine system is particularly

816
204

262

1989/94

338
924

250
469

1.339
3.287

1.467

182

80

593

684

570
1.782

561
471

240
3

1.321
2.856

1.891

7.008

3.023

284

12

1.837

54.104

18.025

1.559

102.269

4.520
111.602

2.245

954

599

4.173

3.675

301
27.586

440

616
374

65

1.002

605

14.462

3.365
901

60.921
1.368

55.843
1.260

17.085
76
670
7.262

5.960
163

Pintail Anas acuta

total

10

907

platyrhynchos

Rhine

1.559
44.470

139

Gadwall Anas strepera
Teat Anas crecca
Mallard Anas

383

600

columblanus

Bean goose Anser fabalis
White-fronted goose Anser albifrons
Egyptian goose Alopochen

552
1.131
161

Lower
branches

283

286
841
5.834
263

798

2.908

3.612

5.206
2

24.262
709

30.110
721
108
1.967

38

28

23

2

522

564

325

70

89
1.308

Pochard Aythya ferina

1.879

1.370

10.918

16.806

3.284

7.002
4.102

1.545

Tufted duck Aythya

1.904

7.286

12.182

35.529

23
124

30
85

62
61

84
62

Garganey Anas querquedula
Shoveler Anas clypeata
fuligula

Goldeneye Bucephala clangula
Smew Mergus albellus
Goosander Mergus merganser
Coot Fulica atra

important for herbivores (figure1).

Oystercatcher Haematopus

Although thenumbers that occur inthelower

Golden plover Pluvlalls apricaria
Lapwing Vanellus vanellus

ostralegus

78

158

144

9.394

19.236

476
69

1.336

17.075
1.367
227

21.796

201
30.053

36.819

157

535

39
3.732

286
400

1.125
2.248

49.437

49.212

941
27

4.103
440

4.573

85.381

1.705
192.745

10.159

12.523

river area are generally smaller, this area stands

Black-tailed godwit Limosa limosa

1.719

4.245

3.682

7.809
513

out because ofthe large number of benthivores

Curlew Numenius arcuata

1.063

671

1.588

230

2.204

4.214

19.503

38.830

5.618

Common gull Larus canus
Herring gull Larus argentatus

269

6.431
300

1.015
7.634

100.423
15.137

90.340

(macrozoobenthos-eaters). Thegreatest num-

40.450
6.452
49

28

600

bers ofherbivores are reached inthe Waal and

Black-headed gull Laws

ridlbundus

2.199
185

Greater black-backed gull Larus marinus

53

IJssel subsections ofthe river, probably inconnection with the larger floodplain area.

Distribution of food groups 1 9 9 4 / 1 9 9 5

Lowerrivers

Figure9.1
Distribution of the total number of bird days of all
waterbird species in the 1994/95 season, per subsector,
classified accordingto speciesgroups.

I

| piscivores

j ^ H macrozoobenthos-eaters
I

I waders

•
•

gulls
herbivores

7.910

18.049
3.871

657

236
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Importanceindifferent periodsofthe season
The Bewick's swan Cygnus columbianus is an

Seasonal changes in waterbirds 1 9 9 4 / 1 9 9 5

example of aspecies that breeds in arctic Russia
and only arrives in the river area in late autumn

3.500-

(figure 2). The Coot Fulicaatra is a common

3.000-

1.400 -

breedingbird inthe Netherlands,which increases

2.500 -

1.200 -

in number from September. For both species,

2.000-

1.000 -

the Rhine area is especially important as awin-

1.500-

800 -

ter location, as it is for the Mute swan Cygnus

1.000 -

olor,Mallard Anas platyrhynchos,Tufted duck

\\

oJ l ~ ~ ~ l

I

^^Z-

l

GreatcrestedgrebePodiceps cristatus

600 -

V\

500-

Aythya fuligula, White-fronted goose Anser

1.600-

Bewick s swan Cygnus columb anus

400=~r

200 -

albifrons, Wigeon Anas penelope, Goosander
Mergus merganserand SmewMergusalbellus.
A small number of waterbird species use the
catchment area ofthe Rhineasamigration area.

60.000

TealAnas crecca

Coot Fulica atra

The numbers of Shoveler Anas dypeata, for

50.000-

example, display a clear autumn and spring
£ 40.000-

peak. The Black-tailed godwit Limosa limosa is a

E

species that mainly uses the Rhine catchment

= 30.000-

area in the early spring. In 1995,the total num-

20.000

ber present at any one time exceeded 10,000.
The floodplains along the Rhine are an attrac-

10.0000

9

10

11

12

1

tive area for recuperating after the long migratory flight from Africa. In the early spring,
Black-tailed godwits prefer to stay on boggy
land and in the vicinity of shallowwater, conditions that are easily found in the floodplains of

Black-headedgulllaïusridibundus

the branches of the Rhine. Later, they spread
out across the interior to brood. The largest
numbers of Black-tailed godwits stay in the
Rhine/Lek area.This isprobably connected with
the favourable location relative to the breeding
areas.
Although the summer months are missing from
the analysis presented here, it is known that the
floodplains are important for moulting Lapwings
Vanellus vanellus. It is suspected that the numbers are at least of the order of magnitude of
those in the autumn. The birds forage in the
floodplains and usually rest on the beaches and
longitudinal embankments directly alongside
the river.
Effectofhighwaterlevels
A striking phenomenon in the 1994/95 season
was the extremely high Rhine water discharge

1989/1990 to 1993/1994 inclusive

peak in the winter, in February 1995. The high
water levels left the floodplains under water for
a long time, and meant much less food was

Figure 9.2
Seasonal changes for 8 waterbird species in the 1994/95 season (thick line) and, by way of comparison, the minimum
and maximum numbers in the 5 preceding seasons (1989/90 to 1993/94) (dotted lines).
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available for some species. The TealAnas crecca
is one example of a species that had to relocate

Piscivores 1969-1995

to other areas (figure 2). Great crested grebes
were present in noticeably lower numbers in

Great crested grebe Podicepscrtstatus

February. The water's strongflowand increased
turbidity must have been a disadvantage to the
Great crested grebes, which rely on their eyesight for catching fish. Gulls directly benefited
from the major inundations. Seepage in adjoining agricultural areas inside the dykes meant
these birds had access to increased food supplies. Seepage increases the soil's moisture content, which makes all kinds of soil organisms,
such as earthworms more accessible. Food supplies also increased because food particles broke
loose and floated in the water, or were washed
up alongthedykes.

Developments affecting waterbirds
Piscivores
The Great crested grebe and the Cormorant
Phalacrocorax carbo display a sharp increase in
| Ussel

the number of bird days (for an explanation of
the term "bird day", see the box "methods").
There was a particular increase in the number
of bird days of the Great crested grebe in the

Figure 9.3
Number of bird days per season (September-April) for 3 different piscivorous bird species, Great crested grebe,
Cormorant andGrey heron,duringthe 1969/70to 1994/95 period inthe various branches of theRhine.

nineteen seventies,after which itremained stable,
whereas thefigurefor the Cormorant noticeably

materials created many clay-, sand- and gravel-

when Cormorant populations increased again

increased in the nineteen eighties and has

pits. This increased the area of habitat suitable

across Europe that the numbers also increased

remained stable in the nineteen nineties (figure

for the Great crested grebe. Important new

along the Rhine. It is plausible that the levelling

3). The Grey heron Ardea cinerea has been

freshwater winter locations were also created

off and decline in the number of bird days of

increasing throughout the entire period, in line

outside the river area, through projects such as

the Cormorant in the early nineties was a result

with the growth in the numbers of breeding

the construction of the Haringvliet Dam. There

of the area's carrying capacity having been

birds in the Netherlands. The years with rela-

are strong indications that this has led to a

reached.The same mayapplyto the Great crest-

tively low numbers correlate with the occur-

large-scale change in migration behaviour in

ed grebe at the end of the nineteen seventies,

renceofseverewinters.

the North-West European population of the

when, as with the Cormorant, the number of

Great crested grebe. Ringing data has shown

bird days fell sharply and stabilized, after a

Great crested grebes and Cormorants mainly

that halfway through the nineteen seventies an

sharp peak.

forage in claypits and sandpits,etc.,in the Rhine

increasingly larger percentage of Great crested

There is no clear relationship between develop-

catchment area. The river branches themselves

grebes started to spend the winter in the

ments in numbers and changes in food avail-

arelesssuitable for piscivores.On the one hand,

Netherlands, rather than on the major lakes of

ability. Changes in the stocks offish species that

this isbecause there are fewer fish. On the other

Switzerland (Adriaensen et al. 1993). In the

are suitable as prey are important, but little is

hand, because ofpoorer clarity,asaresult ofthe

mid-seventies, the Cormorant had not yet

known about this. Chapter 7reports,alongwith

flowing river water, which is a disadvantage to

recovered from the sharp decline brought about

water quality improvements, recent increases in

birds that rely on their eyesight for hunting. In

by poisoning and pursuit in the preceding

fikecatches of various species offish from 1993

the nineteen seventies the excavation of base

decades. It was only in the nineteen eighties,

to 1995,which would suggest avisible effect on
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Mergansers and severe winters 1969-1995

the numbers of fish and thereby piscivorous

300.

birds. The greater number of bird days of the

250.

Great crested grebe in the 1992/93 and 1994/95

200.

seasonsmaybe connected with this.

150.

The Goosander and the Smew are species that

100.

only appear in reasonable numbers in some

GoosanderMergus merganser

50-

years in the Rhine catchment area. Goosanders
and Smews mainly appear in severe winters

120 '

(figure 4). The Rhine's branches then serve asa

100.

temporary relocation place for these piscivores,

80.

which presumably originated from the lake

60.

IJsselmeerarea or areasfurther north or east.

40.

H a

— —I

SmewMergusalbellus

20.

Benthivores

0.

There are sharp fluctuations in the number of
bird days of the Pochard Aythya ferina and
Goldeneye Bucephala dangula.This is probably
accounted for by the effects of winter and the
availabilityoffood. Pochardsprefer soft preysuch
as Chironomidae, which can occur in sharply
fluctuating numbers each year. Goldeneyes eat
shellfish and forage for small specimens of

Severity of the winter
60
50
4030
20

Zebra mussels Dreissena polymorphic, amongst
other things. The larger number of Goldeneye
bird days in the mid-eighties corresponded with
the change in the figure for Tufted duck (figure
5). In the winter period, Tufted duck isaZebra
musselfood specialist.
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Figure9.4
Number of bird days per season (September-April) of Goosander and Smew during the 1969/70 to 1994/95 period
andthe severityof the winter accordingto the Unsennumber (1988).

Waterqualityimprovements intheearlynineteen
eighties, thanks to reduced concentrations of
heavy metals such as cadmium, led to a large
increase in the number of Zebra mussels in the
major rivers. Quantitative figures on this which
are available for the IJsselriver show the changes
in Zebra mussel stocks. It emerges that the
higher number of Tufted duck bird days in the
IJssel runs parallel with the increase in Zebra
mussels in the river IJssel from the early nineteen
eighties (see graminivores). The recent decline
in Tufted ducks also appears to be connected
with the recently diminishing numbers ofZebra
mussels, which is possibly accounted for by
competition with anewcomer amongthe macrozoobenthos, the Caspian shrimp Corophium
curvispinum. The highest numbers of Tufted
duck bird days have been recorded in the Oude
Photograph 9.1
During the cold January 1996 the Lower Rhine (which has weirs) got frozen for the first time in decades. Near the
"Blauwe Kamer ' geeseand ducks kept apart open for roosting.

Maas river. This isprobably because this stretch
is the one with the most embankments in the
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Benthivores 1969-1995

Rhine catchment area. The embankments provide Zebra mussels with a large area for attaching themselves. The species hardly occurs at all
on the river bed of the branches of the Rhine.
The flow causes high dynamics in the sediment
on the bed, which impedes the establishment
and maintenance ofZebra mussels populations.
Tufted ducks can readily harvest Zebra mussels
that areattached to hard substrate.
Although the Coot has aherbivorous diet in the
Rhine catchment area in the winter and mainly
eats grass, the species may adopt specialized
foraging habits for Zebra mussels, depending
on the local food situation. In the Oude Maas
river, where there are hardly any floodplains,
the Coots probably mainly forage on Zebra
mussels. This assumption is confirmed by the
fact that the number of Coot bird daysspent on
the Oude Maas stretch of the river after the

90

early eighties remained relatively high, and cor-

92

94

§ Rhine/Lek

responded with the development in the numbers
of Tufted duck, whereas there was a decline
along other stretches of the Rhine (see gramini-

Figure 9.5
The number of bird days per season (September-April) of benthivorous waterbirds during the 1969/70 to 1994/95
period inthevarious branchesof the Rhine.

vores). Reports have recently been received ofa
decline in benthivorous waterbirds in the areas
around the lowerriverbranches.Adeterioration
Tufted duck en Zebra mussels in Ussel

in food conditions is suspected of being the
causeofthis (Van derWinden etal.1996).

TuftedduckAythya fu/igula

The colonization of a number of new invertebrates in the Rhine catchment area maybeconnected with this. For example, there has been
an explosive growth in the number of Caspian
shrimp and the gammarid Gammarius tigrinus
(see chapter 6). Although information is not
currently available on what the effect of this
colonization is on changes in the numbers of

nnn

diving ducks, competition is expected for habitatsbetween Caspian shrimp and Zebra mussels
(Van den Brink et al. 1993). This would result
in less food being available, particularly for the
Tufted duck. On the other hand, it willbe necessary to investigate whether these crustaceans
will serve as a food source for benthivorous
waterbirds. There has also been an increase in
the Asiatic clam inthe Rhine system since 1989,
which islikewise potential prey of diving ducks.
However, in comparison with Zebra mussels,
this bivalve has a stronger shell, which makes it
more difficult to digest (diving ducks swallow

Figure9.6
The number of bird daysof theTufted duck in de Ussel,the pre-eminent Zebra musselspecialist, duringthe 1969/70
to 1994/95 period (September-April) and the average number of Zebra mussels on 5 stones at 8 sampling locations
alongthe embankment of the Usselriver (details RIZA,Noordhuis etal.1997).
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(Gadwall Anas strepera),most species are genDabbling ducks 1969-1995
120
100

uine floodplain grazers. After reaching a peak
in numbers in the nineteen seventies, the Pin-

Gadwall Anasstrepera

tail has undergone a further decline, whereas
Teal numbers originally increased in the nineteen seventies and then remained more or less
stable. In the nineteen seventies, the Gadwall
was a particularly scarce waterbird, but its
numbers have increased considerably since the
nineteen eighties (figure 7).
Graminivorouswaterbirds
The various graminivorous waterbirds along
the Rhine can roughly be divided into two
groups. The species in the first group (Mute
swan, Bewick's swan, Mallard and Coot, figure
8a) increased graduallyfrom thenineteen seventies and reached a peak in the 1981/82 season.
Numbers began to decline thereafter or
remained more or less stable. Comparing the
developments in the numbers of these species
in the Rhine system with the numbers in other
major water systems in the Netherlands
(Haringvliet/Hollands Diep, the lakes between
the former coast and empoldered land (Rand] Ussel

meren), and the Maas) revealsthat this pattern
is specific to the Rhine, and is not the result of

Figure9.7
The number of bird days (September-April) of Gadwall (algae-eater) , Pintail and Teal (seed-eaters) during the
1969/70 to 1994/95 period inthevarious branchesof the Rhine.

changes in migration behaviour or rises and

their preywhole and grind it in their stronggiz-

rapid growth) and qualitatively (higher nutri-

Wigeon and Greylag goose Anser anser, figure

zard). It is thus far not known whether diving

tional value) (Van Eerden et al. in prepara-

8b), there was no increase in numbers in the

ducksforage on theAsiaticclam (J.deLeeuw).

tion).

nineteen eighties but an increase in numbers

Vegetative material is difficult to digest and,

started in the nineties and is continuing or

Herbivores

therefore, arelatively low-energy sourceof food.

recently appears to have stabilized. The same

Herbivorous waterbirds can forage on various

Whereas cows have a specialized stomach/

increase in numbers is apparent in other water

parts of plants;theymayspecialize in eating the

intestinal tract and are therefore ableto readily

systemsinthe Netherlands.

green parts, the roots or the seeds. Although

digest vegetative material, herbivorous water-

Therefore, the pattern for these species appears

herbivorous waterbirds still make use of natural

birds are only able to digest the plant's readily

to be less specific to the Rhine, but more con-

food sources, such as aquatic and marshland

digestible substances. Generating a high food

nected to developments at the level of the

plants, they have increasingly become dependent

throughput in the stomach/intestinal tract (by,

entire population.

on agricultural areas in Western Europe. There

for example, drinking copiously) nevertheless

The factors that led to the Rhine-specific devel-

is a suspicion that recent population increases

enableswaterbirds to forage on grass and other

opments in the numbers of Mallard, Coot,

and/or changes in migration behaviour in a

plants. This produces a balance in which the

Mute swan and Bewick's swan in the Rhinesys-

number of herbivorous waterbirds can be traced

readilydigestible substances are released insuf-

tem are unknown.

to the intensification of agriculture and the

ficient amounts and the indigestible parts are

falls in population levels.
In the other group (White-fronted goose,

resultant greater availability of food in agricul-

quickly removed. Although there are some

Effect of manuring and the agricultural use

tural areas. This applies both quantitatively

species of herbivores in the Rhine system that

ofland

(owing to the longer growing season and more

mainly liveon seeds (Pintail and Teal) or algae

In the period between 1970 and 1990, there
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Figure 9.8b (above)
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The number of bird days of 3 species of herbivorous waterbirds (White-fronted goose,
Wigeon and Corn bunting) during the 1969/70 to 1994/95 period in the various
branches of the Rhine. These species of birds also forage mainly on grass. The increase
in the bird days of these species plays a role at the population level and follows developments in other water systems in the Netherlands.
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Figure 9.8a (left)
The number of bird days (September-April) of 4 species of herbivorous waterbirds
(Mute swan, Bewick's swan, Mallard en Coot) during the 1 9 6 9 / 7 0 to 1994/95 period
in the various branches of the Rhine. There is a striking correspondence in the development in the number of bird days of these birds, which mainly eat grass. This development is unique to the Rhine system in the Netherlands. See also figure 9 for possible
causes of this development.

were major changes in the management of

production and the length of the growing sea-

Graaf etal. 1990). This species is an ideal food

floodplain pastures and the agricultural use of

son. Young shoots are particularly attractive to

source for many graminivorous waterbirds. In

the land concerned. Manure spreading on

graminivorous waterbirds, as they are more

general, the grass cover has become more uni-

these pastures probably increased during the

readily digested (less fibre) and have a relatively

form (less species-rich). It is not inconceivable

nineteen seventies, as it did in the areas inside

higher concentration of nutrient-rich sub-

that thistypeofgrasscovercouldbewell-utilized

the dykes,and reached apeak in the early nine-

stancesthan older vegetation.

byherbivores that operate inlargegroups,such

teen eighties.After the peak, manure spreading

Asecondary effect of increased manure spread-

astheWigeon and White-fronted goose.

decreased under the influence of new agricul-

ing is a change in the composition of the plant

The recent decline in herbivorous species may

tural policies (figure 9). The trend in manure

communities in pastures. Species such as Crest-

also be partly accounted for by the reduced

spreading displays a striking similarity to the

ed dog's tail Cynosurus cristatus and Sweet ver-

area of floodplain pasture. The area used for

developments in the numbers ofthe aforemen-

nal grassAnthoxanthum odoratutn have become

green maize (fodder) in the floodplains (figure

tioned species of waterbirds. It seems plausible

rare asaresult ofthe sharp increase in competi-

9) increased considerably in the nineteen eight-

that the increase and later reduction in manure

tive pressure from grass species that can grow

ies and nineties. Although corncobs left in

spreading had an impact on the availability of

rapidly. For example, Rough meadow grass Poa

fields after harvesting are an attractive source

food for graminivorous waterbirds. Increases

trivialisis a species that has increased sharply

of food, they are generally eaten by a group of

in manure spreading lead to increases in grass

owing to extra nutrients being available (De

waterbirds within afew days.The deterioration
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in food conditions caused by reduced amounts
of manure may also have contributed to the

Graminivores, agriculture and water levels

decline in herbivorous waterbirds.

Graminivores Rhine/Lek

Impactofinundationandimproveddrainage
Besides manuring levels and other changes in
the agricultural use of land, other factors can
also affect changes in the numbers of herbivores. The high peak of 1981/82 in the num82

70
1=1 Waal

bers of Mute swans, Bewick's swans, Mallards

84

and Coots coincided with large-scale winter

Rhine/Lek

floods in that year. Winter floods generally
Agriculture

have a positive impact on the occurrence of

220

herbivores. The availability oflargeamounts of

Phosphate from manure
200

water can make pastures attractive to herbivo-

180

rous species ofwaterbirds, because of the plen-

160

tiful supply of drinking water (important for

1-10

the process of digesting grass, see above). On

120

the other hand, the nutrient-rich roots of plant
60

species are easier to get at because the soil con-

50

tains more moisture.

40

The protein-rich roots of clovers Trifolium

30

spp., for example, are an important food

20

source for many graminivorous species. The

10

taproots of Dandelions Taraxacum spp. may

0
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form an important part of the diet of Bewick's
swans in moist pastures. These swans are
unable to pull them out of the ground if the

Water level Rhine

soilisdry (Nienhuis & Epe 1995).
high water in winter

However, the relationship between large herbivore numbers and high water levels is far from
clear (figure 9). There have been various high
water levels since the winter of 1981/82 that
havehad novisibleeffect on graminivores. The
peak of 1981/82 may have been more pronounced because itwasacold winter with alot

high water in summer

of snow (expressed in the IJnsen number, figure 4). Owing to the proximity of river water,
floodplains are free of ice and snow sooner
than the areasinsidethe dykes,for example.
Recent changes in land use may also have con70
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Figure9.9
The sum of the number of bird daysof the Mute swan, Bewick's swan,Mallard and Coot, in comparison with developments in agriculture (manuring and land use) and the occurrence of floods in the winter and summer. A division
has been made according to the branch of the Rhine concerned (black: Waal, white: Ussel and striped: Rhine/Lek).
Manuring isshown asthe phosphate level from manure in Kg/hectare of agricultural land, in the provinces through
which the Rhine flows. Manure isthe most common fertilizer used in the floodplains. The increase in the acreage of
maize in the vicinity of Arnhem isshown as a parameter for changes in land use (source CBS,soil statistics). Water
levels above 14metres at Lobith areshown asanindication of flooding. If this level isreached,main channel dykesin
the areadownstream overflow on alarge scale(source RIZA).The winter period includesthe months from November
toJanuary and the summer period includesthe botanical growth period,the months from May to October.

tributed to herbivore numbers being less high.
Because floodplains can be better drained
nowadays, it islikelythat the effects offlooding
have diminished. The surplus water is removed
quicker, which means truly boggy conditions
currently onlyexistfor arelativelyshort period.
Like manure spreading, summer floods may
haveamajor impact on the species composition
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of the grass cover. The summer floods at the

the Lower Rhine, where there were ten pairs in

plays a major role in this. The species had

end of the nineteen seventies and in the early

thefloodplainsnearWageningen. Sedimentation

almost disappeared from the Netherlands buta

eighties led to an increase in the area covered

of river silt during the preceding winter floods

reintroduction programme began to bear fruit

byplant communities such asthe Crested dog's

resulted in periodic boggy and herb-rich flood-

in the nineteen eighties (van der Have &

tail community (which also includes Rough

plain pastures, the Corn crake's favourite

lonkers 1996).In 1994,around forty free-flying

meadow grass), species that are particularly

breeding biotope inthe area around the rivers.

pairs bred in the spacious surroundings of
'outdoor breeding stations' alongthe river IJssel

suitable for herbivores; this was in contrast to
the pastureland community with Tall oat grass

(1 station) and the river Waal (3stations), and

The Rhinesystem plays aparticularly important

Arrhenatherumelatius, which islessresistant to

role for the characteristic species of breeding

largely foraged in thefloodplains.

flooding in the growing season (De Graaf etal.

birdsthat inhabit marshywoodland or floodplain

Along the river Waal there is a small popula-

1990). Although this plant community is more

pastures. The species Little bittern Ixobrychus

tion of Corn buntings, which is however, sel-

rich in species, with high-growing herbs, the

minutus, Spotted crake Porzana porzana, Black

dom located in the same floodplains during

supply of plant species it provides that are

tern Chlidonias niger and Great reed-warbler

consecutive years. In 1994, more floodplain

attractive to herbivorous waterbirds is consid-

Acrocephalus arundinaceus,which live in reed

brushwood as a result of the winter floods

erably lower (lower digestibility). The lack of

marshes have all declined along the branches of

helped increase the population, but not as

summer floods since 1983 may possibly have

the Rhine. However, the decline in the Black

much as in the Maas valley in the same year.

resulted in shifts in plant communities. In

tern and Great reed-warbler is less dramatic

The relatively minor importance of the small

comparison with the situation along the Rhine

along the Rhine than it is nationally (Van Dijk

Rhinevalleypopulation isgrowing,asthespecies

in the early eighties, there may have been a

etal.1996).It is mainly falling water tables and

has practically disappeared from agricultural

decline in the availability of food for herbi-

the resultant increase in brushwood growth in

land (Hustings etal. 1995).

vores, owingto the recolonization oftheflood-

marshlands that appear to playtrickson marsh-

Although the Rhine valley is an important

plains by flood-susceptible and also difficult-

land birds in the Rhine catchment area (Erhart

stronghold for the Garganey, with around 200

to-digest herbaceous plants.

&Bekhuis 1996).

breeding pairs, their numbers are diminishing

It is clear that more attention will have to be

Even though the pastures in the Rhine valley

rapidly. There has also been a sharp drop

paid in future to the relationship between the

floodplains represent only a very small part of

across the country as a whole since the nine-

occurrence of herbivores and environmental

the total area ofpastureland in the Netherlands,

teen seventies (van Dijk etal.1996). Following

factors. The competition between the various

a large percentage of the country's population

adecline during this period,the species hassta-

species of herbivores is also an important sub-

of Garganey Anas querquedula and Corn

bilized at a lower level in the floodplains of the

ject in thisfield.

bunting Miliariacalandra are established there.

Ooijpolder (Nijmegen). The numbers fluctuate

TheWhitestork Ciconia cicionia canbeincluded

as a result of the water level in the spring (fig-

among these, even though human intervention

ure 11). The species is still declining in the

Breeding birds
Of the 56 species of breeding birds on the
Dutch Red List of endangered and vulnerable
species (Osieck & Hustings 1994), in 1995 at
least 28 bred in the catchment area of the

Table9.2
Summary of rare species and Red List species of which at least 5% breed along the branches of the Rhine,shown in
decliningorder (decline: -- 25-50 %, - 10-25%. Increase:+ 1-33 %, ++ 33-100 %.0 <10 % increase/decline).

Species

Population in
the Netherlands

Corn crake Crex crex
Pendulinetit Remizpendulinus
White stork Ciconia ciconia
Little ringed plover Charadrius dubius
Blacktern Chlidonias niger
Kingfisher Alcedoatthis
Garganey Anas querquedula
Spotted crake Porzana porzana
Sandmartin Riparia riparia
Corn buntingMiliaria calandra
Little bittern Ixobrychus minutus
Great reed-warbler Acrocephalus aruninaceus
Little owl Athene noctua
Barnowl Tyto alba
Little grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis

50-60
200-225
200
650-1000
1100-1300
170-200
1000-1900
150-400
10.500
80-100
8-12
380-420
9000-12.000
1000-1100
1000-1300

Rhine in the Netherlands. Of 16 Red List
species,atleast 5percent ofthe breeding population in the Netherlands are established along
the Rhine and branches ofthe Rhine (table2).
Major national significance can be attributed
to the Rhine valley population of the Corn
crake Crex crex in particular. The number of
pairs has declined sharply since the nineteen
seventies but, nevertheless, the catchment area
of the Rhine is one of the last annually occupied breeding areas in the Netherlands. There
was a small increase in 1995, especially along

%
33
31
25
21
16
15
12
12
11
10
10
9
8
8
7

Habitat

pasture
marshy woodland
pasture
riverbanks
marshland
marshy woodland
pasture
marshland
riverbanks
pasture
marshland
marshland
farmyards
farmyards
clay pits

Rhine
trend

++
++
0

-

0

-

0

+

0
+

"

NI
trend

+
-t-t-

0

+

-
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Theinternational importance of the Rhine system for waterbirds
(Martin Poot)
Table 3 compares the numbers of waterbirds in January 1995 in the Netherlands part of the Rhine area with the total North-West European population (Meininger et al.
1995) and the numbers present along the entire International Rhine in January 1995 (Koffijberg ef.a/. 1996). Internationally important numbers of waterbirds spend the
winter alongthe branchesof the Rhine inthe Netherlands. Inthe caseof 12species, morethan 1 % of the total North-West European population was present; inthecase
of Bewick'sswan,White-fronted goose,Wigeon and Cadwall,the figure wasmorethan 5 percent.
Comparing the number of waterbirds along the Rhine branches in the Netherlands and the total number along the entire Rhine, from the river's source in the Alps to its
mouth inthe North Sea,showsthat nofewer than 32 % of allwaterbirds arefound alongthe branchesof the Rhine inthe Netherlands. Thisiseventhough theareaof the
system islessthan 13 percent of the total catchment areaof the Rhine. Proportionally aswell asin numbers, herbivorous species of waterbirds represent alarge part of the
total number of birds (figure 10). The extensive area of lush floodplains makes the Rhine system in the Netherlands an attractive winter location for these species. The
favourable geographic location of the Netherlands, with its generally mild winters, vis-à-vis other important migration routes and winter locations in the low lands of
North-West Europe,plays arole inthis.
In Germany and France,the Rhinevalley soon becomes narrow to the south andthe river landscape ismuch lessimposing.Thefloodplains are lesswide andthesurrounding countryside is formed by increasingly hilly terrain with a lot of forest. Herbivores still dominate the waterbird population, but in much smaller numbers than downstream in the Netherlands. There are particularly large numbers of piscivorous waterbirds, such asthe Great crested grebe Podiceps cristatus,Cormorant and Goosander
(seetable 3).The German/French section isattractive to these species becausethere are large stretches of water inthe form of reservoirs, gravelpits etc., which are rich in
fish. These stretches of water do not freeze over quickly owing to their depth, and they also form asuitable winter location for fish. The greater clarity of these waters in
comparison with the flowing andtherefore relatively turbidriver,areanother advantage to piscivorous waterbirds that rely on their eyesight for hunting.
Stillfurther south,alongthe Rhine inSouthern Germany and Switzerland,the picture ismainly dominated by benthivorous waterbirds (figure 10).
The Bodensee in particular hasbecome an important winter location for these speciessincethe colonization of the Zebra mussel from the South-East inthe nineteen sixties,
owing to the construction of the Danube Canal.The percentage of benthivores inthis section of the Rhine isactually higher than indicated infigure 10 (no lessthan 83 %),
because the large numbers of Coots mainly eat Zebra mussels here,whereas they areclassified inthe figure asherbivores, which iswhat they infact arein other areas.The
many divingducks and Coots benefit from the available biomass,thanks to the shallow water and low flow rate. Flowingwater impedes birds intheir diving,asthey quickly float away from suitable foraging locations. Somewhat similar conditions exist inthe Netherlands in the Hollands Diep and lake Ketelmeer, where, by Dutch standards,
there arerelatively large numbers of divingducks. However, the bestareasinthe Netherlands for benthivores arelake Usselmeerand lake Markermeer.

Species

Rhinesystemin
theNetherlands

Little grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis
Great crestedgrebePodiceps cristatus
Cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo
Mute swan Cygnus olor
Bewick'sswan Cygnus columbianus
Whooper swan Cygnus cygnus
BeangooseAnser fabalis
White-fronted gooseAnseralbifrons
GreylaggooseAnseranser
Barnacle goose Branta leucopsis
Egyptian gooseAlopochen aegyptiacus
Shelduck Tadorna tadorna
Wigeon Anaspenelope
Gadwall Anas strepera
Teal Anas crecca
Mallard Anasplatyrhynchos
PintailAnas acuta
ShovelerAnas clypeata
PochardAythyaferina
Tufted duck Aythya fuligula
Goldeneye Bucephala clangula
SmewMergus albellus
Red-breasted Merganser Mergus serrator
Goosander Mergus merganser
Coot Fulica atra

44
1327
1971
1321
2856

293
846
102269
3742

640
648
70
60921
1368
2908
24262

76
63
8640
12182

124
286
48
400
49437

% oftotal
population

International

% inNetherlands

Rhine

Rhinesystem

<1
>1
<1
<1
17
>1
<1
23
3
<1

1706
12584

3
11
16
28
99
49
8
46
35
3
92
37
64
14
29
23
14
14
14
9
1
55
34
22
37

12377
4648
2879

600
9986
222364
10603
21773

<1
8
5
<1
>1
<1
<1
2
2
<1
2
<1
<1
3

702
191
95594
9814
10084
105372

532
464
60317
132688
8267

524
140
1834
134544

Photograph 9.2
Goosanders andSmews.

Table 9.3
Numbers of waterbirds in January 1995 in the
Rhine system area of the Netherlands (with the
percentage of the total population) and the total
number of waterbirds along the entire international
Rhine (with the percentage present in the Rhine
system areaof the Netherlands).
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Methods

Waterbirds alongthe river Rhine
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Figure 9.10
Distribution of waterbirds along the International Rhine in January 1995, divided according to preferred food. The
sizeof the circles indicates thetotal number of birds (from Koffijberg etal.1996).

nearby dead river arms of the Rhine (reed

growth) willcertainly playtricks on the species.

Waterbirds:Many of the seriesof counts conducted along the Ussel, Waal, Rhine and Lek rivers
sincethe 1969/70 season were carriedout by volunteers under the co-ordination of the Bird Task
Force for Major Rivers (Van den Bergh et al.
1979). Forthe downriver areas,figures were used
from the Province of South Holland and from
shipping counts carried out by the South Holland
division of the General-Directorate of Public Works
and Water Management. Since 1992/93, waterbird monitoring inthe nationalfreshwaters hasbeen
co-ordinated by SOVON (Collaborative Organizations for Bird Research in the Netherlands), on
the instructions of RIZA and the Information
Knowledge Centre for Nature Conservation Management of the Ministry of Agriculture, Nature
Conservation and Fisheries. It was decided to discussthe waterbirds that occur inthe winter half of
the year because this fitted in better with the
annualcycle of the speciesunderdiscussion.
Counts are mainly available from the period from
September to April, inclusive. For the purposes of
discussion, the Rhine water system was divided
into 4 subsections', Waal, Ussel, Rhine and the
lower rivers (Beneden-Merwede and Oude Maas,
the Lekfrom Schoonhoven,the Nieuwe Maasand
the Nieuwe Waterweg).
The results for the 1994/95 season are compared
with the average figure for the previous five seasons. The developments in the numbers over the
longer term (going back to the 1969/70 season)
are presented on the basis of the number of bird
days per season (September-April). This number
has been calculated for each species of bird by
multiplying the seasonal sum of the monthly
counts by the average number of days per month
in the period from September to April, inclusive.
The dataon the counts for 1986 carriedout inthe
subsection made up of the lower rivers is less
complete. The figures were not used in presenting
the developments in bird days. The counts were
more orlesscomplete fortheother Rhinebranches.
To calculate the number of bird days, the figure
entered for missing counts wasthe average of the
previous and the following count. This was only
necessary in afew instances.
Breeding birds: Inthe Rhinecatchment area,most
colonial birds and rare speciesarecounted annually
within the scopeof the SOVON's National Species
Study of Breeding birds. Annual counts are also
made in random monitoring areas, within the
scopeof SOVON's BreedingBirdMonitoring Project
(BMP), in collaboration with the Central Bureau
for Statistics (CBS). The breeding bird monitoring
network receivesfinancial support from the IKC.

Conclusions

marshes). These developments are not unique,

The Garganey is therefore doing relatively well

as long-term censusing projects elsewhere in

in the floodplains but in marshy areas it shares

the Netherlands, in alarge number of random-

inthe malaise many marshland birds are facing

manyspecies ofbirds at various times through-

ly selected breeding bird monitoring project

at present, both in the Rhine catchment area

out the year. The largest numbers of birds are

sites (BMPplots), indicate the species isgradu-

and elsewhere in the Netherlands.

present in the winter, when the Rhine system is

The Rhine catchment area is important for

ally declining in pastureland areas and rapidly

extremely important to herbivores in particu-

declining in marshland areas. The reasons for

lar. In severe winters, the Rhine branches also

the sharp decline in marshlands are not known

provide an important refuge for piscivorous

but falling water tables (increased brushwood

and benthivorous waterbirds from other waters.
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Thewater ofthe Rhinebranches isgenerallystill

ByDutch standards, natural processes still have

use of the land and through the intensification

free of ice when other major waters in the

a major impact in the Rhine catchment area.

of agriculture. There are indications that some

Netherlands are frozen. In the summer half of

These natural dynamics, their extent and the

species of herbivorous birds have temporarily

the year, the rich diversity of biotopes provides

presence of lush floodplains make the area

benefited from increased manure spreading.

breeding opportunities for afew waterbirds that

attractive tobirds.However, the Rhinesystem is

Improved floodplain drainage, with the resul-

are characteristic of watery and moist areas. In

also increasingly being affected bythe actionsof

tant very limited effect of inundations, the

the early spring, the area isimportant for Black-

human beings. Major interventions involving

changing use of land and the lower levels of

tailed godwits, which recuperate after the long

far-reaching ecological changes include, on the

manure applied to the soil are probably the rea-

migratory flight from Africa, before dispersing

one hand, increased water management of the

son for, amongst other things, more uniform

over breeding areas inside the dykes. The area

river branches through the construction of

grass cover, which particularly enables grazers

fulfils another important function in the late

weirs, more longitudinal embankments, and

that operatein largegroupsto benefit.

summer, when large numbers of Lapwings

channelization. On the other hand, major

gather in the floodplains to moult.

changes have occurred in the floodplains in the
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Figure 9.11
Changes in the number of Garganey in the Ooijpolder (floodplain pasture) and dead river arms of the Rhine (marshland inside the dyke), compared with the national trends in
pasture and marshland. Indexes areshown that arecalculated on the basisof breeding bird counts intrial areas,where counts are madefrom yearto year within the scopeof the
SOVON's Breeding BirdMonitoring Project(BMP).
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10.Mammals
DennisWansink1 &Floorvan derVliet2
1

Association for the study and protection ofmammals,2Bat Foundation

Introduction

placeswhere most species are expected.

because few counts have been made in these

On the other hand, two species are included in

areas. The absence of the Greater white-toothed

Relatively little is known about the distribution

the table which are only known to have been

shrew along the river Lekisprobably accounted

of mammals throughout the Netherlands.

observed once: Red squirrel Sciurus vulgaris and

for by the fact that the species does not occur

Nevertheless, the river area provides an impor-

Pine marten Martesmartes.Although this can-

inside the dykes either - at Krimpenerwaard

tant habitat for various groups of mammals.

not be proven, the sightings probably con-

and Alblasserwaard - (Hoekstra 1992, Mostert

The river and its floodplains can fulfil various

cerned coincidental observations of wandering

1995b).

functions for mammals. Mammalian species

individuals.

The Water shrew Neomysfodiensappears to be

they may use the river as a migration route. For

Insectivores

er, the species was found during the period

some species, the river may present a barrier to

With the exception of the Bicoloured white-

1930-1970 (Van Laar 1992). According to

any expansion of the area in which they are

toothed shrew Crocidura leocodon, allthe insec-

Hollander & Van der Reest (1994), there has

found. This chapter looks indetail atthe impor-

tivores that are indigenous to the Netherlands

been a sharp decline in the number of Water

tance ofthe riverand the floodplains for a num-

were observed in the floodplains. Allthe species

shrews in the Netherlands since 1960,owing to

berofparticular species.

use the floodplains as their permanent resi-

both the poorer water quality and the disap-

dence location.

pearance of natural bank slopes as a result of

Even species that prefer dry areas, such as the

canalization and bank protection measures.

Greater white-toothed shrew Crocidura russula

Things should improve for the Water shrew,

live here. The only places where the Greater

now that the quality of the Rhine water is

Of the 65species of mammals that still occur in

white-toothed shrew isnot found arethe flood-

improving and natural banks are being created

the Netherlands, 37 have been found in the

plains of the river Lek and along the Spui/

here and there. It is not easy to establish

Rhine's floodplains and tributaries since 1970

Dordtse Kil/Merwede/Oude Maas, probably

whether or not the Water shrew ispresent and

maybe temporarily or permanently resident, or

Results

absent alongthe IJsseland Waal rivers.Howev-

(table 1).Anumber of these species are specifically reliant on water (figure 1). When interpreting the table, it is important to realize that
there are hardly any specific programmes for

Mammals along the Rhine
branches 1970-1995
I

| =notendangered

counting or monitoring mammals in the flood-

\

I =susceptible

plains (with the exception of the annual count

I

i - vulnerable

made by the ARK foundation, in Gelderse
Poort, report of co-worker W. Bosman). Most
of the data isconcerned with coincidental sightings or mammals that are found dead. Species
with a very noticeable presence, such as Moles
Talpa europaea,Rabbits Oryctolaguscunkulus,
Hares Lepus europaeus and Hedgehogs Erinaceus
europaeus, are often reported, whereas other
common species that are more hidden, such as
the Common shrew Sorex araneus, Pipistrelle
Pipistrelluspipistrellus or Polecat Mustela putorius
are not.
The lack of a species along a particular river
branch, according to the table, does not there-

£? ^ > -

fore indicate that the species does not occur
there. The table mainly says something about
the intensity ofcounting along the various river
branches. For example, counts of mice and bats
are mainly made along river stretches with old,
dead river arms,claypitsand enclosed landscapes,

Figure 10.1
The water-reliant species of mammalsthat were observed alongthe Rhineand its branches inthe period 1970-1995.
The lack of observations isnot evidence that the species does not occur here,but may bean indication that not many
counts have been made in the area. Additional observations can be sent to the VZZ in Utrecht. The colour of the
symbols indicates the status of the species according to the Red List of endangered and vulnerable mammals in the
Netherlands (Lina &Van Ommering 1994).The Otter hasnot been observed with certainty alongthese riversfor the
past25years.
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Lower Rhine

Lek

Merw/OMaas
D.Kil/Spui

Nrd/N.Maas
Ind.Area

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Species

1. Hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus
2. Mole Talpa europaea
3. Common shrew spec.Sorex araneus/coronatus
4. Pygmy shrew Sorex minutus
5.Water shrew Neomys fodiens
6.Greaterwhite-toothed shrew Crocidura russula
7.Whiskered batMyotis mystacinus
8. Daubenton's batMyotis daubentonii
9. PondbatMyotis dasycneme
10. Pipistrelle Pipistrelluspipistrellus
11. Nathusius' pipistrelle Pipistrellus nathusii
12. Brown long-eared bat Plecotus auritus
13. Serotine batEptesicusserotinus
14. Noctule bat Nyctalusnodula
15. HareLepus europaeus
16. Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus
17. SquirrelSciurus vulgaris
18. Bank vole Clethrionomysglareolus
19. Common voleMicrotusarvalis
20. Short-tailed field voleMicrotusagrestis
21. WatervoleArvicola terrestris
22. Muskrat Ondatra zibethicus
23. BeaverCastor fiber
24. Harvest mouseMicromysminutus
25.Wood mouseApodemussylvaticus
26. House mouseMus domesticus
27. Common ratRattus norvegicus
28. Black ratRattus rattus
29.WeaselMustelanivalis
30. StoatMustela erminea
31. Polecat Mustelaputorius
32.American mink Mustelavison
33. PinemartenMartes martes
34. BeechmartenMartesfoina
35. BadgerMêles meles
36. Fox Vulpes vulpes
37. RoeCapreolus capreolus
Total number registered species

Ussel

Waal

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

29

30

32

X

X

22

20

16

Table 10.1
Species observed in the floodplains of the branches of the Rhine from 1970 to 1995, inclusive. These are incidental observations. There is no mammal monitoring along the
branches of the Rhine, bold = characteristic for freshwater environment. River sections: Ussel:Westervoort - Kampen; Waal: Tolkamer - Gorinchem; Lower Rhine: Pannerden Rijswijk; Lek: Rijswijk - Krimpen aan de Lek; Merwede/Oude Maas/Dordtse Kil/Spui: Gorinchem - Hoogvliet/Hollands Diep/Goudswaard; Noord/Nieuwe Maas/lndustrial area:
Krimpen aande Lek - Maasvlakte.

Species

Whiskered batand Brandts batMyotis mystacinus/brandtii
Daubenton's batMyotis daubentoni
Natterer's batMyotis nattereri
Geoffroy's batMyotis emarginatus
Pond batMyotis dasycneme
Greater mouse-eared bat Myotis myotis
Pipistrelle Pipistrelluspipistrellus
Nathusius' pipistrellePipistrellusnathusii
Serotine bat Eptesicus serotinus
Noctule batNyctalusnoctula
Brown long-eared bat Plecotus auritus
Leislers batNyctalus leiseri

Distribution

Tree/building
inhabitant

low number, distribution throughout the country
inwatery areasfairly common
insufficient information
only in Limburg
not very common inwatery areas
in South Netherlands, but very rare
common
fairly common,especially inthe latesummer
fairly common
locally inwoodedareas
especially inenclosed landscape, but notvery
common
very rare inwoody areas

building &tree
tree
tree
building
building
building
building
building
building
tree
building &tree
tree

Table 10.2
The above overview indicates the status (distribution) and the importance of water for the various species of bats found in the Netherlands (+ = very important, " = relatively
important, - = of little importance, ?= unknown). It isnot possible to becertain about this for all species. Batsurveys using bat detectors haveonly been carried out over the past
fifteen years. The detectors convert the ultrasonic sounds bats use for their orientation into sounds that are audible to human beings. The overview also indicates whether the
breedingcoloniesof the speciesarein buildings or intrees.

Importance
ofwater

+
?

>
Y

'
'
'

f
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the best way is to lay traps that the animal can
walk into, especially in boggy banks. Research
of this kind, using traps, is time-consuming and
is seldom carried out. This means that the distribution figures for this species are extremely
fragmental.

Bats
The distribution picture of bats along the rivers
is based on detector observations and counts at
hibernation sites (table 2). Pipistrelle and
Nathusius' pipistrelle Pipistrellus nathusii have
been observed along practically every stretch of
the Rhine and its branches. The only area in
which they have not (yet) been observed is
along the Caland canal. In the western part of
the branches of the Rhine (Nieuwe Maas and

Photograph 10.1
Water bats Myotisdaubentoni (photograph) and Pond bats M dasycneme are the only bats that are directly reliant
on water. They 'rake' their prey from the water's surface. Thisworks best if the surface of the water is undisturbed,
such as when there isno wind or in a sheltered place. Overgrowth growing upthe bank provides shelter. However,
overgrowth inor on the water (e.g. Duckweed) isa disadvantage to these two species.The other bats are alsoindirectly relianton water, owingtothe many insectsthat generally livearound water.

Merwede up to the North Sea coast), the only
other species known to have been observed,

during migration at Maasvlakte in the late sum-

the species also lives in the floodplains. The

besides these two, is a Serotine bat Eptesicus

mer. Moreover, two unusual species have been

absence of this vole is possibly connected with

serotinus along Dordtse Kil. This is in contrast

observed at the same location in the lighthouse,

the presence of the Short-tailed vole Microtus

to the river IJssel and the Lower Rhine, where

namely the Bicoloured bat Vespertiliu murinus

agrestis and the Common vole Microtus arvalis

seven and (possibly) eight species were found

and Leislers bat Nyctalus leisleri (Mostert &

in the floodplains. In areas that are not exces-

respectively.

Wondergem 1993). These observations are

sively wet, the Root vole has probably been dri-

As far as is known, the bats mainly use the

probably connected with the migration of bats

ven out by the Short-tailed vole and the Com-

floodplains as a foraging area; nothing is known

along the coast.

mon vole (Van Apeldoorn et al. 1992). For
example, the Root vole is found inside the

about the presence of summer colonies. The
likelihood of foraging bats is therefore largely

Lagomorphs

dykes around the Nieuwe Waterweg, where

determined by the presence of colonies inside

Rabbits and Hares have been observed almost

Short-tailed voles are absent both inside and

the dykes. However, a number of brick factories

everywhere. Rabbits have even been identified

outside the dykes. However, Common voles are

in the floodplains are used for hibernation (see

as permanent residents in the few green loca-

found there inside the dykes.

box).

tions on industrial sites along the Caland canal

The Water vole is absent along the river Lek

Besides Otters Lutra lutra and Beavers Castor

and the Nieuwe Waterweg. The vegetation in

and in the Nieuwe Maas and Nieuwe Waterweg

fiber, bats are probably the only mammals that

this area is probably a little too sparse for the

industrial and urban area. This is probably an

Hare.

artefact, because the species does occur inside

use the river itself as a migration route, for

the dykes in this environment. On the other

migration between residence locations and
hunting areas, and between hunting areas

Voles

hand, according to Niewold (1993), the Water

themselves, as well as between summer resi-

The voles include a few species that are charac-

vole is declining in number. The possible causes

dence locations and hibernation sites. However,

teristic of the bank zone. These are the Muskrat

he cites are changes in the biotope, such as

very little data is available on this. Ringing stud-

Ondatra zibethicus, the Water vole Arvkola

intensive bank management, the falling water

ies in the nineteen fifties established that the

terrestris and the Root vole Microtus oeconomus.

table, ploughing pastures and intensive Muskrat

Pond bat Myotis dasycneme uses the river IJssel

These are species that are also largely reliant of

hunting, which also results in the capture of

as a migration route between its summer resi-

water for their migration and dispersion.

Water voles. In spite of the intensive hunting,

dence locations in Friesland and Groningen,

The Root vole was not observed anywhere until

the Muskrat occupies the entire stream valley of

and marlpits in South Limburg, where the

1995. Nor are there any historical accounts of it

the Rhine and its tributaries.

species hibernates. It is not known whether this

being present in the Rhine's floodplains and

Of the other voles, the Common vole is partic-

is still the case (report of co-worker G. Glas).

tributaries. In 1995, pellet studies along the

ularly common in the floodplains. This is not

Bats migrate along the coast in late summer and

Oude Maas revealed skeletal remains of Root

so surprising, as it is one of the species that are

autumn. Nathusius' pipistrelle has been observed

voles;however, there isno certainty as to whether

characteristic for pioneer vegetation and which
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is frequently found in regularly inundated

The House mouse Mus musculusand the Black

comparable to that of the Badger (e.g. Moles

floodplains. Short-tailed voles and Bank voles

rat Rattus rattus are only found in or near

and shrews) run the same risk. Practically all

Clethronomysglareolus are more likely to be

human habitats,such asaround ports.

the Maas floodplain Badgers concerned in this

found at later stages of vegetative growth, and

study died asvictims of traffic.

theystayin thevicinityofboscageson the higher

Predators

Badgers and Stone martens are therefore only

ground.

The small Mustelidae, the Weasel Mustela

found in the floodplains of the Rhine and its

nivalis,Stoat Mustela ermineaand Polecat are

branches if there are populations inside the

Beaver

found everywhere. The floodplains probably

dykes.The same applies to the Pine marten that

In the autumn of 1994, 15Beaverswerereleased

provide agood habitat for these speciesbecause

was observed in the floodplains of the Lower

in the Ooijpolder, near Nijmegen, with the

of the wide variety of prey and the absence of

Rhine. It is not clear whether the floodplains

intention of creating a second population of

human interference. These species are truly in

formed part of the habitat for this Pine marten.

Beavers in the Netherlands. The project got off

paradise during periods of high water, when

The specimen was a victim of traffic and may

to a bad start: six of the animals died within a

the shrews and mice are driven from their shel-

therefore havebeen adispersing individual.

few weeks of being released (Nolet 1995). Five

tersand forced to find scarce,higher ground.

others disappeared and possibly also died. In

American mink Mustela vison have been

Foxes Vulpes vulpes are observed everywhere,

April 1995, one was sighted in the neighbour-

observed in a few places,particularly along the

except along Merwede/Oude Maas/Dordtse

hood of Ewijk. The others were still in the

river IJssel. These are probably always speci-

Kil/Spui. The Fox does not occur in this area

Ooijpolder around this time. Not much infor-

mens that have escaped from mink farms. No

inside the dykes either. During the course of

mation isavailable on whythe animals died:are

young minks actually born in the wild have

this century, the Foxhasexpanded itsarea from

the reasons related to the Ooijpolder or the

been found along the Rhine and its branches

east to west. There has also been an expansion

area from which the animals originally came

thus far.

outwards from the dunes, which was probably

(Germany)?

originally accounted for by animals that

On the other hand, the population in the Bies-

Of the larger Mustelidae, the Badger Meles

escaped from captivity. The two expansions are

bosch is doing well. The population is growing

melesand the Beech marten Martesfoina are

approaching each other near Rotterdam. Foxes

and the animals occasionally make excursions

regularly seen in the floodplains. It is not clear

have also been observed at Dordtse Biesbosch,

along the Merwede in the direction of the

whethertheyliveherepermanently. Bothspecies

but notyet inthe area in between.

Afgedamde Maas (Dijkstra 1996).

occupy large territories. At Havikswaard, along

The floodplains offer an opportunist like the

the river IJssel, Badgers regularly occupy addi-

Fox many possibilities but, in most places, the

Truemice

tional sets, but these are abandoned during

floodplains probably only form part of the

The most frequently observed true mouse isthe

periods ofhigh water. ABadger also occupieda

habitat.

Wood mouse Apodemus sylvaticus. In the

set at Millingerwaard for atime.Afew Badgers

Netherlands, the Wood mouse achieves the

are permanent residents of high ground along

Artiodactyla

highest population densities in dry, relatively

the floodplains of the Maas,where some of the

The same appliesto Roes Capreolus capreolusas

disturbed environments, on nutrient rich soil

siteshavebeen specially created for Badgers.

to Foxes. They have also expanded their area

(Wammes 1992). The floodplains are a good

Apart from the danger offlooding,Badgersalso

from east to west during the course of this cen-

example of such environments. Field mice have

run the risk of being poisoned. Badgers that

tury, but they have not yet succeeded in colo-

a large radius of activity and are among the

presumably foraged in the Maas floodplains

nizingthe Oude Maasarea.

species that quickly colonize new areas. After a

were found to have higher levels of cadmium,

The Roe inhabits the land between deciduous

flood, the Wood mouse isthefirstspecies found

mercury, copper and zincthan Badgersthat did

forest and open ground and is only found in

in the floodplain (report of co-worker W.

not forage in river floodplains (Ma &

more open ground if the forests are overpopu-

Bosman).

Broekhuizen 1989). In a third of the animals,

lated. Therefore, Roes do not readily choose to

Other common true mice in the floodplains

the exposure limit for cadmium had been

liveinfloodplainsthat offer little shelter.

include the Harvest mouse Micromys minutus

exceeded (200 microgram/g dry weight), lead-

On the other hand, the floodplains provide an

and the Common rat Rattus norvégiens.

ing to the likelihood of kidney damage. Ma &

ideal biotope for Red deer Cervus elaphus. They

Although both of these species are often found

Broekhuizen attribute the high concentrations

have not yet been observed here because Red

in damp areas, they are not reliant on them.

to the Badger's diet, which mainly consists of

deer are kept in enclosed reserves. In principle,

They generally migrate to dryer ground in the

earthworms. Earthworms are able to digest rel-

around Rheden they could easily reach the

winter half of the year. Both require thick bank

atively many heavy metals in the soil (Kerkhofs

floodplains ofthe IJsselriver.

vegetation.

1993).This means that other specieswith adiet
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Relocation distances of mammals

Discussion

volesand mice
ratsand Muskrat

All kinds of measures have been taken in and
along the Rhine and its branches to give the
river a natural appearance. The river is allowed
to overflow its banks in a number of places;
(floodplain) forest growth is encouraged and
water pollution isrestricted. Thisprobablyhasa
positive effect on some species of mammals.

Mink,Fox,Otter,Roe,Red deer

The Water shrew, for example, probably benefits from the cleaner water. As the (floodplain)
forests grow older, more trees will probably

-A

provide a suitable habitat for bats to establish
colonies. Modifying the abandoned brick factories and bunkers (compare the example of the
Blauwe Kamer brick factory) creates suitable
hibernation sites in the floodplains. More will
have to be done to also make these buildings

Figure10.2
Distances that some species of mammals travel during daily (within their home range: white) and long-distance relocations (dispersion:shaded). Recolonization of aninundated floodplain iseasierfor aWeaselthan amouse. However,
without the presenceof mice,Weaselswould not readily live inafloodplain.Accordingto Apeldoorn (1994).

where there is also more human activity, such

The floodplains can provide an important

suitable for breeding colonies. At present, they

asroad traffic.

habitat for smaller non-flying species of mam-

aretoo coldand damp.

At locations where floodplains offer no high-

mals, up to the size of a Hare, although some

The increasing diversity in types of vegetation

water refuge sites, the floodplains can only be

uncertainties are involved, the greatest of

will probably increase the food supply for mam-

recolonized, if there are populations of the

which is flooding.

mals, which means more floodplains will pro-

mammalian species inside the dykes. In that

vide asuitablehabitat for mammals.

case, it is worth remembering that the speed at

Bats and the larger non-flying species of mam-

which populations expand is not the same for

mals probably only use the floodplains as a

However, the inundation of the floodplains also

all species (see figure 2).The Wood mouse will

temporary residence location and as a foraging

has detrimental consequences for the non-flying

re-establish itself quicker than the Bankvole.

area. They are only found in the floodplains if

species of mammals. They have to be able to

there are populations inside the dykes, close to

withdraw to higher parts quickly enough and to

the river. Exceptions to this are the Beaver and,

colonize the floodplains again from there.

Conclusions

ifthey were to occur in this area, the Otter and
the Coypu.

Therefore, special mounds havebeen constructed in the floodplains for Badges.It has alsobeen

The river itself probably fulfils a function for

suggested that the same should be done for

just a few species of bats, Beavers, Coypus

The major rivers form abarrier for the non-fly-

Beavers. At present, Badges, Beavers and other

Myocastor coypus and Otters, in that it serves

ing species of mammals. If (rare) species die

species of mammals have to seek safety inside

as a migration and dispersion route, and, for

out on one side ofthe river, it isprobably diffi-

the dykes when the river flows well beyond its

bats, also as a hunting area. The river's current

cult for them to recolonize the area on their

banks. This forces them into unknown areas

istoo strong for smaller mammals.

own (e.g.the Stone marten).

Method
The most important source of the data used here was the database of the CZI contact group for mammal surveys (Contactgroep Zoogdier Inventarisatie (CZI)). The databasewas originally put together for the production of the guide to Dutch mammals entitled AtlasvandeNederlandse zoogdieren(Broekhuizen et al. 1992). Thedatabase
contains observations of mammals upto and including 1988.
Theobservations recorded inthe databaseareshown inatlasblocks( 5 x 5 kilometres),sometimes inakilometre block andoccasionally inahectometre block.Tobecertain
that aspecies has been observed outside the dykes,only observations at the hectometre levelcan be used,and sometimes those at the level of the kilometre block,providingthe kilometre block issituated entirely outside thedyke.
The CZI data for the period from 1970 up to and including 1988 was used for this report. For more recent observations, regional mammal and bat task forces were
approached and survey reports were consulted of the Forestry Commission, SOVON (Collaborative Organizations for Bird Research in the Netherlands), the foundation
StichtingARK,the field task force of VZZandthe Mammals task forcesof theyouth groups (Jeugdbonden).
In the case of bats, particular use was made of the data collected between 1987 and 1993 for the bat atlas project conducted by the bat research foundation (Stichting
Vleermuisonderzoek (SVO)) andthe battaskforceof the Netherlands (Vleermuiswerk-groep Nederland (VLEN)). Random batsurveyswerecarriedoutoneachriversection.This
meansthepictureofthe numerousnessofthespeciesisincomplete buttheoverview of thepresenceof speciesalongthevarious riversectionsisreasonablycomplete.
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Bat hibernation sites

H i b e r n a t i n g bats a l o n g the Rhine branches

(Floor van Vliet)

Lower Rhine

In the Netherlands, bats hibernate from October to
April. The hibernation sites chosen are frost-free, dark,
quiet and have a high humidity. Most species of bats
use spaces underground, but some species also or
almost exclusively use hollow trees. The marlpits in
South Limburg are known hibernation sites for bats.
Bats also hibernate in fortresses, bunkers and cellars
(figure 3).
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In the river area, bats hibernate in various bunkers
that are situated here and there close to the river.
Where found, the numbers are low. Large numbers of
hibernating bats are accommodated in some of the
fortresses close to the river along the Hollandse
Waterlinie, a strip of land flooded as a defence in historical times.
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The disused kilns of brick factories in the floodplains
provide reasonable hibernation sites, with their thick,
brick arched roofs, even if the majority are not frostfree, owing to all the openings (chimneys and
entrances to the kilns). The bats usually crawl into
gaps between the bricks. The species found hibernating in brick factories are Whiskered bat Myotis
mystacinus, Daubenton's bat Myotis
daubentonii,
Natterer's bat Myotis nattereri and Brown long-eared
bat Plecotus auritus.
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Various brick kilns have been specially furnished for
hibernating bats. The kiln of the former Blauwe Kamer
brick factory, at Rhenen, which is in the care of the
foundation Stichting Het Utrechts Landschap, was
partly modified in 1991 for hibernating bats. All but
one of the entrances were sealed and soil was placed
on top. Hibernating bats were observed after the
modifications. It is not known how quickly bats
respond to improvements in a hibernation site. The
next few years should show whether there has been a
further increase in the number of bats at Blauwe
Kamer. Only a few hibernating bats are found in most
brick factories each year. Numbers in excess of ten are
only found in the brick factories at Olst and
Windesheim (report of co-worker G. Glas). However,
it ought to be remembered here that bats in brick
kilns may easily be missed, owing to the large number
of cracks in which they can hide. The number of bats
counted in these buildings should therefore be seen as
the minimum.
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Only a few places in the floodplains contain hollow
trees that provide hibernation possibilities for bats.
Houses and buildings also provide hibernation possibilities for bats. For example, bats were found hibernating in the cellar of a farm on a floodplain in
Gelderland. Many farms have cellars but they are
often used too intensively for bats to use them as
hibernation sites. A n increasing number of cellars are
also heated, which makes the climate unsuitable for
hibernating bats (report of co-worker G. Glas).
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Figure 10.3
Average number of hibernating bats in buildings along the river Waal, the Lower Rhine and the river Ussel in the
winters of 1986/87 up to and including 1994/95. The average numbers are indicated for brick factories, icehouses
and fortresses. The category 'total' includes these three types of buildings, plus a few less common types, such as
a bunker, a culvert and a railway bridge. The numbers above the columns refer to the number of buildings in
which a count was made. Generally speaking, there appears to have been an increase in the number of hibernating
bats along the Ussel and Waal rivers and a slight decrease along the Lower Rhine. The degree to which these w i n ter counts provide an indication of changes in the bat numbers remains a point for discussion. In any case, it is
clear that brick factories along the river Ussel have a more important function (vis-à-vis fortresses and icehouses)
than along the other t w o river branches.
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11.Ecotoxicology
Hannie Maas (RIZA),DickdeZwart (RIVM) &Henk Pieters (RIVO-DLO)
Introduction

enormous range of potential toxicants present

from previous years, measurement data from

makes it impossible to establish all the effects

RIVO and RIVM (governmental research insti-

The Rhine and its branches are an important

and relationships to plant and animal species.

tutes) and research data from the Rhine Action

water supply source in the Netherlands. Agreat

Ecotoxicology approaches this problem by

Programme. The monitoring programme con-

deal of the drinking water in the Netherlands is

monitoring a limited number of organisms and

sists of three parts: bioaccumulation in Eel and

produced from Rhine surface water. The Rhine

then extrapolating the consequences or risks for

Zebra mussels, toxicity measurements in sur-

also serves as the main source of water for

the entire aquatic ecosystem from theresults.

face water, and field and laboratory studies of

industry, agriculture, shipping, fishing, recre-

Standardized tests (bioassays) are used to

theeffects produced bythebedsofwatercourses.

ation and for combating falling water tables in

directly measure the biological availability and

nature conservation areas.

the combined effect of substances, in order to

Thanks to international cooperation and legisla-

provide information on the effects of the

tion (including the International Rhine Com-

known and unknown substances present in the

mittee and the North Sea Conference) and the

compartments.

Accumulation inEel

national environmental policy (including the

Many substances accumulate in organisms and

With the exception of mercury, there are no

policy document on water management, the

may present athreat to higher species along the

differences in accumulation levels in Eel caught

Rhine Action Plan, and the National Environ-

food chain. An insight into the biological avail-

at Lobith or Culemborg (figure 1).The mercury

mental Policy Plan), the quality of Rhine water

ability and distribution of substances in the

concentration in Eel from the river Lek in

improved considerably in the nineteen eighties.

food chain is obtained by measuring the accu-

Culemborg is a factor of 1.5 higher than the

The toxicity of the surface water also decreased

mulation of the substances in a number of

concentration found in the Rhine at Lobith.

sharply. With the exception of places in the

organisms. The results of the studies are related

In 1995, the concentrations of mercury and

direct vicinity of discharge points, the concen-

to the chemical quality of water and sediment

DDT were still well above the Maximum

trations ofthe hazardous compounds present in

and to the effects that occur in particular

Acceptable Risk level (MAR) (figure 1). The

the Rhine are too low to detect acute effects.

species in thefield.In the biological monitoring

levelsof mercury exceeded the MARby a factor

The more subtle effects of chronic exposure are

programme, the current risks of contamination

of around 3. Although the exceedences are not

alsodifficult to establish clearly.

ofthe water system ofthe Rhine and its branch-

serious, the risks presented by these substances

However, a reduction of 50 %or more in emis-

esare determined at asinglelocation in thesys-

to the aquatic ecosystem are not entirely

sions ofpriority microcontaminants (IRC 1987)

tem. A study of quality changes over time has

excluded. The concentrations of PCB153 and

is no guarantee for establishing a "healthy"

been conducted on the basis of research data

HCB are still relatively high. The concentration

Results

ecosystem, to which indigenous species can
return. Although the substances designated as

Bioaccumulation in Eel from the Rhine, 1995

priority substances will have aharmful effect on
water quality, other substances may also contribute tothe quality ofthe ecosystem. Hendriks
et al. (1994) have demonstrated that just 11 %
of the identified organic compounds in Rhine

MAR (Max. Acceptable Risk)

surface water account for the toxicity. Asubsequent supply from the bed of the water course
and the use of priority substance replacement
compounds may also be the reason why water
quality has not improved sufficiently for the
return of indigenous species following the
reduction.

The existing quality of the environment invarious compartments ofawater system isgenerally
established on the basis of measuring the con-

Culemborg

centration of a relatively limited number of
chemical compounds. However, in a water sys-

figure 11.1

tem like that of the Rhine and its branches, the

and Culemborg. An exceedence of the MAR (> 1) signifies a threat to the aquatic ecosystem.

The exceedence factor of the Maximum Acceptable Risk for substances measured in Eel from the Rhine, at Lobith
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at Lindane is close to the Negligible Risk level

1989 but increased again in 1995. However, a The levels of mercury at Culemborg are striking

(NR=MAR/100).

definite decrease canbe seen in HCBlevels.The in that they were higher than those at Lobith
level has been below the MAR since the early throughout the monitoring period. In the Rhine,

Accumulation levelsin Eelat Lobith are compa-

nineteen nineties.

at Lobith, the reduction in the total mercury

rable with those at Hollandsch Diep and
Haringvliet. Hexachlorobenzene forms an excep-

Levels of toxins in Eelfrom the Rhine

tion to this.The levelsofthis compound insus-

Lobith

pended matter are decreasing sharply asa result

Culemborg
Mercury

of evaporation or breakdown in the Rhine
downstream, which is apparent from the level
ofaccumulation inEel.
In lake Ketelmeer, the concentrations of substances in Eelare generally afactor of 2-3lower
than the concentrations at Lobith. In clean
areas, such as the Wolderwijd, concentrations

I § 0.1
<L>

>

ll
II
IIIIIIIIII

90 91 92 93 94 95

87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95

of PCB153and HCB in Eelhavebeen measured

PCB153

that areafactor of30lower.

MAR

In 1995, higher concentrations were measured
in Eel in the Rhine compared with those in the
river Maas at Borgharen. In the Maas,just lindane was 3times higher than the accumulation
levelmeasured in the Rhine.
85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95

85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95

Developmentsand trends
In 1988, RIVO conducted an extensive monitoring campaign within the scope of the Rhine
Action Programme (Van der Valk etal.1989a),
in which concentrations in Eel were measured
along various branches ofthe Rhine. It emerged
that the concentrations in Eel measured at
Lobith differed only slightly from the concentrations measured in the river Waal (at Tiel)
and the river Lek(at Krimpen). In the riverIJssel
(at Deventer) the concentrations were generally
ataslightlylowerlevel.
RIVO has been taking measurements at various
locations in the Rhine catchment area since the
earlynineteen eighties.Figure2showsthe trend

Lliul*tbtmn
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Sum of PCBs in Eel, Lobith

for the accumulation of anumber of substances
in Eel caught at Lobith and Culemborg from
1985.
At Lobith, there were large fluctuations in the
levels of all substances. In spite of the decrease
in the concentrations ofsubstances inwater and
suspended matter (Hoogeveen 1994), no clear
decrease in accumulation levels was observed.
At Culemborg, the levels remained similar over
the years. DDT levels decreased sharply after

Figure11.2
Concentrations of mercury, PCB 153, (GDDT, HCB and (GPCB-TEC (mg/kgwet), measured in Eel from the Lek at
Culemborg and Lobith (RIVO).The levels have been corrected for "standard" fish (5 %fat and 10 %dry weight).
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other substances isless. However, if the combination of substances in water and sediment are
taken into account, the concentrations found
for PCB-TEC can certainly contribute to the
toxicological impact on Otters.
The levels of the pesticides not shown in figure
2, lindane, dieldrin and octachlorostyrene
(OCS), are gradually but significantly falling at

LWi
Cd
HCB
HCH
Dreissena (freshwater)

D

DDT
PCB153
Mytilus (saline)

Lobith and Culemborg. The level of hexachlorobutadiene (HCBd) continues to fluctuate
considerably (Verboom etal.1995).
Accumulation inZebramussels
Figure 3 shows the accumulation levels measured in Zebra mussels suspended in the water

10PAK

at Lobith and Maassluis vis-à-vis the MAR. The

D

concentrations at Maassluis are generally slightlylower than those measured at Lobith, but the

Figure 11.3

difference never exceedsafactor of2.

The exceedence factor of the Maximum Acceptable Risk for substances measured in Zebra mussel from the Rhine at
Lobith and at Maassluis. Bioaccumulation in the saline section of the Nieuwe Waterweg at Maassluis was measured in
the saltwater mussel Mytilus. An exceedence of the MAR (> 1) signifies a threat to the aquatic ecosystem.

Only the concentrations of heavy metals in
Zebra mussels approach or exceed the MAR.
The organic microcontaminants are a factor of

concentration, by a factor of 4 since 1980 concentration" for PCB-TEC was derived of 10lower.Thelindaneconcentration isnegligible.
(Hoogeveen 1994), is not reflected in the accu- around 35 ng per kg food (Leonards et al. TheZebra musselsweresuspended in the upper
mulation levels of mercury in Eel. Pieters and 1989a). Measurements made at Lobith in 1995 freshwater section of the Nieuwe Waterweg.
Hagel (Pieters and Hagel 1992) attribute the revealed a concentration in fish of 13ng per kg The saltwater mussels were suspended at the
hold-up in the reduction of accumulation levels fish. The greatest effects are expected from deeper saline water level.The concentrations in
in Eel to the continuing high level of methyl- PCBs and dioxin compounds. The effect of both types of mussels were measured and
mercury, through food organisms, from the river
bed. The Eel, which was caught at Culemborg,

Bioaccumulation in Zebra mussels in Rhine c a t c h m e n t area in 1 9 8 9

possiblyhad more contact with the (older) sediment, than the Eel caught in the Rhine at
Lobith,wherethere isgreater erosion.
Non-ortho and mono-ortho PCBs, substances,
which because of their physical properties are
similar to extremely toxic chlorobenzodioxins,
were only measured at the Lobith location. The
concentrations in Eel, expressed as Toxicity
Equivalent Concentrations (TEC) against the
extremely

toxic

compound

2,3,7,8-tetra-

chlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), fell sharply in
1995,but are still far above the indicative MAR
(factor 33). Compared with Hollandsch Diep
and Haringvliet, these concentrations are still a
factor of 1.5 to 2 higher. This means that these
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Düsseldorf

DIDDT SHCB
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Vuren

• Hg

Deventer
(IJssel)
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(IJssel)
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compounds can be expected to present serious
r
r
r
Figure 11.4
threats t h r o u g h o u t the aquatic ecosystem, parConcentrations of heavy metals and organic microcontaminants in Zebra mussels suspended in the Rhine catchment
.
.
.
.
.
i. ,
.
.
area, from lake Bodenmeer to lake Usselmeer (van der Valk et a/. 1989b). The values have been corrected for "stan'
"
6
6
•
dard" mussels (10 % dry weight and 1.3 % fat). The shaded values signify an exceedence of the MARmussel (see
t h e case o f t h e O t t e r , f o r e x a m p l e , a " n o e f f e c t
table in method box), and therefore a threat to the aquatic ecosystem.
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constant in the Netherlands.

Organic toxicity of Rhine water

In comparison with 1988, the heavy metal con-

1.5 -

centrations measured in 1995 at Lobith (figure
3) showed little change. The accumulation levels
of organic microcontaminants fell by at least a
factor of 3 in comparison with the figures for
H

1988.
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Figure 5 shows toxicity levels at the two Rhine
locations for the period 1992-1995.From 1990,
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we see a continuing reduction in the organic
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• * • Maassluis

— Acute danger

—

toxicity of Rhine water, and the assumed
acceptable risklevelwasapproached in 1994and

I
1996

1995 (toxicity index <0.01). The number of

Max. acceptable risk level

short-term episodes involving high to extremely
Figure11.5
The toxicity has been determined regularly at the Lobith and Maassluis locations in recent years. Most organic microcontaminants present in the water are concentrated using XAD resin. Metals and highly polar compounds do not
occur in the concentrate. The toxicity was only determined in this period using the Microtox test, in which the luminosity of the bacterium Photobacterium phosphoreumis inhibited by the presence of toxicants. A toxicity index (Tl)
higher than or equal to 1indicates an acute threat. The likelihood of environmental damage isconsidered acceptable
for aTl of lessthan0.01.

high toxicity also fell sharply during the same
period.Thispicture isnot confirmed bytheavailablechemicalanalysescarriedout inrecentyears.
Chemical analyses from 1995 and before
showed that concentrations of organic com-

corresponded reasonably (figure 3). The differ-

Programme, acomparable study was conducted

pounds at Maassluisweregenerallyslightlylower

encesthat werefound canbe attributed to adif-

in the entire Rhine catchment area, from lake

than at Lobith (Hendriks 1993, Hoogeveen

ference in the availability of substances in a

Bodenmeer to lake IJsselmeer (Van der Valket

1994). However, there is hardly any difference

salineor freshwater environment. However,itis

al.1989b).

between the toxicity levels measured at Lobith

also possible that the freshwater section con-

Figure 4 shows that mercury concentrations

andMaassluis.

tains relativelymore Rhinewater than the saline

remain at the same level throughout the Rhine

section (Pieters era/. 1996).

catchment area. The levels of cadmium in

The toxic response was compared with the

When compared with the concentrations found

Zebra mussels are also fairly high in lake

organic contaminants that were chemically

in the sedimentation areas in the Rhine catch-

Bodenmeer. The levels in mussels generally

analysed in the period 1992-1995, at Lobith.

ment area, the concentrations of heavy metals

increase after Koblenz and remain relatively

This concerned an increasing number (around

are in line with each other. The concentration
of lead in mussels at Lobith was approximately
The toxicity and the benzene concentration in Rhine water

a factor of 2 higher than in the sedimentation
areas, but was a factor of 10 lower than the
indicative MAR (1 mg/kgwet). PCB levels were

0.18 -

clearly higher in sedimentation areas,and levels
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of GPAHsat Lobith wereagain the highest.
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with those measured in the Rhine at Lobith.
Higher accumulation levels in the Maas were
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Accumulation in suspended Zebra mussels was
1992
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only measured on an incidental basis, so no
long-term trends are available. However, in
1988, within the scope of the Rhine Action

concentration (y,

The accumulation levels in Zebra mussels mea-
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•

Figure11.6
Of all the concentrations of organic contaminants in water measured at Lobith only the benzene concentration displayed acorrelation with the toxicity detected.
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20-70) of compounds in the OCBs (DDT, lin-

Change intoxic potency alongthe length axis of the Rhine in 1994

dane and drins), plus a few organophosphorus
pesticides (simazine and atrazine). Later in the

- » - Fu %

monitoring period, additional measurement
data became available on the concentrations of
a wide range of pesticides (such as: triazines,
phenylureum and phenol herbicides), PAHs,
and aromatic and possibly chlorinated hydro-
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carbons. The time series of many compounds
show no or hardly any dynamics. From a comparison ofthe observed toxicity, which alsodisplayed very low dynamics in this period, and
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the measured concentrations of all these compounds, itemerged that,onceanumber ofcon-

Bodensee

tradictory measurement values had been
removed, only the benzene concentration displayed a correlation with toxicity (figure 6).
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Figure 11.7
The change in the fraction of potentially unprotected species (%) along the longitudinal axis of the Rhine in 1994.
Thefigure showsthe average andthe standard deviation of three measurements taken in February,Juneand October.

However, the benzene concentration measured
is far below the concentration at which aslight

Fu). Figure 7 shows the average and standard

insect larvae was more difficult to interpret

effect is still observable using luminescent bac-

deviation of the calculated value for the entire

because the occurrence of certain species also

teria (theEC20).

Rhine catchment area, for the three monitoring

depends very much on the river's changing

The Rhine water at Lobith had to be concen-

campaigns.

character, in the sense of the river's current and

trated by a factor of 100 to cause acute effects

Thetoxicitylevelisconsidered acceptable in the

drop. The report discussesthe effect ofthe vari-

on luminescent bacteria. In 1989, Hendriks

downstream stretch of the Rhine. In the section

ous natural biocoenoses. The declining richness

(Hendriks 1994) had to concentrate the water

after the entry ofthe Main and Moezel, toxicity

of species at various locations in the Rhine can

50times to measure acute effects on water fleas.

increases and remains at a similar level in The

largely be attributed to the toxicity there. In the

This method did not include heavy metals and

Ruhr and the Dutch section. Toxicity levels are

area from Wiesbaden to Lobith, species diversi-

extremely lipophilic compounds, such asPCBs.

clearlylower atlakeIJsselmeer (Andijk).

ty was low and dominance was determined by
the Orthocladinae group.At Lobith, there wasa

However, on thebasisoftoxicitydata for phytoFor 1994,the toxicity estimate at Lobith, which

complete absenceoftaxa such as Ephemeroptera,

is based on only one bacteria measurement, as

Tanypodinae and Tanytarsini. However, the

indicated in figure 5,shows a slight exceedence

occurrence of Hydropsycheindicates a slight

Developmentsand trends

of the toxicity level that is still considered

improvement in water quality as compared to

In 1994,inajoint venture between anumber of

acceptable. This level can be considered as the

previousyears.

plankton and zooplankton for these substances,
no chronictoxiceffects are anticipated.

institutes (RIWA, RIVM, KIWA and PWN),

level that theoretically protects 95 % of the

three monitoring campaigns were carried out

potentially occurring species in an ecosystem

Toxicityofthebedofthewatercourse

to measure the toxicity and genotoxicity of

(corresponds with the MAR approach), or fails

The levelsof contaminants in suspended matter

Rhine water, and to make an ecological survey

to protect 5 % of the species. Similarly, the

in the Rhine are fairly high and usually exceed

of the macrozoobenthos species present at the

averageFuvalueobserved in 1994for the Rhine

the limiting value (Eys 1996). The contamina-

locations (Noij et al. 1996). The toxicity of

at Lobith, on the basis of measurement data

tion of the bed of the water course in the river

Rhine water concentrates was measured using

using five different acute toxicity tests, indicates

Lek,at Hagestein, ismainly caused by HCB and

five different toxicity tests, a practice which

an estimated possibility of effects occurring in

PCB153, which slightly exceed the test value.

provides considerable added value in compari-

around 8%ofthe species (figure 7).The results

Levels of the heavy metals cadmium, mercury

sonwith asingletoxicitytest using bacteria.

from both monitoring programmes therefore

and copper, PAHs, PCBs and other pesticides

The toxicity measurements produced a value

correspond with each other.

measured exceed the limiting value by a factor

(similar to the MARmethodology) that indicates

Acomparison oftheecotoxicityand genotoxicity

of from 1.5 to no more than 5. This means the

the fraction of potential species of organisms

(Ames test) along the longitudinal axis of the

sediment is classified as class 3 (Ministry of

present that will suffer detrimental effects dur-

Rhine indicated alargedegreeof correspondence

Transport, Public Works and Water Manage-

ing long-term exposure (Fraction unprotected;

(Noij et al. 1996). The richness of species of

ment, 1994b).
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Biological monitoring of Rhinewater inrecentyears,
Developments andtrends
(Hannie MaasandIanHendriks)
The 1986 disaster at the Swiss chemicals concern, Sandoz, provided an impetus for water management
authorities intheNetherlandstocarry outmore intensive checksofthe prevention anddischargingofenvironmentally hazardous compounds. Checksofthesurface water include continuous monitoring. Chemical analysesalonedonotprovide aninsight into theeffects ofchemicalsonaquatic organisms, sobiological monitoring
isalsocarried outinaddition tochemical monitoring.
Biological monitors aresystems that automatically measure physiological orbehavioral parameters continuouslyorsemi-continuously. Changes inthesurface water aredetected byabiological response,suchasthe swimmingbehaviour oractivity offishorwater fleas,orthe inhibition ofalgal photosynthesis.
There hasbeen a biological fish monitoring system atthe Lobith measurement point since 1988,wherethe
quality of the Rhine water is continuously measured. The biological monitoring network of measurement
points hasbeenexpanded over the yearstoinclude asystemforwater fleas (Daphnia). Both systems havealso
been installed onthemonitoring pontoon atEijsden.Various drinking water companies intheNetherlands also
useafish monitoring system atthepoint ofentry oftheir drinking water. Systemsofthis type have also been
setupinGermany atvarious placesalongthe Rhine.
The systems operate well inpractice. Following atrial period,thesystems nowregister water quality continuously, without many interruptions or false alarms (Hendriks andStouten 1993,Noppert andHendriks 1995).
However, notmany responses occur infish inthecurrently improved Rhine water quality. Behavioural changes
arealsoonly expected atconcentrations that areafactor of10to100below thelethal concentration. Average
and peak concentrations ofcompounds that aredetected andforwhich toxicity data isavailable areoftenfar
below theseconcentrations.
Attention isnowfocusingonmoresensitivesystems,atleastforsubstancesthat arenotdetected byfish.
The daphnia system hasprovided aresponse inthefield more often, intheform of effects that arealso confirmed by random samples from the surface water andwhich aresometimes related to increased concentrations ofidentified compounds.
Many systems have been examined inGermany fortheir feasibility and reliability. Thisstudy resulted inatleast
three systems being recommended: the daphnia system, thealgae monitor andthebacteria monitor. The set
canalso beexpanded with amussel monitor. Fish monitoring isconsidered tooinsensitive butwill nevertheless
continue atmany places.
The RIZA laboratory has already acquired some experience with the algae monitor, which assesses the
responseof algal photosynthesis. Thissystem isshortly duetobeinstalled andtested atthemonitoring station
inLobith.
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The quality of Rhine water will soon bemonitored using (amongst other things) thealgae monitor. This device
measurestheresponseto contaminants onthebasisofalgal photosynthesis. This systemof biological monitoring
ismuch moresensitivethantheexistingfish monitoringsystems.
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On the basis of a comparison of the chemical

In that case, themeasured population densities

In 1994,astudy was also made ofthe sediment

concentrations ofheavy metals in the sediment

of around 260chironomids indicate a moder-

from theNieuwe Maas (Brienenoordbrug) and

and toxicity data on organisms, the possibility

ate effect. Apopulation density ofonly 3speci-

the Oude Maas (Puttershoek) (AquaSense

2

of a combined effect leading to this substance

mens/m was counted fortheTanypodinaesp.,

1996, Witteveen and Bos 1995). Practically no

group contributing to the toxicity effect on

a species mainly found inriver beds containing

midge larvae were found at either location,

water fleas cannot be excluded. No toxic effect

organic material. This indicates that the sub-

although thesubstrate wasconsidered suitable.

is expected from the other substance groups,

strate is probably less suitable for the occur-

No chemical data isavailable onthelocation in

nor are anyeffects anticipated onmidgelarvae.

renceofchironomids.

the Nieuwe Maas. The sediment of the Oude

Nineteen percent ofthe larvae of Chironomus sp.

Maas isclassified asclass 3,onthebasis ofthe

The average population density of chironomids

were found to have jaw abnormalities, which

heavy metals mercury andcopper, PCBs,PAHs

(Chironomus sp.) was 262 specimens/m

represents asignificant difference from theref-

and DDT.

(AquaSense, 1996), a value far below the nor-

erencevalue.

The reproduction of water fleas was severely

mal value (1500) for the population densityof

The bioassays also showed increased effects on

impeded in the Nieuwe Maas sediment. The

midgelarvaethat occur inrelatively clean Rhine

the survival of midge larvae, but this wasnot

interstitial water of the Oude Maas sediment

sediments. On the basis of physico-chemical

significantly different from thevaluesintheref-

led to severe effects onwater flea reproduction

parameters, the sampled sediment wascharac-

erence sediment (Witteveen andBos 1996).

and high amortality rate.Themortality ratefor

terized as sand-containing sludge, for which a

Only a slight mortality rate was observed for

midge larvae was also higher. The levels of

different normal value mayapply. Den Besten

water fleas in interstitial water. The reproduc-

heavy metalsinthis sediment explain the effects

(Den Besten 1996)employed anormal valueof

tion oftheseorganisms wasnotimpeded.

that were observed.

500 specimens/m2 for these types of sediments.
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explained by the chemical concentrations in
the river bed.

Hardly any information is available on toxic
effects in the river beds of the flowing sections

With the exclusion of a few parameters, the

of the river.At the end ofthe nineteen eighties,

ecotoxicological effects measured in various

afewharbours inArnhem,Wageningen, Rheden

compartments of the water system were similar

and the Port of Rotterdam area were studied.

throughout the entire system.

Developmentsand recommendations

However, the results in the case of these highly
contaminated beds cannot be related to the

Accumulation levels in organisms were found

The results from the biological monitoring net-

quality of the Rhine water system. Afew loca-

in the Rhine water system that could present a

work show that the contamination of the sur-

tions in the Rhine, IJssel and Lek rivers were

threat totheentireaquaticecosystem. Inthecase

face water and bed of the water system of the

ecologically and toxicologically assessed in

of the heavy metal cadmium and the planar

Rhine and its branches still produces toxic

1988 and 1990 (Mulder, 1993). The locations

PCBs,themeasured concentrations in organisms

effects in aquaticorganisms.However, the effects

were Tolkamer (port of refuge), the weir com-

were so high that the threat to the ecosystem,

have diminished in recent years. Concentrations

plexes at Driel,Amerongen and Hagestein, and

particularly to the higher organisms, has to be

of a few priority substances in organisms have

the Ganzediep at Kampen. The river beds were

considered asserious (50%ofthespeciesarenot

decreased in recent years but maystill present a

all highly contaminated (classes 4 and 3) with

protected). Mercury and DDT also exceed the

serious threat. The decrease in the accumula-

heavy metals, PAHs, PCBs and OCBs.At Driel

MAR.

tion levels of other substances appears to have

and Hagestein, the population density of

come to a halt, however, some concentrations

Chironomus larvae complied with the normal

There has been a marked improvement in the

arefar belowtherisklevel.

value. The population density was lower at

qualityofRhinesurface water inrecentyearsbut

Further reductions in the emission ofthe prior-

Amerongen, Tolkamer and Kampen.

it does not yet entirely comply with the accept-

ity substances, mercury, cadmium and PCBs

Water flea mortality occurred at all the loca-

able risk level derived for this measurement.

are required. However, itwould be advisable to

tions and reproduction was impeded. At

also pay attention to other, as yet unknown,

Tolkamer, Driel and Hagestein, the mortality

The quality of the suspended matter and the

substances,which account for someofthetoxi-

rate of midge larvae was also higher. These

river bed still exceeds the limiting value. There

citythat cannot currentlybe explained.

effects were partly explained on the basis of
chemical analyses.

are severe effects on river bed organisms at a
few locations. Laboratory studies and field

The necessity of cleaning up the beds of conta-

observations reveal effects that can partly be

minated water courses depends very much on

Cadmium,mercuryandlead
Extremely hazardous effects canresultfrom largeconcentrations of heavy metals getting into the food chain.Cadmium affects, amongst other things,the reproduction and
population size of crustaceans (Van teeuwen etal. 1985), which may lead to changes in an aquatic ecosystem's functional structure. Mercury isconverted in the aquatic
environment into methyl mercury, a form which is readily taken up by organisms. Increased mercury uptake can lead to severe damage to the nervous system.This phenomenon cameto light inthe nineteen fifties inalargegroup of people livinginabay inJapan,who, alongwith their household petsand birds,became sick through eating
mercury-contaminated fishfromthe bay. Lead isknown to severely harmthe production of red blood cells,which caninturn leadto various secondary effects.
Polychlorinatedbiphenyls(PCBs)
PCBsare produced in largeamounts for various industrial uses.Many congeners of PCBsare known,the mosttoxic of which arethe coplanar (flat) structures. PCBhazards
are mainly seen asa result of secondary poisoning in the food chain.The main environmental danger presented by these substances istheir chronic toxicity (reproduction)
and teratogenic effects (foetal malformation). The effects can be seen in the brooding success of piscivorous birds (Koeman et al. 1972, Van der Gaaget al. 1989, Den
Besten 1996) andinthe breedingof seals(Reijnders 1980).They havealso been linked to the Otter's extinction inthe Netherlands.
Organochlorine compounds (IDDT, HCB,HBCd,drins,OCSandlindane)
This group of extremely lipophilic and,therefore, highly accumulating compounds, are released asa byproduct of the chemicals industry, but are also deliberately released
into the environment to combat diseases and plagues in crops.The most well-known compound, DDT and its metabolites DDEand DDD, are extremely persistent. Owing
to the high bioaccumulation properties and effects of DDE, which have been demonstrated in bird populations (Koeman et al. 1972), these compounds were banned in
many western countries at the endof the nineteenseventies.
The effect of drins and endosulphane iscomparable with that of DDT. One of the things known about HCB isthat the compound affects the production of red bloodcells,
which can result inweight lossandthe death of organisms.
Polycyclicaromatic hydrocarbons(PAHs)
A principal source of PAH emissions into the environment isthe atmospheric deposition of particles, which are released into the atmosphere through the incomplete combustion of fossilfuels.Thecompounds alsoenter the aquatic environment through discharges of oilcompounds andthe leaching of bank protection material.The main hazard PAHspresentto humans andthe ecosystems iscaused bythe mutagenic or carcinogenic properties of alarge number of congeners.
Although PAHsaregenerally highly lipophilic, bioaccumulation hardly occurs. Most organisms,especially the higher species,arecapable of breaking down PAHs. However,
thisdoes not reducethe hazardsfaced by organisms. Breakingdown PAHscanleadto theformation of metabolites that produce mutagenic or carcinogenic effects.
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the local situation. High discharge rates mean
that the contaminants in the bed of the water

bed studies in various harbours along the
Rhine and itsbranches are underway or sched-

course may be completely removed at some

uled (Ministry of Transport, Public Works and

locations by erosion, and then deposited else-

Water Management, 1994a).

where by sedimentation. More detailed river

Methods
Contaminants inorganisms:
Substance uptake ismeasured intwo organisms from different trophic levels,the Zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpha) and the Eel(Anguilla anguilla).The Zebra musselis
a primary consumer, which feeds by filtering suspended matter out of the water. The substances bound to the suspended matter accumulate in mussel tissue. Inthe 1995
survey year, Zebra musselsfromthe relatively unpolluted lake Usselmeerwere suspended for afew weeks in netsfrom the monitoring pontoon at Lobith and inthe Nieuwe
Waterweg, at Maassluis. Becausethe location at Maassluis was possibly too saline for the Zebra mussels, saltwater mussels (Mytilus edulis) from the Eastern Scheldt were
alsosuspended at the samelocation.
The Eelisasecondary consumer andfeeds on various types of food, including macrozoobenthos,Zebra musselsand fish. Eelhasa high fat content, which results in ahigh
accumulation of lipophilic compounds in particular. The Eelmigrates very little in the spring, which makes the measurements representative for the location. RIVO makes
annual catches of Eelat various locations in the Rhine catchment area, within the scope of the Rhine Action Programme and for the biological monitoring network. The
water systemof the Rhineand its branches includesthe locations Lobith,inthe Rhine,andCulemborginthe river Lek.
Eeland Zebra mussels are analysed for a large number of compounds, including heavy metals, Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),Organochlorine compounds (OCBs);only
musselsareexamined for Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) (seebox: substances).Aselection of these substanceswill bediscussed inthis report.
EelandZebra mussel consumption leadsto arisk of further accumulation intop predators, such aspiscivorous and mussel-eating birds,and piscivorous mammals (including
Otters),through secondary poisoning.The levels measured inthe organisms arechecked against the Maximum Acceptable Risk level (MAR), while taking into accountsecondary poisoning (Beek, 1995).The MAR isdefined asthe concentration at which 95 % of the potentially occurring species in the aquatic ecosystem aretheoretically protected. Thevalues usedfor checkingareshown intable 1.
Contamination in Rhinewater:
RIVM assessedthe toxicological quality of the Rhinewater inthe years 1990-1995, aspart of the water system surveys andthe RhineAction Programme. The toxicological
assessment was based on the results of toxicity tests carried out inthe laboratory usingorganic concentrates of sampled river water. Concentrating the toxicants present in
the water appears to be agood method of enabling the detection of toxicity below the level of the acute effects that occur. The toxicity index (Tl) iscalculated asameasureof the localtoxicity, which canthen berelatedto anestimate of the environmental risk:
• ATl>1 meansthat the surfacewater hasto bediluted to render it no longer acutely toxic, which indicates anacute hazard
• ATkO.01 meansthe likelihood of environmental damage isconsidered acceptable,which meansthetoxicity concentration would haveto be 100times greater for acute
effectsto beproduced.
A connection between these figures was sought in the biological monitoring programme of the Directorate-General for Public Works and Water Management. Monthly
measurements were taken inthe Rhine inthe period from 1992 to 1995,at the Lobith monitoring station. Maassluis wasalso sampled inalternate months for just oneyear
(1995) aspart of amonitoring cycle lastingfour years.The acutetoxicity tests werecarried out usingluminescent bacteria, in accordance with the Microtox method (Maas,
1993).
Contamination inriverbeds:
The Rhinecarriesalarge amount of suspended matter, which transports microcontaminants.There islittle or no deposition of the suspended matter inthe freeflowing river
area. The greatest sedimentation occurs close to weirs and sluices, in groyne fields and, finally, in the delta area of Haringvliet and lake Ketelmeer. Harbour areas may be
highly contaminated locally (Ministry of Transport, Public Works andWater Management, 1994a).
Studies of sediments involve a complete assessment based on chemical, ecological and ecotoxicological parameters. In the field, the population density of midge larvae
(Chironomidae sp.) and the percentage of malformations in Chironomuslarvae are measured asthe ecological effect parameters. The toxicological assessment is basedon
the toxicity tests carried out in the laboratory using midge larvae {Chironomusriparius) and water fleas (Daphniamagna),in sediment/water systems or a watery extract
taken from the bed of the water course. The sediments are classified aslow, moderate or highly toxic, on the basis of criteria determined for the effects on the survival,
development or reproduction of the organisms.
In 1995, the effects of the bedof the river were only investigated inthe biological monitoring network at alocation inthe Lek, at Hagestein, above the weir. This sediment
wasdeposited recently anditsanalysis indicates the current risk of contamination from the suspended matter that isbeingtransported bythe Rhine at present.

Substance

MAR
(mg/kg)
fish

MAR
(mg/kg)
mussel

(methyl)-mercury
cadmium
PCB153
HCB
SDDT
lindane
SIOPAHs
SPCB-TEC

0,0226
0,0133
0,32*
0,038
0,026
0,37

0,0247
0,008
0,084*
0,0147
0,048
0,154
0,94

-

64x10- 9 **

not determined inthe integral standardization of substances
(Integrale Normstelling Stoffen (INS)) (Beek,1995).
derived from Beurskens andVande Guchte (1993).

Table 11.1:
on levels in fish and mussels (in
Critical concentrations (MARfood) for aquatic systems, based
mg/kgwet). The Maximum Acceptable Risk levels (MARs) are derived in accordance with the methodology established within the scope of the integral standardization of substances (Integrale Normstelling Stoffen (INS);Ministry of Housing,Spatial Planning andthe Environment; Beek, 1995).Toxicity
data (NOECchron) on lower and higher organisms isset out in a log-logistic distribution of probability
(Aldenberg and Slob, 1991), from which an MAR based on direct effects (mg/l) and an MAR based
on indirect effects (mg/kgfood) can be derived. The most critical value determines the MARec0, the
value at which 95 % of the potentially occurring species in the aquatic ecosystem are theoretically
protected, taking into account secondary poisoning. Using BCFsfor "standard" fish and mussels,the
MAReco wasconverted into critical concentrations for theseorganisms.
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12.Synthesis
Corian Bakker (RIZA) &Annemiek Demon (RWSEastern Netherlands Division)
Introduction

in the floodplains are not seen in the main
channel.

their natural number ratios. There are only
minor differences in the fish community in
each stretch of the river and it is mainly made

This is the first water system report for the
Rhine. Trends can be indicated for a small

Vegetation is practically absent from the main

up of eurytope (indifferent) species. The

number of organism groups on the basis ofhis-

channel, although the downstream stretches

rheophilous (riverine) species still onlyoccur in

torical series. Where possible, additional data

and the weired parts of the Lower Rhine havea

small numbers but appear tobe on the increase.

from local (nature restoration) projects has

sparse covering ofaquatic plants.The riverbank

The number of estuarine reophilic species

been used. Where no historical data was avail-

vegetation in these stretches is dominated by

increases in the downstream stretches, from the

able, the report only provides a picture of the

Reed. In the upstream stretches, Reed canary

Boven-Merwede and the Lek. The barrier effect

present situation.

grass is dominant. However, on the more

of the weirs means that this group is uncom-

dynamic stretches of the river, along the Waal,

mon in the Lower Rhine. Relatively many

Thischapter examines the following questions:

there are some typical riverbank plants, such as

rheophilic species were caught in the river IJssel

1.Howdynamic isthe present Rhine (still)?

Common cocklebur and Common fleabane.

(probably because of the favourable current

Which species dominate and are they species

conditions,seechapter 2,table 1).

that arecharacteristic ofadynamic riverecosys-

The plankton composition is practically the

A(much) greater variation in water depth, cur-

tem? Can the differences in morphology and

same in the various branches of the Rhine, and,

rent speed and substrate isrequired for fish and

hydrology between the various river branches

as in other major rivers,phytoplankton isdom-

macrozoobenthos than occurs in the present

beseen in the flora and fauna?

inated by diatoms. The available nutrients are

shipping channel. As mentioned above, the

2.Which (management) measures will turn the

not used optimally by the phytoplankton,

main channel is almost completely lacking in

Rhine back into a dynamic, living river? Are

owing to the rapid currents. The zooplankton,

vegetation. Vegetation is necessary as a sub-

specific measures necessary for each species

which is dominated by rotifers, flows through

strate, for food and as shelter. A rich variation

group and will those measures result in charac-

before the phytoplankton can be grazed. The

in aquatic vegetation only occurs in isolated

teristic river species? How do those different

grazing pressure on phytoplankton isonlyafew

waters, which can only be reached by fish and

measures relateto one another?

percent of the algalbiomass per day. In stretches

macrozoobenthos at (extremely) high water

3. Is the current approach (the present policy)

with a longer residence time, such as waters

levels. There are not many waters in open con-

the right one?

in the floodplain, chlorophyll-a concentrations

nection with the river that offer conditions such

Do nature restoration projects help produce a

occur that are on average twice as high.

as gently sloping banks and low waves, which

living river?Which ecotopes arestill missing?

Zooplankton concentrations are found in these

arebeneficial for the development of vegetation.

waters up to one hundred times higher than the
density in the river's main channel.

Monitoring results

Waters with low dynamics and a rich diversity
ofvegetation are also important for amphibians.

Thanks to the improved water quality, the

There are no places inthe main channel and the

How dynamic isthe Rhine?

number ofspeciesof invertebrates and thedensi-

larger stretches of the floodplain for this group

The collected data does not produce avery het-

tiesin which they occur are increasing. However,

of animals. They are now dependent on the

erogeneous picture, in spite ofthe major differ-

the total numbers remain relatively low in the

smaller isolated waters behind the main chan-

ences in morphodynamics and hydrodynamics

main channel, probably asaresult of ashortage

nel dykes. The river area once supplied a large

between the various stretches of the Rhine, at

of suitable habitats. Samples taken from newly

amphibian biomass through a wide range of

least in terms of the potentials of those process-

formed waters in the floodplain, after the high

waters that were isolated to varying degrees

es (Rademakers etal.1996,Silva etal.1996).In

water in the spring of 1995,showed that various

along the nutrient-rich river. River systems in

other words, the monitoring results indicate a

true river species, such as black flies, had been

other countries have much higher population

relatively uniform Rhine system. The MWTL

able to reach these locations. This appears to

densities, which provide food for predators,

data that forms the basis of this report (see

demonstrate the possibility of ecotopes that are

such as the Grass snake, herons and storks and

chapter 1) is principally concerned with the

created bynature restoration projects beingcol-

Water shrew (Creemers 1991).

main channel (Fish, macrozoobenthos, plank-

onized. Many non-indigenous species also seem

ton, vegetation). This means the differences in

capable of reaching the Rhine; more than 15%

The present Rhine system has become very

the different stretches of the river may not be

ofthe speciesfound were non-indigenous.

important for herbivorous water birds in the

clearly reflected in the results.Owing to the low

winter half of the year. The trends in the com-

levelof exchanges between the main channel and

All thefishspecies that occurred in the original

position and numbers of species of birds

the floodplains, variations in species composition

Rhine system are still found, however not in

are a reflection of changing conditions in the
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floodplain, owing to the intensification of agriculture.Thismeans herbivorous water birds can
be designated as culture-adapted. It is mainly

Ecotopedistribution Rhine branches

the breeding birds that have suffered from these
developments in the river landscape; characteristic breeding birds of moist and marshy conditions havedeclined sharply.
In the downstream parts of the Waal and Lek
rivers, the number of birds that forage on
macrozoobenthos is increasing, owing to the
large numbers of Zebra mussels, which are prolific on the dams and embankments in the area.

Current situation

fafaw
Target

Finally, the limited data available on mammals
indicates there is little differentiation in each
stretch of the river. Greater habitat diversity is
needed throughout the entire area.The riveris a
migration route for bats and could also provide
one for Otter and Beaver.
Thepresent Rhine system isecologically impov-

14 4
IJssel

Waal

LowerRhine-Lek

erished. Exchanges of aquatic organisms between
the main channel and the waters in the flood-

D natural bank

D floodplain forest

• secondary channel/dead river arm

• marshland

• brushwood

• natural pasture

• agriculture

Ü deep main channel

plain are often impossible or limited to periods
of high water. Securing the main channel for
shipping means that it becomes increasingly
deeper. The floodplains silt up and become
higher and dryer. The uniformity can be seen in

Figure12.1
The distribution of ecotopes in the IJssel,Waal and Lower Rhine inthe present situation and after achieving the target (Postma ef a/). Inthe present situation,there is little differentiation between the various river branches and agricultural (pasture) land dominates. In the target, there is a greater diversity of ecotopes and the difference between
the river branches isclearer.

the distribution of ecotopes in the branches of
the Rhine; (agricultural) pastures and the deep
main channel take up most of the area (Postma

Measures are needed to turn the river into a this isworked out for the various river stretches

etal. 1996 see figure 1,the lower rivers are not

more suitable habitat for the various groups of by determining the richness of opportunity for

shown).

organisms.

On a smaller scale, it is possible to point to a

achieving the target of originality willbe shown

fewdifferences between the riverbranches.
Owing to the altitude of the floodplains, part of

ecotopes and species.The measure of success in
by the system's diversity and the occurrence of

Management measures

typicalriverspecies.

the floodplain of the IJssel river is suitable for
agriculture. The Waal river includes a long sec-

Table 1 shows which management measures

Design requirements

tion with shallow riverbanks between groins and

have an effect on the groups of animal and

Allkinds of measures for shipping have resulted

ponds, and some dynamic dead river arms.

plant species discussed here. The table shows

in a decline in the natural river dynamics in the

Along the Lower Rhine, there is the occasional

that measures that have a positive effect on a

floodplains. The starting point for nature

stream valley pasture. There are some valuable

particular group maywellhave anegative effect

restoration projects is to bring about some

natural areas with low dynamics in the weired

on another group. It istherefore possible to use

degreeof restoration ofthe dynamics (seechap-

river branches and behind the main channel

the measures to steer floodplain developments.

ter2).

dykes. Some natural areas with high dynamics

This gives rise to the possibility and necessity of

Constructing secondary channels, linking dead

can stillbe found outside the main channel dyke,

discussions about the measures to be taken. An

river arms on one side, and cutting through

alongthe unweired sections.There areonlylim-

important criterion in this regard is the "origi-

main channel embankments, are examples of

ited sections that display the variation in dynam-

nality of the processes and species". In the tar-

measures intended to provide more opportuni-

icsthat waspresent in theoriginal river system.

get drawn up for the rivers (Postma etal.1996),

ties for species that depend on systems with

Rhine 1995
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high dynamics. These measures are used in
many nature restoration projects in the floodplains (Silva 1996).The starting point is usually
a reference picture in which increasing the river
dynamics in the floodplains plays an important
role. The table shows that measures of this kind
can have a negative effect on amphibians,
macrozoobenthos and aquatic plants in particular. In the case of amphibians, the natural
dynamics provide greater opportunities for land
biotopes, however, the aquatic biotopes come
under severepressure.Thisshould betaken into
account in the planning, especially because the
river area isacentre of prevalence for the distribution of a number of species of amphibians.
Solutions may be found in the creation of
biotopes in sections of the river with low
dynamics and/or the encouragement of more
amphibian biotopes inside the dykes, in the formerbasin areas.
This also appliesto macrozoobenthos; monitor-

Photograph 12.1
A flowing secondary channel has been created in the Leeuwense Waard, along the river Waal, by joining existing
ponds.The route of the future channel ismarked byflags.

ingnature restoration projects that are currently
underway shows that when existing ponds with

differences in dynamics in the various stretches

the large numbers of birds. However, many

a large diversity ofmacrozoobenthos species are

of the river can be employed to enable the

breeding birds of marshy forest and brushwood

linked to the river, the level of diversity soon

development of biotopes with low dynamics in

covered wet pasture, such as Little bittern and

falls (Cals 1994). Unlike when flowing sec-

the floodplain, in the present system.

Corn crake, will find better living conditions

ondary channels are constructed, the species are

Another measure with results that are not all

and migratory birds and seed-eating herbivores

not replaced by other characteristic river species

positive is the removal of the hard bank revet-

like the Pintail and Teal will profit from the

(riverine species) because there is no flowing

ments along the river banks. Hard substrate

new situation.

water in the ponds. Here too, various solutions

provides a good habitat for macrozoobenthos

In many nature restoration projects, a more

are available, such as leaving the main channel

species such as Zebra mussels. In their turn,

natural ecosystem with space for woodland isa

embankments intact in someplaces,developing

these macrozoobenthos species are food for

deliberate choice.

comparable biotopes inside the dykes, or

diving ducks. The removal of this material

accepting that the diversity of the species con-

therefore affects the numbers of these species.

Moreover, it is important in nature restoration

cerned in the floodplains will become increas-

The criterion "originality" isthe motivation for

projects to pay attention to the dyke itself asa

ingly restricted to sections of the river with low

deciding to remove these rip-rap revetments,

possible ecological barrier. The closure of a

dynamics.

even if this also leads to a reduction in species

road during toad migrations has become a

In most nature restoration projects, the emphasis

diversity. Rip-rap is a material that does not

familiar occurrence but other species also

ison the originality ofthe species and processes.

occur in lowland rivers. However, the groynes

migrate between the floodplain and the area

Although the presence of existing natural values

will be maintained along large sections of the

insidethe dyke,such asBadger and Roe.Witha

is not denied, a choice is often made in favour

river in connection with the river hydraulics.

few exceptions, nature restoration projects
practically never pay any attention to the other

ofriver-dependent speciesthatoccurinadynamic
environment. The less dynamic biotopes also

The extension of pasture management and the

sideofthedyke.

occurred in the river area in the reference pic-

development of more forest and marshland

ture, the "original river system", but they were

vegetation can result inadrop inthe number of

Variationoverspaceandtime

found in the basin areas, further from the chan-

herbivorous water birds. Although natural veg-

The environmental requirements set by various

nel with its high dynamics. In the dyked situa-

etable food sources become more abundant

species groups may be so conflicting that the

tion, these areas of the river are cut off and the

(roots and seeds of aquatic plants), they are

species are unable to inhabit the same area.

dynamics in the remaining section increase.The

unlikely to provide an adequate alternative for

Spatial separation can be a means of giving the
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Astudy of the ecological quality of a floodplain
along the riverWaal (AquaSense 1997) revealed
a threat of secondary poisoning by cadmium
and an increased biological availability of heavy
metals. This partly explains the low population
densities of riverbed fauna in current-sheltered
locations.
Not much is known about the effects of contamination on the likelihood of biocoenoses
developing in nature restoration areas. As yet,
thequality ofthe water and soil does not appear
to impede the establishment ofnewspecies.Itis
not clearwhether theywillbeabletosurvive.
The quality of the river water does not appear
to be a problem for most species in the river
itself as far asthe macronutrients are concerned.
The short residence time of the nutrients in the
flowing water means they are not fully utilized.
photograph12.2
Excavationworkin theGamerenseWaarden:constructionofthechannelsandpartialexcavationofthefloodplain,so
that variousbiotopesarecreatedthat nolongeroccurandareunwanted intheshippingchannel.Examplesofthese
biotopesareshallowsandandsludgebeds,shallowsthatbecomeclearofwater,andriverbankvegetation.

However, this does not now mean that water
quality can be ignored. If the river water enters
into systems with low dynamics, such as floodplain ponds, lakes and estuaries, we see the

various species groups an opportunity to co-

over time with land clearance and the imple-

effects of eutrophication such as algal bloom

exist. The scale at which the variation is intro-

mentation of nature restoration projects

andfishdeath.

duced may,for instance,bein linewith the nat-

enablesthese speciesto nevertheless continue to

ural variation in the morphodynamics and

find enough bare substrate, even though there

hydrodynamics, and the presence of existing

islesserosion and sedimentation.

Policy

In creating avaried system over space and time,

Spacefortheriver

thevarious typesofnatural environment willbe

it is important to take ecological networks into

Theimportance ofthe discharge function ofthe

most likelyto succeed on thebasisofthe altitude

account (Reijnen etal. 1995). For example, the

floodplain during periods of high water became

and dynamics. This water system report con-

size of the populations, the distance between

particularly apparent after the high water levels

tains a number of concrete starting points for

subpopulations and the presence of corridors

of 1993 and 1995.The policy known as "Space

making a spatial division of this kind on the

arevery important for the ongoing existence of

for the river" came into force in May 1996.The

basisofthepresent natural values. For example,

species.

policy places major restrictions on the possibili-

natural history and cultural-historical values.
Rademakers (Rademakers 1996) indicates where

the best conditions for marshland plants are

ties for using the floodplain for anything but

found in the downstream and weired stretches

river-related purposes. It indicates a wish to

of the river. In the case of birds, the highest

Quality

createextra space for the river during periods of

numbers of Black-tailed godwits in the spring

Ecotoxicological data show that the quality of

high water. One possible way of achieving this

are found in the Rhine/Lek area, and this is

the water, the suspended matter and the bed of

is to lower the floodplain. If this is done in

connected with the location of the brooding

the water course still present threats to the

combination with nature restoration projects, it

areas. Some species appear to be able to benefit

entire aquatic ecosystem. This particularly

creates all kinds of possibilities for natural river

from phasing activities (such as sand and clay

applies to the higher organisms. For example,

life,but also has other consequences for natural

excavation) in the floodplains. A number of

the concentrations of cadmium and a number

values. It may result in a larger expanse of

species, for example the Natterjack toad,

of PCBsmeasured in organisms are sohigh that

water, fewer possibilities for forest and lesshigh

depend on the presence of bare substrate. In a

as many as 50 % of the species may be detri-

ground. This new development will be worked

natural river system, this occurs from time to

mentally affected. Some of the toxicity still has

out in more detail in the ensuing years. It will

time through natural erosion and sedimenta-

to be explained and is attributed to, as yet,

obviously affect the occurrence of various

tion processes. The distribution that occurs

unknown substances.

species groups. In particular, lower floodplains
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will result in fewer opportunities for species that

durable distribution of ecotopes with the great-

livein lessdynamic environments.

est likelihood of success over the branches of
the Rhine. In trying to achieve avaried natural

Recommendations

floodplain, it is important to take into account

The present nature restoration projects are

thewish toprovide more space for the river.

intended to increase the hydrodynamics and
morphodynamics in the floodplains and to

Monitoring

increase grazing. Creating possibilities for

The aim is to achieve greater differentiation of

dynamic processes willgiverise to characteristic

the river branches and thereby to make greater

river ecotopes. These are very likely to be

use of the river's potentials. This also means

populated quickly; fish and macrozoobenthos

taking measurements that enable the variation

species from shallow flowing water are already

in ecotopes, vegetation and the associated

present in very small numbers. Breeding birds

species to be monitored. The ecotope mapping

will also benefit directly, as was apparent from

(area coverage) planned for 1999 in the next

the population of Corn crake and Corn bunting

round of measurements for the Rhine, and the

after the inundations of 1995.The same applies

monitoring ofthe ecotopes ofthe main channel

to bats, which profit from a larger and more

and the floodplain (a number in each branch of

varied food supply in the more varied vegeta-

the Rhine) could provide the required informa-

tion. It has to be pointed out here that there are

tion. It would therefore be worthwhile to also

different levelsofdynamics.

sample the isolated waters and to provide an

The isolated environments that only come into

idea ofthe area covered byfloodplain forest, for

contact with the river through extremely high

example,andthedevelopmentstakingplaceinit.

water or river seepage are alwaysmore dynamic

It is not possible to establish on the basis of the

than the areas inside the dykes and provide a

data whether and to what degree the river

habitat for rare and characteristic species. How-

processes are still determining factors in the

ever, in the present situation, these areas are so

formation of the river landscape in the present

close to the river that they would be unable to

situation. This will have to be determined by

survive if the embankments were removed.

comparing thepattern ofecotopesin consecutive

Deliberately spreading areas with various levels

monitoring periods. It will also be necessary to

ofdynamics,for example byhavinglow dynam-

pay more attention to the connection between

ic natural areas along the Lower Rhine, would

morphological and hydrological developments,

provide places for amphibians, mammals, limnic

and ecological developments in the river.

fish and the macrozoobenthos of vegetationrich waters.These species alsobelong in the river
system but do not benefit from the removal of
embankments and the silted-up floodplain soil.
Itisalso important to increase the opportunities
for these species inside the dykes by providing
proper connection zones to the areas in the
floodplain.

During the design phase, it is important to
inventory the existing natural values, so that
valuable areas can be kept. It isalso advisable to
examine the possibilities for creating adjoining
biotopes inside the dykes. Finally, adapting the
nature restoration projects tothe morphological
characteristics of the stretch of the river concerned will make it possible to achieve the most
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AMOEBE'sin deRhine
(WinfriedLaane)
Inthe AMOEBE study for the major rivers, rules of thumb are usedto convert the distribution of ecotopes (seeelsewhere inthis chapter) into potential numbers of species,
known astarget variables, which have been examined in the "Water System Survey" project. The conversion rules are based on the habitat approach: adetermination per
species ismade of how muchsuitable habitat will beavailable inthefuture ecotopes.The numbers of species inthe present situation arederived from existingfigures.
The present situation in the water systems of the Rhine and its branches are shown inthe figure aspie diagram sections vis-à-vis the nature restoration target on the circle,
which gives riseto what are known astheAMOEBEs.
As far aspossible, the same target variables have been used for the different branches of the Rhine. The species for the Lower Rhine area (Noordrand and the freshwater
tidal rivers,Vanhemelrijk, being printed) display the greatest departure owing to thedominant effect of saltandthe effect of the tides inthearea.

Amoeba Waal

Amoeba Lower Rhine

Water-soldier
Loddon pondweed

Meadow clary
Fringed water-lily
Field eryngo
Pedunculate oak
Black poplar
Aquatic plants

Cormorant

Gompbus

Grass snake
Natterjack toad

Freshwater nerite

Cormorant
Grass snake
Natterjack toad
Greater crested newt
Tree frog

Greater crested newt
Tree frog

Amoeba Ussel

Lower Rhine area

Triangular dubrush
Kingfisher
Waterraill
Reed bunting
Sand martin

^ Water-soldier

Common scurvygrass
Broad-leaved ragwort

Loddon pondweed
Meadow clary
Fringed water-lily
mer snowflake
Field eryngo

turgeon spawning
Cormorant
Grass snake
Natterjack toad
Greater crested newt
Tree frog

Unio pictorum
Caenis spp.

Along the river, there are, for example, Kingfisher brooding habitats around the secondary channels, dead river arms and ponds. In the nature restoration target for the
Waal, Lower Rhine and Ussel rivers, the total area of brooding habitat has increased sharply and, instead of the present 3-4 brooding pairs, there are 520 brooding pairs
(Duel 1996). Inthe lower river areasthere isa larger areaavailable for the Root vole, for example, which isaspecies found in moist reedland.The present incidental visitor
then becomes apermanent resident inthearea.
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Photograph 12.3
Riverine landscape alongthe Lower Rhine - Lek.
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Photograph 13.1
River dune alongtheWaal at Millingen.
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Rationale
BIRDS

FISH

MACROZOOBENTHOS

Monitoring of waterbirds is coordinated by

Monitoring offishiscarried out in cooperation Sampling of macrozoobenthos in the Rhine is

SOVON Vogelonderzoek Nederland (Cooper-

with the Netherlands Institute for Fishery Inves- carriedout byDirectorateEastofthe Directorate-

ating Organizations Bird Census Work ), Beek-

tigations (RIVO-DLO), IJmuiden. The opera- General for Public Works and Water Manage-

Ubbergen. The operational scheme of waterbird

tional scheme offishmonitoring isdescribed in ment. Identification of benthos issupervised by

monitoring is described in RIZA report BM

RIZAdocument 96.097x.

93.06.

the department IMLBof RIZA.The operational
scheme of macrozoobenthos monitoring is
described inRIZAdocument 96.002x.

ECOTOXICOLOGY

FYTO-enZOOPLANKTON

MACROPHYTES

Monitoring of accumulation of micropollutants

Sampling and identification of plankton is car-

Thefieldworkfor monitoring of the vegetation

in Eeland Zebra Mussels iscarried out in coop-

ried out by RIZA. In 1995sampling and identi-

in and along the large rivers presented in this

eration with theNetherlands Institute for Fishery

fication of plankton in the Rhine was carried

report wascarried out bythe Netherlands Insti-

Investigations. Monitoring of toxicity of surface

out by the National Institute for Public Health

tute for Ecological Research at Heteren. Since

waters is carried out in cooperation with the

and Environmental Protection at Bilthoven. The

1996 in the river Rhine this work is carried out

National Institute for Public Health and Envi-

operational scheme of plankton monitoring is

in cooperation with Directorate East of the

ronmental Protection. The operational scheme

described in RIZAdocument 96.002x.

Directorate-General for Public Works and

of monitoring of ecotoxicological parameters is

Water Management. The operational scheme of

described in RIZAdocument 91.152x.

macrophyte monitoring is described in RIZA
document 96.004x. Since 1996 monitoring of
bankvegetation iscarried out bythe foundation
FLORON.

WOULDYOULIKETO
KNOWMORE???!
This report does not contain all the data col-

Upon the completion of "DONAR", the central

Theprogramme supervisor of Biological Monitoring isMr K.H.Prins.

lectedwithin thescopeofBiological Monitoring.

data storage system oftheMinistry ofTransport,

A summary of the parameters determined in

Public Works and Water Management, all the

1995 is provided in a report on the environ-

datawillbestored in "DONAR".

Allthe people referred to here are employed by

mental monitoring network for national fresh

Should you require any additional information

RIZA, PO Box 17, 3200 AA Lelystad, The

waters (Milieumeetnet Zoete Rijkswateren,

about the data, please contact RIZA's monitor-

Netherlands,telephone +31 (0)320-298411.

92.051).

ing co-ordination department (IMMM); the
contact person isMr P.Jesse.
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